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Today, people want to know about the ingredients of a product,

and they want to know how it was produced. ecoaction respon-

ded to this development early on. We spoke with Managing 

 Director Oliver Gother about trends like fair trade and vegan.

The Future Sex Design Studio is part of the industrial design study

programme at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, and

among other things, it covers the product design of sex toys.  We

spoke with lecturer Dr. Judith Glover.

If you find yourself playing football with Django Marecaux, you better

bring your A game because on the pitch, he is extremely competitive

and he doesn’t want to lose. But off the field, he is an extremely

 likeable fellow, and there is much more to him than his passion for

football, as evidenced in this edition of Monthly Mayhem.

Ten years ago, a transformation began in the industry, and it

is no coincidence that Bijoux Indiscrets was also started ten

years ago. Co-founder Elsa Viegas tells us more about the

changes in the market and about the brand’s anniversary.

Did you know that the brick & mortar trade in the US is still gene-

rating more sex toy sales than the online trade? In our interview

with Klaus Pedersen, we take a closer look at the differences

between the markets in the United States and Europe.
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C O N T E N T

For some time, EAN has been trying to determine what role

brands are playing in the adult market. In this issue, two

store owners – Robert Strzelecki from Poland and Tapio

Ruppa from Finland – share their opinion on the topics. 

Is 2016 the year of men’s toys? The future will tell, but there is a

tendency. For instance, take the new collections for men that Sir

Richard’s is releasing. We asked Robert Rheaume, the head of Sir

Richard’s, how the company wants to position itself in the market.
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Chatswor th,  USA – Pipedream is  proud to announce that

King Cock has sold over one mil l ion units s ince i t  f i rs t  debu-

ted in 2015. “ I t ’s  very rewarding for Pipedream to hit  that

mil l ionth cock milestone in such a shor t  t ime,” said Pipe-

dream Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino. 

King Cock goes platinum

“Thanks to all our retailer partners

for running with King Cock and

already making it a household

name in the industry. We know that

great customers are the key to our

success and we’re working harder

than ever to help them continue to

thrive.”

Made from phthalate-free, latex-

free, hypoallergenic PVC rubber, the

original King Cock collection featu-

res 18 unique styles available in

three colors. Each piece is hand-

crafted and sculpted with meticu-

lous attention to detail to offer the

most lifelike experience possible.

Every vein, shaft, bulge, and head

is carefully reproduced by hand with

exquisite detail.After the success of

the first King Cock line, the mega-

manufacturer quickly expanded the

54-piece collection with King Cock

variations for harnesses, squirting

 dildos, dual density dildos and the

upcoming Vibrating King Cocks.

“Since the King Cock release early

last year, they've been selling like

crazy,” said Pipedream sales execu-

tive Mona Madrigal. “Our customers

really couldn’t be happier -- the

 packaging, the branding, the name

– this line really does sell itself, all

 retailers need to do is hang it on the

wall and watch it move.”

King Cock’s platinum landmark va-

lidates the company’s strategy of

shifting operations stateside and

opening multiple state-of-the-art

manufacturing facilities to better

control quality and efficiency. With

its newest building, Pipedream now

owns over 220,000 square feet

 dedicated to manufacturing, distri-

bution, and logistics in the US.

"We continue to grow and expand

our American manufacturing

 facilities to keep up with the

 relentless demand," Orlandino

 remarked. "We're very excited about

the future of the King Cock brand

as it becomes a cornerstone of the

industry going forward."

Mega-Manufacturer marks millionth milestone

N E W S

letter

from the editor

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 7 / 2 0 1 6

Admittedly, young, attractive, 

 well-shaped and well-tanned 

women who are lolling on the

beach, in bed or in the hot tub are

an appealing sight. And even if it

sounds outdated, the saying that

ˈsex sellsˈ still holds true. Otherwise,

why would mainstream companies

go back to using sex to advertise

their products time and time again?

So it only seems appropriate that our

industry also use such imagery to

present our  products to potential

buyers, after all, these products are

about fun, enjoyment, lifestyle,

 sensuality and increasingly also

about sexual wellness and sexual

 health (we’ll get back to that later

on). But do we always reach the right

audience with such advertisement?

Aren’t we ignoring a group of consu-

mers who are extremely important

for the market? I am talking about

people over 40. The sheer size of that

group should make it any trade

member’s favourite audience. In

Germany alone, there are more

than 45 million people older than

40. And this generation 40+ has lots

of money to spend – and a great

willingness to actually spend it. And

there is also a biological dimension:

At a certain age, the body produces

fewer hormones, which affects fertility,

vitality, libido – in short, sexuality. And

that makes this group a prime

 audience for sexual wellness and

 sexual health. The generation 40+

holds so much potential for our

 industry, but to tap into it, we need

to address this group in a way that is

also appealing to them.

That's it for this month!

Matthias Poehl

Dear Ladies 
and Gentlemen 

King Cock has sold over one million

units since it first debuted in 2015
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Almere,  The Nether lands – The new Hidden Desi re ropes,  now ready to order at  Scala

 Playhouse, are high qual i ty ropes which are the per fect choice for lovers who want to

 explore the pleasurable world of BDSM using some tantal iz ing, premium fet ish gear.

Get bound by Hidden Desire

The new bondage ropes in the Hidden Desire

 collection are a great addition to any store’s BDSM

assortment. The high quality ropes are now available at

Scala Playhouse in six varieties: 3 meters in red or black,

5 meters in red or black and 10 meters in red or black.

The Hidden Desire bondage rope is made of premium

cotton; preventing chaffing and offering a safe

 bondage adventure. Stock up now and allow your

 consumers to discover their hidden desires with these

must-have fetish ropes. The new bondage rope is

 another great addition to the Hidden Desire collection

at Scala Playhouse. The brand, well-known for its

 premium fetish gear and accessories, has become a

firm favorite with BDSM-loving consumers worldwide.

 Hidden Desire combines quality materials with a sleek,

elegant brand image; creating products that appeal

both physically as aesthetically.

Hauppauge, USA

- Essentials is a

collection featuring

staple items. It featu-

res four designs avai-

lable in an array of

colors including a

garter belt, a leg

 garter, and a G-string, floral lace, as well as a  

four-piece garter strap set. All styles in the Essentials

collection are sold separately. The Garter belt,  

G-string and Leg Garter are available in five colors:

Black, Red, White, Light Blue and Cobalt Blue. The

four piece garter strap set comes in Black, Red and

White. All styles are available in One Size and the

 Garter Belt and G-string are also available in Queen

Size (fits 1-3x). Set to start shipping in June, Magic

Silk’s Essentials collection comes packaged in a small

space-saving clear polybags with full color printed

graphics on the cardboard header.

Scala Playhouse 

N E W S

For the 

advanced ones
MALESATION Premium Anal Set

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach

T/F +49 6834 4006-0 / -11 . info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM
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Magic Silk unveils 
new collection
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Flensburg, Germany - The Rotating

Male Masturbator from You2Toys is

now available exclusively at ORION

Wholesale. The outer design of this

masturbator is simple but stylish and

there is a very special pleasuring

function inside: a rotation function! The

penis is inserted into the transparent,

dotted sleeve and then the seven

 different rotation levels, which light up

when in use, stimulate the penis by

 rotating left and right. The sleeve can

be easily removed for cleaning.

Wadgassen,

Germany

- ST RUBBER is

now offering six

selected pro-

ducts of hair re-

moval care line

VEET. Among this line are trimmers, cold wax strips, hot

wax and creams: Sensitive Precision Beauty Styler/ Wax

Strips for sensitive skin/ Warm Wax Natural Inspirations/

For Men Hair Removal Gel Cream/  Natural Inspirations

Hair Removal Cream for all skin types/ Hair Removal

Cream – Legs & Body.

Rotating Male Mastur -
bator from You2Toys

Bath, England - The sex toy manufacturer wil l  launch four new ranges in what it  is describing

as i ts ‘biggest show yet’ .  Show-goers can expect to see two new addit ions to the company’s

award-winning Fi f ty Shades of Grey ser ies -  Fi f ty Shades Darker The Off icial  P leasure Col-

lect ion and Fi f ty Shades Darker No Bounds Col lect ion.

The Official Pleasure Collection consists of 13 high-quality

pleasure products and three bondage kits, and is

 approved by world-renowned author E L James. The No

Bounds Collection comprises 10 limited edition BDSM

 pieces inspired by the upcoming Fifty Shades Darker

 movie, each handcrafted from top-quality leather.  Love-

honey's Brand Development Manager Sabrina Earnshaw

said: “We’re pulling out all the stops for our ANME booth

this year by launching four massive ranges. “The Fifty Sha-

des Darker movie will be hitting cinemas in time for

 Valentine’s 2017, so it’s vital for retailers to be prepared for

the next wave of this phenomenon. The Fifty Shades Darker

Official Pleasure Collection and The No Bounds Collection

offer fans the chance to create their own Fifty Shades-

 inspired scenarios at home. It’s perfect for those looking

for a step up from the hugely popular Fifty Shades of Grey

Official Pleasure Collection.” Lovehoney will also be

 launching its brand new Official Mötley Crüe Collection -

the latest of the firm’s mainstream brand acquisitions. Na-

med after the band’s best-selling songs and albums, the

Official Mötley Crüe Collection comprises a set of powerful

mini and midi-sized vibrators, emblazoned with the band’s

iconic typography and distinctive artwork. There will also

be even more from the earth-shattering Motörhead series

with the Motörhead Official Rock Collection, which includes

two glass dildos and a extremely powerful wand vibrator.

Earnshaw said: “We’re thrilled to be able to add another

rock number to our repertoire with the Official Mötley Crüe

Collection. The new Motörhead Collection will blow you

away!” Visit Earnshaw and the rest of the Lovehoney Trade

Sales team at booths 9 and 10 in the tent area. To book

an appointment or to find out more about in-store training

or any of our brands, please contact enquiries@loveho-

neytrade.com or visit the Lovehoney Trade Website.

Preparations are well underway for Lovehoney’s booth at the ANME Show 

N E W S

Lovehoney to launch four 
exciting new ranges at ANME Show

Visitors of the ANME can find Lovehoney

at booths 9 and 10 in the tent area

The rotation function

provides a special experience 

ST Rubber now offering
VEET hair removal products
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Veendam, The Netherlands - Af ter the successful introduction of EDC’s house brand EasyToys

at the latest edit ion of the eroFame Global Trade Show, EDC Wholesale now introduces

the luxur ious Sway Vibes to their  house brand col lect ion.

EDC Wholesale adds Sway Vibes 
to their house brand collection

Sway Vibes is all about sensual

movements, sensational vibes

and elegant designs with the

 purpose of bringing joy to confident

and independent women who know

what they want in life. The brand

kicks-off with Sway N01, a unique wand vibrator with a

sleek design and a luxurious appearance that comes with

an enticing surprise at the bottom. The wand vibrator will

surely sway her hips as the other end also holds a powerful

vibrating motor for double the fun. The wand vibrator gives

sensational vibrations for external stimulation and the

 bottom for magnificent internal stimulation. Both ends are

operated separately with two push buttons with each 7

dazzling vibrating patterns. Sway N01 can be used alone

or together. This high-quality silicone vibrator is 100% wa-

terproof, gives up to 8 hours of ultimate pleasure and

 includes a USB charging cable. Sway N01 comes in 3

 distinguished colors; Black, Pink and Purple and offers an

appealing price rate. 

Luxurious and sleek vibes 

N E W S

sales@globalproductseurope.com
     Europe +34 952 198 749 (We Speak English, French & Spanish)        UK +44 (0) 207 1933553  

MADE 
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UKEXPLORE OUR
PRODUCT 
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Almere, The Nether-

lands – Allure – the

fetish-inspired lingerie

brand – has a great se-

lection of kinky designs

perfect to spice up your

long summer evening.

They are available from Scala Playhouse. A highlight

from the brand is the naughty Kitten Collection, which

comes in a both regular as plus-size designs. The Kitten

collection by Allure offers consumers a tantalizing choice

in fetish-inspired lingerie. The plus-sized designs in the

collection have been designed with curves in mind.

This means the outfits have very figure flattering, com-

fortable fits that highlight every seductive fold of her

body. The collection mainly comprises of designs of

wet-look fabric. 

Flensburg, Germany - Svenjoyment Underwear will be

delivered in new packaging – more environmentally

friendly, more innovative and more promotional! The

 previous packaging’s fold design will stay as it is – it is the

material that has changed because it will now be made

out of high-quality cardboard instead of transparent plastic.

The new packaging is attractive and

promotional, and has numerous

pictures and a description of the

 product in nine languages on it.

 Svenjoyment Underwear stands for

 attractive men’s underwear made

out of top-quality fashionable mate-

rial. The sophisticated designs and

functions emphasise “a man’s best

parts” – this underwear is definitely

 attractive, sporty and extravagant.

Get naughty this summer
in Allure Lingerie

Svenjoyment Underwear
in new packaging 

PHS names Planet Earth preferred 
UK distributor of M2M Brand

What started with a few pieces of Pride jewelry sparked

a 20+ year journey that has put PHS at the top of

the LGBT market, and Planet Earth’s own journey from small

business to international powerhouse makes the two

 companies a perfect pair.  "Planet Earth has made a spe-

cial commitment to bring our customers the best of the

best from across the pond, and PHS's historic roots in the

gay market made M2M a perfect fit for us," Planet Earth

CEO Paul Boote said. "PHS truly understands the gay male

consumer and M2M caters to their unique needs and

 desires, which makes it a top performer on the sales floor.

We look forward to a fruitful partnership with the PHS team

and supporting our customers with this important product

line." As the longest running brand made and marketed

specifically for gay men, M2M has made history providing

retailers with a fully packaged and merchandised selection

of products with a special focus on BDSM and cock-and-

ball toys. “We are so pleased to have partnered with Planet

Earth to expand M2M’s reach into new international mar-

kets,” PHS General Manger Michael Merrill said. “The value

of having Paul and his team work as brand ambassadors

throughout the UK and Europe is immense, as they have a

unique understanding of our core demographic, and it’s

an honor to have the support of such a trusted distributor.” 

Planet Earth set to bring 100 of PHS’s top-selling items to UK market

N E W S

Phoenix,  USA  – PHS has named Planet Ear th a prefer red dist r ibutor of the manufacturer ’s

award-winning M2M brand of int imate products for gay men. As one of the UK’s top names

in adult  dist r ibut ion, Planet Ear th wi l l  debut a col lect ion of M2M’s 100 bestsel l ing i tems at

the upcoming ETO trade show June 12-13 in Bi rmingham, UK, to show their  customer base

the value of market ing direct ly to the gay male market.

EAN_07-16_05-43_Edi_News_Layout 1  05.07.16  15:39  Seite 5
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FUN FACTORY 
presents CAYONA

A delicate flower with a lot of power 

The product features six different levels of vibration

intensity and six different rhythms. The CAYONA is

both firm and flexible. The body of the toy is made

specifically for guiding the vibrations, the motor is

 extra quiet for discrete usage. Thanks to the simple

CLICK’N’CHARGE-System, the CAYONA is charged

quickly and no batteries have to be switched.

Bremen, Germany - The CAYONA Vibrator by

FUN FACTORY is  an example of the per fect

combinat ion of  des ign and funct ion:  the

handy v ibrator  made of  medical  s i l icone

does not only st imulate the cl i tor is ,  but also

the G -spot  –  fo r  the doubled amount  o f

pleasure!

Amsterdam, The Netherlands  - Any sex

shop can now turn to DUSEDO to

 expand its product range with the Thunder

Plug by Sport Fucker. The Thunder plug

 consists of two parts inside the plug that

taps your prostrate as

you move throughout

the day. The Thunder

plug is made of medical

grade silicone and comes in

black, red and blue. This is the best product of the

 season. The steady tapping on the prostrate will slowly

and steadily cause your cock to leak. Try and find

 another plug to do that!

DUSEDO presents: P-spot
stimulation with a bang
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Almere, The Netherlands –

Beppy tampons are the per-

fect match with women who don’t

want their periods to get the better

of them, and still enjoy all the acti-

vities they love such as swimming,

sauna and intimate fun – no strings attached! They are

now ready to order at Scala Playhouse. The Beppy string-

less tampons at Scala Playhouse come in two varieties:

wet and dry. The wet tampon contains a lacta gel for easy

insertion, while the dry tampon – as its name suggest – co-

mes without additional lubrication. Both tampons have an

easy removal loop and are perfectly shaped to provide a

comfortable fit. The Beppy tampons – wet or dry – are

available to order in an 8-piece or 30-piece package. The

string-less tampons are just one of the various amazing

items in the Beppy assortment at Scala Playhouse. 

Bath, England - Lovehoney wins Best

Online Retailer at ETO Awards The

sex toy company fought off stiff com-

petition from Bondara, sextoys.co.uk,

Ann Summers and Uberkinky. The Love-

honey team were at the event to pick

up the award. Lovehoney Sex Toy Buyer

Flavie Polaine said: "It’s an honour to

be named Online Retailer of the Year.

We're immensely proud of Lovehoney's recent successes

and we're flattered that ETO and its readers have reco-

gnised them as well. The last year has been a very exciting

one." Lovehoney has gone from strength to strength in

 recent years, thanks to its acquisition of major mainstream

brand licences such as Fifty Shades of Grey and

 Motörhead and its participation in fly-on-the-wall TV series,

The Joy of Sex Toys. 

Carefree fun this summer:
no strings attached!

Lovehoney has been
 named Best Online Retailer 

Seatt le, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is  excited to announce that they are launching two new

games:  Who’s the Biggest Freak?,  and The Spir i ts  Want You to Dr ink Them.  Who’s the Big-

gest Freak?, is the adult par ty game where players answer crazy questions about themselves

in order to determine which one of them is the biggest f reak?

Kheper Games, Inc. 
launches two new drinking games

Game play is simple:  Roll an 8-sided die, to determine

a question for the group and whoever has done the

action, takes a drink.  The game includes 552 questions,

with samples including “Have you ever worn rubber?” and

“Do you know what a plushy fetish is?” The Spirits Want You

to Drink Them, is a fast paced drinking game version of

the popular Ouija boards that have been around for over

100 years.  Players ask the spirits, “Who do want to drink

you?” and then the spirits “guide” the planchette, that the

players are all touching with their hands.  The planchette

moves around the board selecting symbols and numbers.

Players then act out up to five drink actions, such as

 swearing contests, personal questions, categories, and I

Never Have questions.  “Social games such as these are

important to include in adult games sections,” explains

CEO Brian Pellham.  “Customers not only want to have fun

with games for the bedroom, but also need ideas for how

to simply have fun either as a couple or with friends.  Our

newest games work great for a couple’s getaway, or game

night with some good friends.” Who’s the Biggest Freak? is

for 2-12 Players and is an addition to the popular line of

“Who’s the Biggest…” games from Kheper Games that

also includes a pervert version and a slut version for bride-

to-be parties.  The Spirits Want You to Drink Them is for 2-8

players and is an extension of the sex version that was a

best seller for Kheper Games, Inc. last Valentine’s Day.

Who's the Biggest Freak? & The Spirits Want You to Drink Them

N E W S

The two new games and at least 5 other new products

will be formally launched at the July 2016 ANME Show 
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Polifee now available
at ST Rubber

Leather protection

The Polifee Leather Oil takes care of waterproofing

and protects smooth leather. With the Polifee Leather

Maintenance you can service smooth or grained  

leather accessories like corsages, harnesses, bodies,

masks, handcuffs, belts, leather paddles or whips. For

professional cleaning after use, the Polifee Leather

Cleaner products offer products, which take care of

stains on smooth and grained leather. „Pleasant for your

hands, without any scent, rich in nurturing ingredients,

effective and thorough: Polifee not only knows what

 leather loves,” is how ST Rubber describes their new

 leather care. Products for maintaining artificial leather

and latex are also part of the product line.

Wadgassen, Germany - Pol i fee Leather Oi l ,

Leather  Maintenance,  Leather  C leaner,

 Synthet ic  Leather  and Latex  Cleaner  are

avai lable at ST Rubber as of now.

Los Angeles, USA - B Swish has released a new

product, called the Bcurious Premium, a ver-

satile body-safe, waterproof and rechargeable

 external personal massager. The shape of the

Bcurious is designed to fit the user well and

its motor provides seven functions of water-

proof pleasure. Either side of the Bcurious

can be used, the tip for precise or the broad

 underside for spread out stimulation. It is

made of hygienic non-porous ABS plastic and

silicone, making it easy to clean. As a member

of B Swish’s Premium Line of personal massagers,

the Bcurious comes with a USB charger and storage

pouch and is available in two colors, Black/Magenta and

Primrose/Grey. The Bcurious arrives in exquisite gift-ready

black packaging, and is suitable for in-store presentation

as it displays easily. 

B Swish releases  
Bcurious Premium

 www.orion-wholesale.com

PASSIONE..
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
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and much, much more
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Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hlutz@mptoday.de

A & R NATURELLES – EYE OF LOVE, ABS Holdings, Adloran Ltd., 
Adrien Lastic, Andalea, Aneros, Asha International, B Swish, 
Beate Uhse, beGLOSS, Bellavo Trading, Benno von Stein KG, 
Bijoux Indiscrets, BlewIT!, BodiSpa / Nobu Inc, CalExotics, 
Callvin "condom collector", Carpe Diem srl, Classic Erotica, 
Cobeco Pharma, Concorde, Coquette, CPR GmbH, 
Creative Conceptions, Cupid Labs, Cyrex Ltd. / ElectraStim, 
Dame Products, Debra Net Kft., Demoniq, Dildo Assorted S.L, 
Diogol, Doc Johnson, Dreamgirl _ Premium Bodywear AG, 
DUSEDO-M.O.I. B.V., E-Stim Systems Ltd., EDC, 
Eropartner Distribution, Eros Veneziani, EXS Condoms and 
Lubricants, EXSENS, Fleshlight International SL, Fun Toys, 
Global Products Europe S.L., Grutinet S.L., Hemp Seed by Earthly
Body, Hot Octopuss Ltd., HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH, 
Import Kareva S. A., International Dreamlove S.L., Intt Cosmetics, 
Je Joue, JOPEN, JOYDIVISION (North America) LLC, 
JOYDIVISION international AG, Kheper Games, 
Kingsonic Trading Inc, KRAHO GmbH, 
LEDAPOL Dariusz Krawczyk, Liberator, Lingerie Belimages INC., 

Lingerie Group, Lockerroom Marketing Ltd., Loewie Ltd., LoveArc, 
Lovehoney, Lovense, M&C GmbH, MaleEdge & Jes-Extender - 
DanaLife & Danamedic, Manstore _ Premium Bodywear AG, 
Me Seduce - Pemaw Group Edyta Szczekocka, Medical-Latex 
(DUA) SDN BHD, Medpack Swiss Group, 
Megasol Cosmetic GmbH, Mister B, MODE360°, Moodzz BV, 
MSX distribution srl, MW-Großhandel – 7-Heaven | Andalea | 
LookMe | Lolitta | MeSeduce | Noir Handmade | Passion | 
Provocative, Nalone LIMITED Manufacturer of  High Quality Toys,
natural contours, Nexus, Noir Handmade, 
Novelties by Nasswalk, Inc., NS Novelties, NUEI, O-Products, 
Odeco Ltd., ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG, Ozze Creation, 
Pasante Healthcare, Patrice Catanzaro, PERSIAN PALM di Luana
Giusti ed Eva Cincar S.a.S, Peter Domenie Mode, 
Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A., 
PM Body Leather, Pretty Love Toys, Puma Swede, R H Smith and 
Sons T/A Fever, RIANNE S, Rimba B.V., Rocks-Off Ltd., Rouge
Garments, RW-Großhandel, Saxenfelt Production ApS, Scala Play-
house, Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH, Secret Play 
(Femarvi SL), Sensuous, Sexy Battery, Shiri Zinn, Shots Media B.V, 
Shunga Erotic Art, Sign Magazine, Standard Innovation / We-Vibe, 
Svakom, Swan Vibes, Swiss Navy, System Jo, TENGA Co., Ltd., 
THE KAMA SUTRA COMPANY, Titus, TOKYO DESIGN CO., 
LIMITED, TONGA BV, Topco Sales, TOYFA-H LLC, Uberlube, 
UM Products Limited, WAREHOUSE-8, Wicked Sensual Care, 
Wingpow International Ltd, Xgen Products, XR Brands, YESforLOV, 
Zorba International

Excerpt of the 
list of participants

Already now 
more than

135*

confirmed
 participants

*as at July 2016
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Flensburg, Germany - Anybody looking for trends

that are out of the ordinary will find them in the

FANCY FASHION collection! The exclusive ORION Who-

lesale´s label sets the tone on the fetish market in

terms of design, materials, functionality and a com-

fortable feeling when worn. The outfits are coated in

latex but the polyester and elastane mix underneath

it means that the outfits feel comfortable against the

skin. The outfits, which are made out of clear plastic

and combined with sweet details like ruffles and bows,

are the perfect accessory for extroverted fashionistas.

Furthermore, there are also

trendy outfits for special oc-

casions  – for fashion-cons-

cious and extroverted

men. 

Carlisle, England - Kevco Wholesale took home two

honors at this year’s ETO Awards. The show took place

on June 12th and 13th at the NEC Pavilion, Birmingham,

UK. “This show was very successful for both Baci and Envy

Menswear in the Kevco booth, we are extremely proud to

be a part of such a prominent distributor,” said Helle Panzieri,

Baci and Envy Global Sales Director. Kevco Wholesale is

the international distributor for Baci. Founded in 2008, Kevco

Wholesale is a supplier of lingerie and costumes. Baci Lin-

gerie is an international lingerie and accessory brand whose

name is deriving from the Italian word for “kisses”. Among

their collections are White Label, Dreams by Baci bedroom

costumes, After Dark Hosiery, and Baci Eyelashes.

FANCY FASHION for pleasure
that is out of the ordinary

Kevco Wholesale wins
awards at 2016 ETO Show

Ontario, USA - CalExot ics expands i ts  male col lect ions Apol lo and Pumps. This expansion

gives male shoppers new products to enhance thei r  pleasure alone or wi th a par tner.

Apol lo is  a col lect ion of r ings, pumps, st rokers and wearables.

CalExotics expands its male collections

Two new rings and four new strokers have been added

to the collection. Both rings feature powerful, USB

 rechargeable motors that offer seven functions of vibration

with a sturdy, silicone body. The Rechargeable Power Ring

has a standard design, while the Rechargeable Support

Ring includes a built-in scrotum ring for added support.

The Apollo Stroker and Dual Stroker are life-like PureSkin

masturbators featuring a reversible design for dual textured

sensations. Offering users a different type of sensation is

the Wireless Grip Stroke Masturbator. This stroker features

an open style grip allowing it to accommodate any size

man. The chamber is textured and a two-speed,

 removable stimulator adds vibration. The Rotator Stroker is

a male stroker with a self-contained wireless design. With

seven functions of intense rotation from a textured

 chamber, this stroker is built for pleasure. The Pumps is 

a collection of male enhancement products and

 accessories: The Silicone Vibrating Oro Stimulator. This male

masturbation system offers 10 powerful functions of

 vibration with a premium silicone sleeve. The Silicone

 Executive Oro Stimulator offers the same  design with an

added inflation feature to create a tight sensation. Pumps

now offers two, fully automatic pumps with LED displays

that measures the PSI inside the cylinder. The Automatic

Power Pump is a full-sized pump, and the Automatic Head

Pump is smaller, for more targeted use. Two accessories

were also added to the collection: the Silicone Erection

Enhancer XL and Set of Two. These are stretchy, silicone

rings designed to be used with any size pump cylinder.

Susan Colvin, Founder and CEO of CalExotics, says, “Male

products are a large market for CalExotics. We aim to

 provide high-quality products that cross multiple categories

at a competitive price. We feel Apollo and Pumps exceed

these qualifications and more.”

Apollo & Pumps

N E W S

Apollo is a collection of rings,

pumps, strokers and wearables
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Kama Sutra’s Honey 
Dust in the spotlight

Making love better 

Kama Sutra’s products are

there for everyone who want

to pamper themselves or partners,

who want to try a new fantasy or

revisit an old one. The Honey Dust

is a great way to seduce, it comes with a flirty feather

tickler which makes foreplay just a little bit more fun. Honey

Dust is a kissable body powder that leaves the skin  

silky-soft and delicately scented. It comes in different

 flavours such as ‘sweet honeysuckle’, a sweet honeysuckle

nectar. ‘Raspberry kiss’, this is a vine-ripened raspberry

 flavour with a touch of honey. ‘Strawberry dreams’, a light

and sweet flavour like strawberry mousse. Finally, ‘chocolate

caress’, which is a smooth and rich flavour just like a sip of

hot cocoa.

Wijchen, The Netherlands -  Kama Sutra is  al l

about making love better,  i t ’s  about making

an effor t  for that special night.

Wadgassen, Germany - ST Rubber’s News Catalog

2016 is now available. The company informs about

over 170 items on 34 pages. The brand Malesation has

expanded its assortment and can now also be found in

the condom section of ST Rubber's catalog. The new ca-

talog can be downloaded on the company’s home-

page or ordered in print by e-mail to info@st-rubber.de

as well as by phone: +49 6834-4006-0.

ST Rubber releases 
new catalog
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London, England - Following the opening of

a new warehouse in the United States, Fun-

Toys will now ship your orders from a new facility

in Europe as well. From now on, customers will

be able to enjoy deliveries from the Netherlands. The

 company believes that their new warehouse will facilitate

more sales and more efficient distribution all around

Europe. The address of the warehouse is 14 Pottenbakker-

straat, 4871 EP Etten-Leur, Netherlands. All their products

will arrive in a new packaging as well. The lids of all the

 boxes are made from carton and replacing some of the

plastic ones that they had in the previous batch

 production. They are convinced that this new outlook will

help retailers to sell their products better.

Flensburg, Germany - The Rotating G- & P-Spot Machine

from You2Toys is now available exclusively at ORION

Wholesale. The multi-functional sex machine will stimulate

HER G-Spot and HIS P-Spot (prostate). Just put the machine,

made out of durable polyurethane, onto the floor and

plug it in using the included power plug. Fix the desired

 stimulation attachment onto the sex

 machine and enjoy! It relent-

lessly stimulates the pleasure

nerves with its rotating

 motion. Furthermore, the

 included vibrator can be

placed in the loop provided

– for addition stimulation. 

FunToys opens new 
warehouse in Europe

Rotating G- & P-Spot
Machine from You2Toys

Montreal,  Canada – Unt i l  the end of 2016, Shunga Erot ic Ar t  wi l l  change products and

 revamp some categories to better answer customers needs and actual ize i ts  look.  Star t ing

at ANME in Los Angeles, Shunga wi l l  present two new intensi fy ing products that wi l l  create

depth in this popular category: Dragon Sensit ive cream and the Lotus Noir.

Two new intense pleasure 
products from Shunga 

They will officially be presented in L.A. and will be ready

for order placing as well. Shunga’s team has been

working the last few months on a lot of new projects, with

the goal of presenting them at ANME and eroFame.

 Dragon Sensitive cream is a softer version of the original

Dragon cream. It’s made for couples who seek a milder

“fire and ice” sensation to fully enjoy love making. This

version is less intense and just as much fun. It will come in

a beautiful white bottle and its own high-quality printed

colored box. Included, is the new “how to use” pamphlet.

The Lotus Noir will be launched at the same time. “This

sensitizing gel for couples was sold only in the Garden of

Edo collection kit and a lot of retailers were getting

 demands only for the Lotus Noir gel.  So we are selling it

separately now” says Guy Roussy, General Manager. Lotus

Noir is an external gel designed to intensify booth female

and male orgasms.  It acts as a stimulant and enhances

sensations to experience intense pleasures together.  

It has its own beautiful box with a beautiful Shunga

 drawing on it. In fact, it’s the drawing of the Organica

collection because of its 100% certified organic

 ingredients. “That’s one of the differences between Lotus

Noir and Dragon cream. They are both for couples but

Lotus Noir has 100% certified organic ingredients” says

Manon Vallée Cofounder and Vice-President of Eau Zone

Ltd. “Dragon offers a hot and cold effect, but with Lotus

Noir you will feel  a coolness only”.  “A lot of new things

are coming to the Shunga product line and we will see

more new product launched”. Said Sylvain Séguin,

 President of Eau Zone. “We are very excited for the 

upcoming months with our new product launches”

 continues Mr. Séguin. 

Dragon Sensitive cream & Lotus Noir 

N E W S
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Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales has embarked on a brand new chapter fol lowing the ap-

pointment of industr y veteran Autumn O’Br yan as the company’s new COO. With 23 years

and experience in almost every aspect of the adult  industr y,  O’Br yan has been tapped to

reestabl ish Topco Sales as a leading manufacturer focused on bui lding trust ,  promoting

qual i ty,  and br inging a f resh approach to the next phase of the brands histor ic legacy.

Topco Sales appoints industry vet 
Autumn O’Bryan as new COO 

O’Bryan brings vast

knowledge and

deep understanding of the

inner-workings of the plea-

sure product business, from

production to distribution

and ecommerce, and has

established a unique plan

for Topco Sales future

growth. With a new and

 expanding team under her

watch, O’Bryan has poised

the respected brand for a

reinvention of sorts and

looks forward to showing

the industry what she and

Topco Sales has in store. 

“I have been given an

 incredible opportunity to breathe new life into the iconic

Topco Sales brand with a special focus on rebuilding

the company’s position as a founding leader in the

adult industry,” O’Bryan said. “My team and I are

 addressing the challenges head-on while offering

 complete and candid transparency related to every

aspect of the supply chain, because rebuilding trust

and confidence will be essential for the growth and

success of the company.  I truly look forward to the

path ahead and plan to do everything possible to bring

Topco Sales back to the top.” O’Bryan is no stranger to

Topco Sales and its position within the industry; the

 industry vet spent four years at the company before

embarking on a comprehensive career handling

 integral roles at some of adult’s biggest and best-known

companies. Now O’Bryan’s profession has come full

 circle as Topco Sales’ COO, and she is poised and

ready to take the position on full steam ahead. 

Iconic company starts new chapter with industry expert at the helm

N E W S

Autumn O’Bryan 
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Simply and 
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Wimbourne, England - ABS bids fa-

rewell to Kate Hodgson-Egan.

“Kate has been with the business for 14

years and in that time she has been at

the heart of helping ABS grow into the

success it is today. Kate has been an

amazing addition to our team over the

years and we’ve been proud to have

her support us at trade shows. Kate has an exceptional

knowledge of the industry and we will miss her passion

and her unique input,” the company said. Kate added:

“After 14 years of working with wonderful people, I have

taken the difficult decision to move on. It’s been an ab-

solute pleasure working with you and I would like to wish

Tim and the entire ABS team all the best for the future.” 

Kate Hodgson-Egan has left ABS

Almere, The Netherlands – Great news for al  backdoor- lovers:  TOYJOY has added four new

designs to the best-sel l ing Anal P lay col lect ion. These s leek pleasure providers are al l

made of body-safe, premium si l icone and are the per fect choice for lovers who want to

explore anal fun in a non-int imidating way.

TOYJOY Anal Play now offers 
even more backdoor adventures

The four new additions: the Bum Buster, Private Dancer,

Sweet Sensation and Bottom are now ready to order at

Scala Playhouse. Part of the Anal Play collection by TOYJOY

Classics, these pleasure providers are the perfect choice

to discover the joys of backdoor fun. The Bum Buster anal

plug, one of the new designs, is guaranteed to be a big,

pleasurable hit with your anal loving consumers. This

naughty design is made of premium, soft touch silicone

and features a thrilling silhouette, teasing both the P-spot

and offering exterior perineum stimulation. The Private

Dancer is a great quality anal plug suitable for both entry-

level and advanced consumers. The thrilling design is

body-safe and made of premium, soft touch silicone. This

anal plug offers sensational vibrations at the touch of a

button and comes with a flared base for extra comfort.

The Bottom Beads is a great quality anal chain. The flexible

design is body-safe and made of premium, soft touch si-

licone. This anal chain offers thrilling stimulation with 6 - in

size increasing - anal beads and comes with a heart-sha-

ped easy-retrieval loop. Last, but certainly not least, the

Sweet Sensation anal plug is made of premium, soft touch

silicone to give consumers the most pleasant anal expe-

rience possible. Offering amazing backdoor stimulation

with three – in size increasing – beads, it is surely going to

thrill users with its unique silhouette.

Bum Buster, Private Dancer, Sweet Sensation and Bottom
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For an extra dose of manliness

With pjur MAN STEEL Gel, pjur MAN XTEND Cream and

pjur superhero STRONG performance spray, the

company offers even more enjoyment for all those looking

for an extra dose of manliness.

pjur MAN XTEND Cream

contains a new combi-

nation of ginkgo and

 ginseng extracts and

 provides special skin care

for men. Regularly using

and massaging with pjur MAN

XTEND Cream can benefit circulation. This long-term care

product has been  specially developed for men who want

Wasserbi l l ig,  Luxembourg - The pjur group is once again introducing three innovative pro-

ducts to the market.  The target group in the spotl ight this t ime: men.

S

pjur launches three new products for men

more. pjur MAN STEEL Gel is a gel designed to be intensively

massaged in. The paprika extract contained in the product

can  intensify stimulation and provide for especially exciting

lovemaking. No man should miss out. In addition to the

two new pjur MAN products, the pjur group has also

 developed a new product for the superhero series  based

on natural ingredients:  pjur superhero STRONG

 performance spray is a unique intimate care product

 specially designed for prolonged enjoyment for men. The

optimized formula contains a higher concentration of

 ingredients than previous pjur superhero sprays and is also

enriched with ginger. Ginger extracts can  stimulate and

reduce oversensitivity of the skin.

For the male clientele 
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A lmere, The Netherlands– Now

ready to order at Scala: the

Durex Invisible condoms. These

condoms aren’t just thin; they are

ultra-thin, giving consumers the

most intense experience combi-

ned with premium protection. The Durex Invisible condoms

come with added lubricant for a comfortable, smooth fit

and glide. These premium condoms offer a feeling of

being ‘invisible’: creating just as much sensations as you

naturally would but with the added benefit of knowing

you are safe and responsible. Packaged in a modern,

mainstream box, this product will instantly draw consumers’

attention with its ‘thinnest condom ever’ promise. The box

contains 10 individually wrapped pre-lubricated condoms

that are easy to open and apply.  The ready to order

Durex Invisible condoms are just one of the many great

products in the Durex range at Scala. The brand has

established itself as a premium choice in sexual protection

and is a go-to choice for many consumers.

Amsterdam, The Netherlands –

Get in the Play Zone with

the Xact-Fit Sizing System by

Perfect Fit Brand. This package

is the ultimate gear test for you!

You will know for sure which

cock ring or combination is the

best fit. You can even share

with friends! This is the new

 experience that lets you play

with sizes and find out for

 yourself. The nine rings come

with a storage cone in a range

of sizes like the cock ring, ball

ring and shaft rings. Put on a single cockring or go nuts

and do it all at once. This Xact-Fit rings lets you do all that.

The diameter varies from 28 mm. (1.1 ") to 48 mm. (1.9 ").

The rings are made of soft touch silicone and will not grab

body hair. Visit the online store at dusedo.com to get your

Xact-Fit Play Zone right now!

Indulge in the thinnest con-
doms yet with Durex Invisible

DUSEDO presents: 
Xact-Fit Sizing System

Sevi l la, Spain -  F leshl ight has just  expanded i ts  l ine of F leshl ight Gir ls  with the launching of

four famous Dorcel Gir ls :  Anna Pol ina, Claire Castel ,  Lola Rêve and Valent ina Nappi.  These

new four European Gir ls  joint Ri ley Reid, Anikka Albr i te & Eva Lovia which were launched

since January by Fleshl ight.

New Fleshlight Dorcel Girls now available

Anna Polina is a Russian-born performer and model

who now resides in France. He started her career in

2008 and jointed Marc Dorcel in 2010. In the beginning

she was modeling for erotic photos and doing some

stripping. Pretty soon, this Caucasian girl with beautiful

blue eyes got interested in porn industry. Claire Castel &

Lola Rêve are both French. Claire started in the Adult

 Industry in 2010 and has been nominated for several

categories for XBIZ and AVN Awards in 2013. Lola Rêve is

French blonde beauty, who is acting in the different

 pornography. She participates in orgies, group fornication,

hardcore and everywhere first-class. Finally  Valentina

Nappi, Italian, who has used her stunning body to

 become one of the biggest porn stars in Italy. The 24

year old Valentina has only been shooting porn since

2011 but has already made a huge name for herself in

the industry. Having a look at the brunette beauty it’s no

wonder she has become so famous; Valentina simply

oozes Latin sexuality. Fleshlight International CCO Miguel

Capilla commented about this new partnership with the

French company Marc Dorcel: “We are really excited to

start the commercialization of the Fleshlight Dorcel Girls

and we look forward to have the chance to do many

other deals together with Marc Dorcel”. 

Anna Polina, Claire Castel, Lola Rêve and Valentina Nappi

N E W S

Fleshlight has expanded its line of Fleshlight Girls

with the launching of four Dorcel Girls
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Made of 100% natural

botanical ingredients, Sensuva’s ON Arousal Gel is

the most powerful formula available on the market

and creates a very unique buzzing, vibration sensation

on the clitoris which can last up to 45 minutes.  Sensuva’s

ON Arousal Gel is now available from Eropartner Distribution.

ON Arousal Gel contains the same natural active ingre-

dients as ON Oils, now in a water-base safe, no-mess gel

formula. Using ON Arousal Gels, will help a woman’s body

respond more easily to physical stimulation, and give her

the type of full-body awareness that raises her arousal level.

These two things give women the ability to achieve orgasms

easier. Another wonderful benefit of ON Arousal Gel is that

it may actually help some women increase their production

of personal lubrication. This may be extremely helpful for

women going through hormonal changes, hysterectomy,

or taking medications that tend to decrease their body’s

ability to self-lubricate. It is safe and pleasurable to use

 during oral sex, and contains no menthol, L-Arginine, glycerin

or parabens and does not dry out vaginal tissue. 

Sensuva’s ON Arousal
Gel for Her 

Almere, The Netherlands  – With the Br idal Season in ful l  swing – and the next one star t ing

in September – this is  the per fect t ime to stock up on some very naughty gif ts  for the br ide

and groom by OVO.

Indulge your consumers 
this bridal season with OVO

The brand’s collection at Scala Playhouse contains

 various must-have designs that will make their wedding

night a lot naughtier! The OVO range, praised for its quality

and affordability, contains a wide variety of colors, but the

white products really stand out as bridal season presents.

One of the highlights from the collection is the OVO A1

 Vibrating Ring. This sleek, design cock ring has a beautiful

look and feel; paired with sensational vibrations. It will 

keep him harder, longer, ensuring a very intimate session

of wedding night love making. The silicone ring will

 simultaneously please her with its rumbling vibrations,

 delivered exactly where she wants it. A present that both

bride and groom will love, the A1 Vibrating cock ring is a

must have in your assortment.  Other great bridal seasons

gift ideas from the OVO range are the E5 Rechargeable

Vibrator; a sleek rabbit-style, USB-rechargeable vibe with a

sensational silhouette, and the R6 Remote; a naughty

 remote controlled egg that allows lovers to hand over

control and enjoy all the pleasurable vibrations this silicone

beauty has to offer. 

Scala Playhouse 
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner

 Distribution announces it now has Svakom’s

latest release, Tyler, one of the most flexible

cockrings in the market in stock and available

for immediate shipment. Tyler has different

modes of intensities and programs, which can

be turned on by simply pressing the button for

two seconds and the vibrations will start. In

 addition to its vibrating functions, Tyler sports a

plethora of nodules designed to stimulate 

the clitoris.  The cockring has super powerful

 vibrations and is made entirely of ultra-soft 

body-safe silicone. 

Tyler is designed with a pin hole charging cable, which

makes this toy 100% waterproof and excellent to be used

under the shower or in the bath tub. Furthermore, Tyler is

rechargeable and whisper quiet. Comes in a luxury

 packaging, with a USB-cable and storage pouch included.

The suggested retail price is set at €79.90. 

Santa Clarita, USA - The ANME

Founders Show will be held

again at the Los Angeles Marriott

Burbank Airport, Southern Califor-

nia, from the 17th till the 19th of

July. During this showcase event Ame-

rican  manufacturers will present their products to distri-

butors and retail buyers. Shots America LLC is proud to

announce their participation in the ANME 2016, and they

aim to go big! At stand number 67 it promises to get

very interesting as Shots America will present their latest

additions to an already existing assortment of 2500 SKUs.

This huge number makes Shots the largest manufacturer

in Europe and since the opening of their premises in

Santa Clarita California, they are growing from strength

to strength in the American market! There will be a lot of

surprises at this year’s ANME and, without lifting the veil

too much, Shots will make it visitors worth their while offe-

ring some great extra promotions! 

Eropartner Distribution 
now carrying Svakom's Tyler

Shoreham-By-Sea, England - The s i lky range of water and plant-oi l  based products f rom

Bri t ish lubr icant brand, YES, are now avai lable for retai lers to purchase at Net1on1.

Net1on1 exclusive UK distributor 
of YES lubricants

Free from unnatural or potentially harmful substances,

the YES lubricants contain organic and food-quality

ingredients (such as aloe vera, seed extract, guar gum

and locus bean gum) and, according to the company,

unique formulas that relieve dryness, retain moisture and

balance pH levels in the vagina or anus. Danielle Warn,

Head Buyer at Net1on1 said: “We are very excited to

stock YES lubricants because they are truly unique and

bursting with organic ingredients. The products have been

designed to provide that long-lasting experience typically

associated with high performance synthetic alternatives.

I give the range a thumbs up and I know that it will

 definitely get a big YES from consumers too, especially

amongst those concerned about the environment or

 interested in natural products that avoid discomfort by

neutralising pH levels.” Net1on1’s YES range includes:

 Organic Water Based & Oil Based Natural Personal Lubri-

cants – Water based and the plant-oil based lubricants/

Double Glide Natural Lubricant Combo Pack – Sample

both the water based and plant-oil based lubricants in a

single pack/ Madagascan Vanilla Plant Oil Based Natural

Personal Lubricant – This lubricant boasts notes of Mada-

gascan vanilla spice with oils and butters/ Anal Water

 Based Natural Personal Lubricant – Organic lubricant that

offers long-lasting slipperiness and comfort/ Cleanse

 Intimate Wash – Intimate cleaner with natural ingredients.

Organic ingredients 

N E W S

Shots America LLC will present
their new release at ANME 2016
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Explore all your kinky desires with the naughty Scarlet Couture Duo Crop & 
Flogger by Adam & Eve and spank your way to the BDSM-adventure of a lifetime!

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM
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Flensburg, Germany - The

 Remote Control Vibrating

Sleeve from You2Toys is now

available exclusively at ORION

Wholesale. The grooved penis

sleeve adds an extra 9 cm to

the penis. There is also an inclu-

ded vibro-bullet, which can be

placed in the 'glans' of the penis

sleeve and will stimulate HIS

glans and HER pleasure area.

The vibro-bullet has 7 vibration

modes that are controlled via

the wireless remote control. The

highlight: the penis sleeve can

be cut down to size with scissors,

so that it fits perfectly. 

Kettering, England - Rocks-

Off overcame competi-

tion from big industry names

to win ‘Best Pleasure Products

Brand’ and ‘Best New Couples

Product’ at the 2016 ETO

Awards. Rocks-Off’s Managing

Director Sue Walsh and Sales

Manager Leslie Shwartzer col-

lected the awards and gra-

ciously thanked voters for their support. Andrea Duffy,

Rocks-Off’s International Sales Manager, said: “We were

overwhelmed by the cheers in the room when they cal-

led out our name for ‘Best Pleasure Products Brand’, it

was a lovely moment. Both awards mean a lot to us,

and we are very thankful to ETO for recognising us in this

way. Also, thank you to everyone who helped us cele-

brate, you’ve given us more sensational memories!”

Remote Control Vibrating
Sleeve from You2Toys

Rocks-Off win two ETO Awards

Wi jchen,  The Nether lands  -  Leg Avenue Europe i s  a  (a lmost )  fu l l  female company,  and

the two lates t  addi t ions  to  the i r  s tar  team br ing even more femin in i ty  in to  the company.

The re ta i le r s  f rom the UK and Scandinav ia w i l l  have Cel ine van R iemsdi jk  as  the i r  new

account  manager.

Leg Avenue Europe’s new account 
managers for UK, Scandinavia and Benelux

Celine is an ambitious woman who gained lots of

experience as a sales representative, this in com-

bination with her great passion for the industry make

her a perfect addition to Leg Avenue’s team. Celine: “I

look forward to meeting all of Leg Avenue’s (potential)

clients and to have a supportive role in their business.

That’s my ultimate goal, help our clients with their sales,

and of course the right selection of Leg Avenue’s enor-

mous collection. I already was a big Leg Avenue fan,

but working for them only increased my admiration. It’s

truly an amazing company and brand.” Beau Jansen

will be the new account manager for Benelux. Beau

has run her own fashion store for years, and is very pas-

sionate about female wear. This experience gave her

the advantage of standing on the other side, she un-

derstands what’s like to have your own store. This expe-

rience in combination with her knowledge on account

management make Beau another perfect addition to

Leg Avenue’s team. “My first weeks at Leg Avenue were

amazing. I’m ready to translate my experience into sup-

porting advices for Leg Avenue’s (potential) clients. Not

only the brand itself speaks out to me, but also the va-

riety of their clients get me excited to visit them. Leg

Avenue immediately appealed to me, I fell head over

heels with not only brand, but also with the company

behind it.” 

Celine van Riemsdijk & Beau Jansen 

N E W S

Beau Jansen and Celine van Riemsdijk
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Mijas, Spain - Global Products Europe launched their

new range at the Natural & Organic Show Europe

in London, Europe’s biggest trade show for

natural products, that took place last 

April. Dragons Den star Deborah 

Meaden  hosted the Natural & Organic

awards. “With over 10,00 industry

 professionals in attendance, we pulled

out all the stops to impress with our new

sexual wellness range for men and

 women” explained Jane Dazzle, Creative

Director. “Our new Perla Rosa libido

 booster for women and the Twenty7

range Vaginal Tightener were 2 products

that got the most attention from health

store buyers”.

Flensburg, Germany - ORION

Wholesale has expanded its

 assortment: TOPCO`s “Pop

a Pussy” masturbators from

the PENTHOUSE collection

are now available from the

erotic specialist. “Pop a

Pussy” comes in five diffe-

rent designs: each skin-

 coloured masturbator is a

realistic replica of a famous

erotic star´s vagina and they

each have a different style of

pleasure canal. They are made out of Cyberskin 

material for a realistic feeling, are hand-painted 

and waterproof.

Global Products Europe attended
Natural & Organic Show in London

New at ORION 
Wholesale

Phoenix,  USA  – PHS International is  del ighted to br ing Crystal Gerl ing on board as i ts  new

International Sales Executive. Gerl ing wi l l  suppor t PHS’s worldwide par tners with product

education, t rainings and marketing suppor t dedicated to the company’s most popular be-

ginner and intermediate BDSM product l ines.

With special attention to the intimate details, Gerling

will help the growing PHS team expand and streng-

then its international presence. Gerling’s years of industry

sales experience puts her in a unique position to assist

stores and distributors eager to expand their reach into

the kink and BDSM markets. With a focus on the couples’

sector, Gerling will guide customers through these intricate

categories with unique sales tips and tools designed to in-

crease sales across international markets. “Much of my

career has been spent developing a genuine understan-

ding of how to talk about BDSM, fetish and niche activities,

and kinky topics in a fun and approachable way,” Gerling

said. “This skill became incredibly valuable as demand for

next-level BDSM products increased and now customers

depend on me to help lead the way. I look forward to in-

corporating this kind of customer service into my new role

at PHS.”  Especially useful for buyers new to or inexperi-

enced with the BDSM realm, Gerling’s talent for candid

conversation and trustworthy guidance will give PHS a

competitive advantage in this growing market. “Crystal al-

ready shares PHS’s goal of delivering quality while having

fun, which makes her a perfect fit for us,” PHS International

CEO Chuck Harnish said. “We strive to be the happiest

company in the industry and Crystal’s impeccable repu-

tation for being bright, positive and a joy to have around

epitomizes PHS’s ‘corporate culture.’ People in this industry

love her for being her, and we are excited to have Crystal

on our team.”

N E W S

PHS International names Crystal 
Gerling International Sales Executive 
Experienced industry insider will develop beginner & intermediate kink markets

Crystal Gerling has joined PHS as

International Sales Executive
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Wimbourne, England - The brand new Allure Kitten

range has arrived at ABS and blends glossy

 glamour with luxe lace and wetlook fabric for looks 

that are sexy but sophisticated. The new Allure Kitten

range boasts a range of bodycon pieces created 

to really flatter all body shapes. The range features

 accessories like gloves and stockings as well as

 statement pieces like plunging teddies, fitted corsets

and daring catsuits. This range blends detailed lace

with ultra modern leather-look fabric for a killer contrast

that’s always eye-catching. From strapless styles to

low cut necklines, lace panels and perfectly placed

cut-outs, the Kitten range blends bondage with

 burlesque for a bold collection that inspires bedroom

confidence. The Allure Kitten collection celebrates

plus sizes and this range features curve-loving couture

that flatters all shapes. The range is daring but di-

verse, offering pieces for every taste and occasion.

Full details are available by contacting the Sales

Team on +44 (0)1202 868511 or

sales@absholdings.com

Los Angeles, USA – CalExotics stands with the LGBTQ

community in the wake of the tragic Orlando mas-

sacre. To help combat such a horrendous act, the

company is donating $5,000 to the National Com-

passion Fund. 100% of the funds received through

the National Compassion Fund are distributed directly

to victims. The National Compassion Fund is working

closely with Equality Florida, the state’s lesbian, gay,

bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) civil rights

organization to combine efforts and ensure fair and

transparent distribution of the donations received. Su-

san Colvin, Founder, and CEO of CalExotics says, “Our

hearts are heavy with the burden of sadness that we

feel for all those impacted by this malicious tragedy.

Our aim is not only to support the greater community,

but also to assist those that have been directly im-

pacted by this act of domestic terror.” With this do-

nation, CalExotics makes a pledge to stand with the

LGBTQ community and against any acts of terrorism,

domestic or foreign. 

ABS: New Allure Range CalExotics stands with
LGBTQ community

Almere, The Netherlands – The brand new Eva  Lovia Fleshl ight f rom the Fleshl ight Gir ls  col-

lect ion is  now ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

The new Eva Lovia Fleshlight 
is now available at Scala Playhouse

This sleek masturbator is a must-

have for all of Eva’s fans who want

a taste of her delicious curves. The

Eva Lovia Fleshlight is the official latest

release to be added to the best-sel-

ling Fleshlight girls range. This custom  molded mas-

turbator is an exact replica of all of Eva’s seductive

curves; giving your consumers the ultimate chance

to get intimate with this thrilling porn star. Eva Lovia

has been doing adult movies since 2010 and is

mainly known for her amazing girl on girl scenes, but

she’s emerging as a true all-rounder,

now also  indulging in amazing girl on

guy action. Eva has stated that she’s

incredibly proud to be added to the

amazing Fleshlight Girls collection:

“Being a Fleshlight girl so early in my career is surreal,”

Lovia said. “I’m on the same site as girls like Tera

Patrick and Asa Akira; it’s incredible and such a power-

ful feeling to know I'm one of the few girls that has

had the honor of getting my holes molded for the

pleasure of my fans!”, the new it-girl of porn explained. 

The new it-girl of porn 

N E W S
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Full lines XR Brands are soon
coming to Europe!

Check www.edcwholesale.com
for availability. 

Contact us: sales@edcwholesale.com | +31 (0) 598 690 453 | www.edcwholesale.com

SOON
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Chatsworth, USA - Diamond

Products, parent company

of Pipedream, Jimmyjane and Sir

Richard's, has returned a success-

ful ETO Show. “This was our best

ETO Show ever!” said Pipedream VP of Sales Steve Sav.

“We are always excited to return to the ETO Show to help

our UK partners continue to grow their businesses with our

award-winning brands, cutting edge marketing resources

and unmatched customer service." The excitement con-

tinued at the ETO Awards show, where Pipedream was re-

cognized in 2 big categories. The mega-manufacturer

took home ETO's Best New Product Range Award for King

Cock and Best Fetish Products Brand for Fetish Fantasy Se-

ries. "Pipedream is proud and honored to accept -- thank

you all!,” said Pipedream Chairman and CEO Nick Orlan-

dino. “Recognition from our customers and peers only va-

lidates the innovation, hard work and effort our team puts

into every product. Thanks to our customers, retailer partners

and everyone at ETO for another great show!“ 

Pipedream Rocks the UK
at ETO Show

lmere, The Netherlands – Get sult r y with the beauti ful  Avanza corsets at Scala Playhouse.

The brand offers an amazing select ion of sexy designs in a var iety of  s ty les and s izes 

to  su i t  ever y  body shape.  The corset  –  a s taple in  erot ic  fash ion –  has been around 

for centur ies.

Get sultry with the Avanza corsets 
at Scala Playhouse

Historic research dates it back to

the 1550s when Catherine de’

Medici – the queen of France –

 banned ‘thick waists’ and introduced

corsets made of whalebone and

metal. Fast forward nearly 500 years and the corset

is still going strong. The sexy garment that cinches

the waist is simply so sexy and alluring, it will never go

out of fashion. Celebrate this iconic piece of intimate

apparel and stock up on some lustful fetish corsets

by Avanza at Scala Playhouse. The sexy and quality

designs will certainly draw your consumers’ attention

with their faux-leather look and great eye for detail,

such as naughty zips and straps. Perfect for a BDSM

adventure, the Avanza corsets are made of quality

materials for an affordable price; giving every

 consumer the chance to get introduced to the world

of cinched waists and corset pleasure. 

Great quality for an affordable price 
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SUPERGLIDE waterbased 200 ml
Extrem hochwertiges Gleitgel für 

höchste Ansprüche.

Extremely high quality personal lubricant  
for the highest demands.

jetzt / now in 200 ml

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email:  office@hot-dl.com /// tel.  +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax.  +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///  
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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Wimbourne, England - “The ETO Show 2016 was a

blast and the whole ABS team thoroughly enjoyed

meeting customers new and old; whilst espousing the vir-

tues of our great new products,” enthused Glenn Wilde,

Senior Sales Executive. “We were very proud to have been

awarded Best Pleasure Products Distributor 2016 once

again, and extend thanks to all those who voted for us.“ 

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has

 expanded its assortment: the revolutionary vibrator

EVA from Dame Products is now available from the

erotic specialist. EVA is a vibrator that provides clitoral

stimulation during intercourse. It can be put

 directly over the clitoris,

thanks to its two flexible

wings that are placed

 under the woman's labia.

Once in place, it will

 stimulate her sensitive

pleasure zone during

 intercourse with its power-

ful motor that has three

 vibration levels – leaving the

hands free to enjoy the partner.

EVA from Dame Products

Veendam, The Netherlands -  XR Brands found a new European par tner by teaming up with

EDC Wholesale and br inging their  col lect ions to the Dutch company. EDC already offered

selected i tems f rom the BDSM brand, but wi l l  now car r y ful l  l ine of the cur rent col lect ion

and the col lect ions that are yet to rol l  out.

EDC Wholesale partners with XR Brands

Lynda Mort (Director of Strategy) and Nicole Braniff

(Sales representative) from XR Brands traveled to

 Holland to meet with Eric Idema (CEO and founder) and

Andre Visser (International Sales Director) and their team

to discuss the details for the new collaboration. ‘We could

not have come up with a better partnership’ said

Lynda.‘There is a lot of excitement about this

 collaboration on both ends. The vision for the company

and the products are the same. We are a young brand

in the European market and EDC is new at the wholesale

business, we are both looking for a great partner and I

feel like we have made a perfect match with this

 collaboration. The passion that the EDC team has for

their company and products is one of the great things

about EDC. We are looking forward to working with the

EDC team on a day to day base to get the full lines

across Europe.’ Nicole and Andre are planning a

 European tour to visit costumers and to help them

 understand everything they need to know about the

brand and products and also the lifestyle. Nicole has an

extensive background and experience with the products

as she started her career at XR Brands by styling the

 products for the photoshoots. ‘Nicole’s knowledge and

passion for the brand is very unique and she is the best

person to introduce the products to our costumers, as

she knows so much about every single product’ said

Andre. ‘I am very excited to visit costumers together with

Nicole, as we both share the same passion for our jobs’.

XR Brands is the first brand that EDC offers full line. Eric

Idema and Andre Visser and their team are determined

to expand their assortment with other popular brands as

well. Soon the company will relocate to new premises,

which offers space to a more comprehensive assortment

and a reinforced logistic department.

Focussing on Europe 

N E W S

Andre Visser, Nicole Braniff,

Lynda Mort and Eric Idema

ABS Holdings successful
at ETO Show 2016
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Santa Clarita, USA - National Video Supply and

Shots America LLC are proud to announce that

National Video will distribute Shots America’s full

 assortment. Shots America's award winning brands

consist of over 2,500 distinct products, making them

one of the world's largest manufacturer of adult toys,

novelties, lingerie and  cosmetics. All their brands will

be available to National Video's customer base

 including their best-selling product ranges Ouch!,

Shots Toys, VIVE, Boom, Rich, RealRock and Loveline.

Shots America's CEO Ruben Deitz is very proud of the

 cooperation between the two companies stating:

 “National Video Supply gives us the opportunity to raise

the awareness of our brands to a whole new level and

customer base”. Since both companies are aiming to

achieve maximum success, they will launch this partnership

with a very special marketing campaign.

Wimbourne, England -  “We’ve

just introduced our customers

to Anna Polina, Lola Reve, Claire Cas-

tel and Valentina Nappi. These Fresh

new Fleshlight Girls will delight fans of the brand and each

sleeve comes in a stunning Pearlesque case that makes

these toys a unique addition to the ABS pleasure portfolio,”

says Glenn Wilde, Senior Sales Executive. “French porn star

Anna Polina won Best Sex Scene in a Foreign Shot Pro-

duction in 2014 and was nominated for the award again

in 2015 and 2016. Lola Reve is a Montpellier native that

can’t wait to indulge your French fantasy, while Claire

Castel is an erotic exhibitionist that loves to tease. Fleshlight

Girl Valentina Nappi is a brainy bombshell, with a column

in the political and social magazine MicroMega. She brings

plenty of Italian passion to the ABS portfolio and we love

that she’s considered an intellectual pornstar.” 

National Video Supply now a full
line distributor of Shots America

ABS present: the Marc Dorcel  
Fleshlight Girls

Bath, England - Lovehoney has received a top l icensing award for i ts  Motörhead Off icial

Pleasure Col lect ion. The sex toy manufacturer beat off  st i f f  competi t ion for the t i t le of Best

Health and Beauty L icensee at the 2016 LIMA Licensing Awards, which took place in Las

Vegas on June 21st.

Lovehoney’s Official Motörhead Collection
tops the charts at LIMA Licensing Awards

LIMA, short for The International Licensing Industry

 Merchandisers’ Association, is the leading trade

 organisation for the global licensing industry. Lovehoney’s

co-founder Neal Slateford said: “We’re thrilled to have won

such a prestigious award in the world of licensing. It’s the

second year in a row that Lovehoney has won a LIMA

Award, and further proof that we are the go-to people for

brands looking to break into the pleasure product market.”

The Motörhead Official Pleasure Collection was up against

the likes of Pearl World’s Paris Hilton Cosmetic Collection

and Hall & Associates Limited’s Shopkins hair accessories

line. Slateford said: “I think I can say with some certainty

that this is the first time Motörhead have shared a 

line-up with Paris Hilton

– rock’n’roll.” Loveho-

ney secured the

 exclusive worldwide

 licence to manu-

facture Motörhead sex

toys in 2015. The range comprises four bullets and classic

torpedo shaped vibes, all decorated with the band's iconic

logo and branding, and delivers the sort of power and

pleasure you'd expect from the 'loudest band on Earth'.

The collection has already been a big hit in the adult

 industry, winning the award for Highest Mainstream Appeal

at the EAN Magazine Awards 2015.

The International Licensing Industry Merchandisers’ Association
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Stockholm, Sweden - Charlie Sheen

has joined forces with Lelo to

unveil Lelo Hex, a condom that is structu-

rally different and aimed at addressing

complaints people have with condoms

today. Lelo spent a total of 7 years in

developing Hex fuelled by the discovery that to upgrade

the condom it wasn’t the material that needed to change,

but the structure itself. Filip Sedic, Inventor of Lelo Hex and

founder of Lelo said, “We’re building a better future and

improving the world’s sexual health through innovations in

technology and design. The challenge was to make some-

thing radically different with a material already approved

for condom use. We did this because people need to be

having great, safe sex today, not 10 years from now. That’s

why all the talk of new condoms has never resulted in a re-

volutionary design making it onto store shelves.” The Lelo

Hex design is unique in that it combines a 0.55mm hexa-

gonal web with 0.45mm latex panels. This allows Hex to

flex and mold to the uniqueness of the wearer, while it

channels unwanted stress through the structure itself.

Bletchely, England -

MysteryVibe announ-

ced that its new vibrator,

Crescendo, is now availa-

ble worldwide. Having first

teased initial prototypes in 2015, the launch marks

the climax of MysteryVibe’s pilot campaign. Cre-

scendo can be bend to the shape the user desires

for a personalised experience. Featuring six motors

that vibrate independently, Crescendo delivers direct

vibrations and a limitless combination of patterns. The

MysteryVibe App allows to preview and download

new vibrations to further personalise the experience

every time the product is used. Crescendo can be

bent to take various shapes and has custom vibration

patterns, making it the world’s first ‘platform’ vibrator. As

part of its pilot, MysteryVibe shipped 1,000 pre-orders

to 51 countries following a very successful crowdfun-

ding campaign. The British company recently closed

£600k investment, bringing their total investment rai-

sed to £1.6m. 

Zwaagdi jk ,  The Nether lands -  Dutch luxur y brand of  sensual  accessor ies RIANNE S has

 unvei led the latest addit ion to their  col lect ion: the DUO: RIANNE S’  f i rs t  couples toy. The

DUO is now avai lable f rom Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion.

RIANNE S’ first couples toy, DUO, 
arrives at Eropartner Distribution

DUO is the latest innovation in the field of couple

vibrators, it is a waterproof toy designed for

 creative couples play. Its innovative shape makes it

possible to be used in various ways by couples together

and during solo play as a masturbator or a traditional

vibrator. With strong vibrations, its elegant design and

luxurious materials, The DUO Vibe will soon become

the must-have for every toy lover and lovers alike. DUO

has 3 strong motors, 2 x 7 speeds, a rechargeable

battery and is made from medical grade silicon.

 Recommended retail price is set at €79.95. Also

 available from RIANNE S are the Heart Vibe, and the

Essentials collection, comprising of the Classique, Pussy

Playballs and the Moon Vibe. All products from the

 Essentials collection come with a cosmetic bag to go

with the toys which can be used for all essentials, as

well as discrete storage of the toys at home or during

travels. A special promotion is also available; contact

your Eropartner Distribution account manager for more

information!

Designed for couples play 

N E W S

The DUO: RIANNE S’ first couples toy is

now available at Eropartner

Charlie Sheen endorses
Lelo Hex condom

MysteryVibe launches
Crescendo
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Set your inner desires free with the Spanish Fly Maroc elixir by Cobeco Pharma. 
This love potion, taken in drops, stimulates lust and will fire you up for a very 
pleasurable intimate adventure.

WWW.SCALAPLAYHOUSE.COM
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Jimmyjane gave a preview of

their newest introduction to the

LIVE SEXY Line, showing four new

ASCEND Vibrators. The new

 ASCEND products fall into the  

mid-tier range, yet they offer more advanced designs and

functionality that falls somewhere between the brand’s

 INTRO and FORM products. The line will be officially released

in July. The new ASCEND introductions features four new

products that will be part of the LIVE SEXY line. The ASCEND

1, ASCEND 2, ASCEND 4 and ASCEND 7 were each desig-

ned to serve a unique purpose with a clitoral stimulator, a

dual clitoral vibrator, an internal vibrator with two usable

ends, and a flexible double-ended vibrator that has a

 diverse array of uses and customizable shape. The vibrators

are all rechargeable and made with body-safe,  phthalate-

free silicone. “The whole idea is to create a more robust

and diverse product offering for new audiences, while

maintaining a sense of continuity from design language

and ethos of Jimmyjane’s flagship FORM line,” stated Robert

Rheaume, President of Jimmyjane. “The new ASCEND Line

is intuitive yet modern in their designs. We believe there are

customers looking for different levels of price and functio-

nality and we want to offer quality options for everyone.”

Las Vegas, USA - Empowered Products, Inc. has raised

the bar on all-natural lubricants for women and

 couples with the introduction of its new PINK Natural

 Water-based Lubricant available now. The new

 premium-grade, body-conscious water-based

 formulation is hypoallergenic and free of

 parabens, glycerins, flavors, fragrances and

dyes. It is safe for all toys. Lovers of all

 persuasions are looking for higher-quality na-

tural products, and they are paying more

attention to ingredients and reading labels.

PINK Natural contains only ingredients which

are found in or sourced from nature,

 including Organic Aloe Vera Gel, extracts

of Ginseng, Guarana and Avena Sativa

(Oat). It is available in new 2.8oz/80mL and

4.7oz/140mL flip-top bottles (with induction

seals to prevent leakage) and priced very

competitively at 9,82 Euro and 12,51 Euro

MSRP, respectively. PINK Natural continues

Empowered Products’ commitment to distributors and

wholesalers to offer the highest-quality products in

 packaging with high shelf appeal, targeted at their

 fastest-growing customer segments.

Jimmyjane previews LIVE
SEXY Ascend Vibrators

New: PINK Natural Water-
based Lubricant 

Wadgassen, Germany - With the XPANDER ser ies by Joydivis ion ST RUBBER is adding as many

as three exper ts for prostate, anal and perineum st imulat ion to their  por t fol io.

New at ST RUBBER: the XPANDER series of products

XPANDER X2, XPANDER X3 and XPANDER X4: these are

the names that will make any man who appreciates

insider knowledge loose his mind. The intricate, innovative

design of the XPANDER will open a new world of pleasure,

only waiting to be explored again and again. Made from

100%  Silikomed(a new substance, which even goes well

together with silicone based lube), every XPANDER is very

flexible, enabling easy insertion when pressed together.

When inserted it will unfold and show its full size. An

 exquisitely filling sensation! But that is not all: Each of the

three XPANDER models has its own advantages.The base

model X2 offers the perfect balance between prostate,

anal and perineum stimulation. The X3 is a model for

more advanced users, the advanced design of the stand

will make your first ride unforgettable. And then we have

the X4+, the professional model with an exclusive feature:

skilfully placed pimples and a vibration bullet with 5

 programs guarantee will give you unforgettable pleasure.

All XPANDER models are available in various sizes.

 Available from today!

Exciting, different and spot on!

N E W S
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Introducing the Fifty Shades Darker range of premium  
sex toys, a collection of 13 luxurious pleasure pieces and 

three couples’ kits created with author E L James.

Fifty Shades of Grey is a global phenomenon. 
Over 125 million copies of the books have been sold 

for the Fifty Shades Darker movie, in cinemas 
Valentine’s Day 2017, is already growing.

The Fifty Shades Darker collection is available
to pre-order now ahead of its September launch. 

Reignite the passion, contact  
enquiries@lovehoneytrade.com

www.lovehoneytrade.com
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On June 12 and 13, roughly 40 exhibit ing companies welcomed a mainly Br i t ish audience

of t rade members at ETO Show in Bi rmingham. Wholesalers,  dist r ibutors,  and producers

presented the latest t rends and products in the adult  industr y,  and both par t ies,  exhibitors

as wel l  as vis i tors,  benefi ted greatly f rom the b2b concept of the event as there was ample

t ime for in-depth, personal conversat ions and open communication between trade and in-

dustr y.  The l ingerie segment is  t radit ional ly a big par t of ETO, and once again, the latest

designs were presented on the catwalk. But of course, there was also a diverse range of

sex toys, lubr icants,  SM accessor ies,  and other products on display – in shor t:  Everything

trade members need to make their  customers happy.

Impressions from
ETO Show 2016
The 12th edition of the trade show in Birmingham

E V E N T
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Like every year, the Scala Playhouse

stand was a focal point of trade interest

Andy Smith (ElectraStim) thrilled

the visitors with Jack Socket

Sheets of San Francisco

produce liquid-proof

Aylin Ulloa (Armoni UK)

Lovehoney‘s Laura Wood

and Merlin O'Doherty

Ringo Baginda (Dusedo),

Dennis Jansen (Dusedo), and Ralf Albers (Shots)

E V E N T

47 

The latest lingerie trends were

presented by models on the catwalk

Marco Tortoni (FunToys)

revived the Roman empire

sheets and throws
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Dave Powley and Daniel Miller presented

Slube, an innovation in the lubricant segment

The team of XR Brands: Rebecca Weinberg,

Valentino Tolman, Nicole Braniff, and Lynda Mort

Kink Craft offers hand-made

whips and built-it-yourself kits

Tim Brown holding the

new Hydromax X50 Extreme

Raymond Houtenbos (Pipedream) is more than

pleased with the continuous success of King Cock

Taking a break:

Ringo Baginda (Dusedo)

Joke Groen (Mister B)
The audience attended the

fashion presentations in great number
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Pro

The brands we

are talking about

here don’t just

pop up like dai-

sies. It is not

enough to think of

a cool logo, a

catchy slogan,

and then tell

everyone that,

yes, this is “the” new brand. I am talking about the

type of brand whose name is a promise to the

 consumer – a  promise the producer wants to keep

whenever a  consumer buys one of their products.

Such products are generally described as “brand 

products.” Top quality, a great image, and that “it

factor” that makes it more desirable than other

 products in the mind of the consumers. Which, by

the way,  doesn’t mean that those other products are

indeed inferior. Just that they are not part of a brand.

Or of this brand. Going by this definition, there are

more brands in the adult market than we could list in

this article. So the problem lies somewhere else:

Today, you’d have to seek out adult stores or read up

on adult products online on a regular basis;  

otherwise, most of those brand names won’t stick.

And even if you remember the name, it doesn’t  

really carry the connotations and associations that

really make a brand.

The emphasis in the previous sentence is on “today”,

however. As the oft-quoted social acceptance of sex

52 

Each year,  the market  research ins t i tu tes  Mi l lward B rown and In terbrand present  a  l i s t

o f  the most  va luable brands  in  the wor ld .  Las t  year,  the top two spots  went  to  tech

 behemoths  Apple  and Google .  Jus t  read ing these  names  w i l l  f i l l  your  heads  w i th  a

 number of  associat ions.  They are pr ime examples of  brands.  And brands make a promise.

To be user - f r iendly,  to  be re l iab le ,  to  be convenient .  Or  in  some cases ,  s imply  to  be

less  expens ive than the compet i t ion.  A  brand i s  the sum tota l  o f  the associat ions  i t

 evokes .  But  i s  that  a l so the case in  the adul t  market?  Have the producers  in  th i s  indust r y

managed to  achieve the necessar y  leve l  o f  recogni t ion among the publ ic  or  at  leas t

among the target  audience? Do the brands in  th i s  market  deser ve that  name? Or  should

reta i le r s  focus  on ind iv idual  products  ins tead of  bank ing on brands?

toys and adult products in general is increasing, their

popularity among the public grows. Put differently:

Brands will become more important in the adult

 market as time goes on. This development is favoured

by the fact that more and more consumers look for

information on the internet before buying a product.

And on the web, brands have a clear advantage

over generic products. If you read great things about

a brand on a blog and check out the well-designed

company homepage, chances are you will go for

the brand vibrator on your shopping spree, even if it

has a slightly higher price tag. Mission accomplished,

customer acquired.

The retail trade clearly stands to benefit from this

 development. Because if the brand makes good on

its promise, the retailer knows that he is selling quality.

And quality (hopefully) means that the customer will

be happy with what he bought and will come back

to that logo the next time he is looking for something

to spice up his sex life.

And last but not least, there’s the matter of brand

 loyalty. It may have diminished a bit in recent years,

but brand loyalty is still an important factor when 

the consumer makes his purchasing decision. If said

consumer doesn’t find “his” brand in a store, he’ll 

be more inclined to leave and look someplace  

else. And thanks to the internet with its countless  

online shops, he doesn’t have to drive across town  

to do that, he just needs to sit down in front of his

computer. Brands are like beacons in the ocean  

of products, and when in doubt, the consumer  

will use them to find his bearings on the way to  

making his purchase.

F E A T U R E
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Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

exclusive
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Added value or hot air?
Brands in the adult market
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Contra

People have been making cases

for and against the existence of

real brands in the adult market for

years. And who can really tell? As

long as we don’t have well-

 founded market research results,

the answer lies in the eye of the

beholder. But even if there are real

brands in this market, you can’t

compare them to brands in the

mainstream market – neither in

terms of their reach, noe in terms

of  recognition value. There is no

real brand profile because if you

asked consumers in the street, they

couldn’t tell the difference

 between products from brand A

and products from brand B. The

associations a brand evokes

among the consumers are just as

important for its success as  

user-friendliness, quality, etc. Wit-

hout such associations, without a

recognisable brand image that

 actually sticks in people’s minds, it

 becomes extremely difficult to

 position a product line as a brand.

Many people say that the adult

 market is a market like any other,

but when it comes to brands, it

simply isn’t. Let’s not forget what

we are  talking about here:

 products that serve an intimate

purpose. Consumers have no

 problem showing everyone what

kind of clothing brand they prefer

because this brand is  infused with

a certain image. But when it

 comes to vibrators and dildos …

not so much. Even if you have

 moments where there is some kind

of public conversation about sex

toys – for instance in an internet

forum -, you can’t compare that

to the impact that big mainstream

brands have on our daily lives.

But of course, it doesn’t always

have to be that way. Nobody says

that the brand situation in the adult

market can’t or won’t change in

the future. And the retail trade can

play an  important role in this de-

velopment. At the end of the day,

it is they who tell their consumers

about brand  products and really

sell them on the brand values. Of

course, we have to stay realistic:

The opportunities to  advertise adult

products are still very limited, and

they won’t wondrously  increase

over night or even in the near

 future. But if the products boast the

right qualities and if the producers

work with the trade when it comes

to promotion and in-store adverti-

sing, it can work – and it already

does in  several cases. However,

 retailers who are willing to

 embrace ˈbrandsˈ also have a

bitter pill to swallow: It will be much

easier to compare their stores to

others offering these brands. And

chances are that consumers will

find someone on the internet who

is selling the same ˈbrandˈ at

 lower prices, lower than the brick

and mortar trade could ever

 afford. So should the  retailers give

brand products wide berth and

 focus on no-name  products and

 private brands instead? That is a

decision retailers have to make for

themselves. Maybe the brand

 situation in the market will be a

very different one soon, maybe all

the trade members and producers

need is patience. Maybe, when all

is said and done, we will have real

brands in the adult market, with all

the benefits that brings for the

 producers, the distributors, the

 retailers, and the consumers. Or

maybe, just maybe, brands will

 continue to be a fringe pheno -

menon in the adult market.

F E A T U R E

Randolph Heil, editor 
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I taly is  the world’s eighth-biggest economy, but s ize isn’ t  everything, and the countr y is

t roubled by numerous problems – economic as wel l  as pol i t ical in nature. To learn how the

brick and mor tar t rade for adult  products is  far ing, EAN asked Diego Pol loni,  who runs four

stores in the nor thern par t of I taly,  for ins ights into his home market.

“As far as trends go, there is increasing
demand in elegant high-quality products.“

Under his Red Paradise banner, Diego Polloni runs

four adult stores in the larger Milan area, each

roughly 300 square metres in size. This makes him an

insider and an expert of the Italian market for adult

products. “Business has its ups and downs,” he says.

“It is a bit of a contradiction. We have been in this

market since 1990, and we are a well-established

name, but the market is shrinking, which has a lot to

do with the current economic situation. We believe

that we must continue our activities in this period with

great care, but that doesn’t mean that we can’t

 expand.” To make things more difficult for him and

his colleagues, taxes are much higher in Italy than

they are in many other European countries, which

 ultimately also affects the consumer’s readiness to

spend money. But Diego has never regretted getting

into the brick and mortar trade. “No, I have never

 really been sorry that I took this step. I am still in this

business with the same enthusiasm I had in the

 beginning. I try to communicate this passion to my

employees so they have the same positive energy in

the stores.” Diego focuses all of his efforts on his brick

and mortar stores, by the way; Red Paradise does

have a website, but it’s dedicated solely to store-

 related information. There is no online shop. That may

seem odd in our internet-centric times, but it was a

deliberate decision not to sell products online, as

Diego continues to explain. “It is hard enough taking

care of the stores. If I had to run an online shop on

top of that, I probably wouldn’t be able to spare

Spotlight on: Diego Polloni, owner of four adult stores in Italy

F E A T U R E
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exclusive

Selling adult products in Italy

since 1990: Diego Polloni
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enough time and energy to keep it up to snuff. That

could cast a poor light on the company and the four

stores.” When asked if there is a future for the brick

and mortar trade in the adult market, Diego’s answer

is clear. He knows the advantages of this channel of

distribution, and he uses them to full effect in his

56 

 stores. “We can turn most of the people who enter

our stores into loyal, returning customers because of

the way we communicate and interact with them.

On the internet, you can’t have that kind of direct

contact. At the end of the day, you are just staring at

a PC, a tablet, or a smartphone.” Another strong point

of walk-in stores is the range and presentation of

 products, Diego adds, with products that may be

hard to find elsewhere, ready to be scrutinized from

all angles. “If you present the products in an

 appealing fashion, that may even result in sales

 without anybody from the sales staff having to say

anything about the product.” As we continue to talk

about the product range, Diego explains that Red

Paradise has always been paying attention to the

 various product categories in equal measures. Be it

sex toys, lingerie, BDSM, or DVDs, the customers will

always find the latest and most popular products from

these segments in the Red Paradise stores. “We will

stick with this strategy even if the sales figures in the

various categories are fluctuating.” Of course, the

product range in these categories has changed

greatly throughout the years, and today, the stores

F E A T U R E
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Currently, there are four Red Paradise

stores in the greater Milan area

All four Red Paradise stores have

roughly 300 square metres of sales space
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are covering a much greater spectrum than they did

in the past. “There is much more variety to our 

range now, there are more products than just your

classic DVDs, and this broad product range is

 particularly appealing to women and couples.”

 Maintaining this spectrum also requires Diego and his

team to put in more time and work to find new, less

conventional, special products. “Yes, things are very

different from the times when I started in the adult

 retail trade.” Over the course of the years, the

 customer base has also changed. Many Italians still

58 

hesitate to enter an adult-oriented store, but there

are clear indications that more and more people are

interested in these products. In response to this

 development, Diego is going for a store design that

makes the customers – also and especially women

and couples – feel comfortable. “We see that there

is interest, and more and more curious customers

 enter our stores.” But what do these customers buy?

What’s popular in Italy right now? “As far as trends go,

there is increasing demand in elegant, high-quality

products,“ Diego answers. “The first thing people look

at is still the price tag. But we are trying to direct their

attention to the quality and the functionality of the

products. To do that, we draw from our extensive

knowledge, our experience, and the possibilities of

in-store product presentation.“

Lastly, we ask Diego about his plans and hopes for

the future and he tells us that he is entertaining the

idea of opening more Red Paradise stores – provided

that he can get it done without neglecting what has

already been achieved in the existing stores. 

“Naturally, we want to expand, but it can’t be at the

expense of our current activities.”

If you want to contact Diego, you can do so via 

e-mail: diegodiego7@hotmail.com.  
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History: In 2007, there were a number of products

for men on the market that were enriched with

 lidocaine and benzocaine to prevent premature

 ejaculation. But these ingredients are local anaes-

thetics and uncontrolled use can damage the body's

cells, which was the reason behind the health care

authorities' decision to ban the sale of these products

in the European free market. It was high time for

 someone to offer comparable products that were

both safe and available over-the-counter. That's why

the pjur superhero series was developed: products

for men that ensure prolonged enjoyment and

 stimulation, but without anaesthetics. 

The formula for pjur superhero spray was developed

early in the summer of 2007. This is a delay spray that

can prevent premature ejaculation thanks to its

 carefully harmonised cosmetic ingredients. That same

year, we also launched pjur superhero glide – a

 personal lubricant for men, with added ginkgo

 extracts for erotic stimulation.

The pjur superhero concentrated delay serum was

launched in 2014. It takes an entirely different

 approach. The serum creates a special protective

film on the penis and acts like a protective shield to

reduce sensitivity, allowing men to last longer. It is

also worth mentioning that the protective film accu-

mulates with every new layer applied, so that

everyone can choose their own personalised dosage.
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In 2007, pjur group introduced the superhero ser ies to the market.  The pjur superhero

 per formance spray, which is  f ree of l idocaine and benzocaine, and the superhero gl ide

with ginkgo extracts laid the foundation for an ent i re range of superhero products.  Brand

new to the market:  pjur superhero STRONG per formance spray. 

The history of pjur
 superhero

The same prolonged fun – but in an entirely new way.

pjur superhero STRONG performance spray just

 launched a few weeks ago. It uses the same

 optimised formula as the original delay spray, but

with a higher concentration of ingredients and

 additional ginger extract. “If you are familiar with

 ginger, you'll know the power its ingredients can un-

fold. We have added the power of ginger root to the

formula in the form of ginger extract, creating a highly

effective powerhouse. Every man who wants more

will get his money's worth with this product”, says

 Alexander Giebel, CEO and founder of pjur group.  

pjur is providing useful sales materials for this product

as well. Everything is available, from flyers to table

displays to unique product videos and online banners.

All retailers have to do is get in touch with their pjur

sales contact. More information can be found at

www.pjur.com/men2016 

Delay and stimulation products for men

exclusive
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Judith, can you give us some more information about

yourself? When did you first engage in love toy  design?

Judith Glover: In the mid 90’s, I started wanting to

 consume sex toys. But I found the quality very bad - both

in style and manufacturing/ safety, etc. I thought this was

an interesting opportunity. Good design is everywhere -

why was it not in this product genre? It was 30 years after

the sexual revolution and Sex in the City was on TV- weren’t

we all liberated now? I was a metalsmith and metal

 fabricator and I wanted to move away from the

 profession as it was becoming too physically demanding

so I decided to take myself off to industrial design school

and learn product design and maybe start making sex

toys at some stage. I didn’t tell them that when I applied

- they found out about it when I got to my honours year.

I said I wanted to start a sex toy company. This was the

early 2000s and there was a bit of resistance but I argued

why industrial design should be heavily in this area - and

that ended up becoming the basis for my PHD years

later. 

Is it right that you have an academic title in sex toy

 design?
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' Taboo to Mainstream: An Industr ial Design

 Solution to Sex Toy Production' is the name of

Judith Glover’s PHD thesis. Currently, she is

lecturer for the Future Sex Design Studio,

which is par t of the industrial design course

at the Royal Melbourne Institute of  Technology

– a course that also deals with the design sex

toys among other things.  Judith herself has

already been fascinated with these products

since the mid-1990s, and later, she decided

to make that  fascination her job. In addition

to her work as lecturer, she is also the founder

of  Goldfrau, a line of ceramic dildos. In our

 interview, Judith told us about the  challenges

of sex toy design, and of course, EAN wanted

to know how the exper t feels about the

 product range in today’s market.

“Women in particular
products that fit in with     

Judith: Well technically my PHD is a Doctor of Philosophy

- as all PHD’s are but the topic and title is 'Taboo to

 Mainstream: An Industrial Design Solution to Sex Toy

 Production'. 

My position at RMIT (Royal Melbourne Institute of

 Technology) in the programme of Industrial Design is an

industrial design lecturer. We have to be able to teach

all sorts of things but our programme has a studio structure

that  allows us to try new things all the time. So I was given

the ok to trial the Future Sex Design Studio.

Judith Glover offers the world’s      

Dr. Judith Glover - industrial design

lecturer, sex toy expert, and brand founder

.................

Think about how much effort,

 research, and engineering goes into

men’s shavers- if you could have that

level of dedication to good sex toys, we’d

be getting somewhere.” 

................................ 

“

exclusive
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want beauty - but don’t forget they want  
    all the other products they consume.”
      first industrial design course focused on sex toys
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You are head of the first industrial

design courses that focus on sex toy

design at the Royal Melbourne

 Institute of Technology. What exactly

happens in these courses and what

results do you want to achieve?

Judith: So I am trying to develop a

research area I call design, sexual

health, and wellbeing. sex toys are

just a part of this. Some people have

certain problems or issues - things like

erectile dysfunction or vaginismus for

instance - and some people can

start out thinking they are ‘normal’ -

everything is fine and then as you

get older, your body changes or you

have a sexual trauma and things

 become hard for you. I like to see

sexual health as a spectrum across

somebody’s life and its constantly

changing. You have different needs

at different times in your life. And

ageing and sexual practice is really

important. Research shows that if you

keep practising, it can increase your

wellbeing but ageing and sex is a

huge taboo area. Things like erectile

dysfunction or vaginismus are

 relationship killers - they bring untold

misery to people. Yet it gets so little

attention from most of the health,

design, and engineering world. 

So while industrial design has a lot of

interaction with the medical device

area in the health space, there is a

lack of development of solutions for

sexual health because the same

 social taboos that effect sex toys

 affect sexual health problems. So

some very good research goes on

in the health and social sciences

 defining some of these problems,

but very little gets taken into the

 design and engineering space and

is developed into solutions. Also, I find

if you can speak to clinicians like

 physiotherapists or urologist, they

have so many things they want

 worked on but these people rarely

have time to make contact outside

of their busy practices. They can

 define the problems really quickly

and help with the solutions. I like

 working with health professionals. 

How is sex toy design different from

designing other products?

Judith: The similarities to good quality

product design (like Philips, Samsung,

good car companies, Apple, etc.) is

that they should be good quality

 manufacture, safe, fit for purpose, ad-

here to standards such as ISO, WEEE,

and ROHS (global industry bench-

marks), be well-developed or thought-

ful brands that have brand values and

matching product values - and that

the consumer/ customer is taken into

account in the research and early

designing stages. It is an objective to

incorporate contemporary view that

are based on real people. 

However, Philips put some products

onto the market around 2008 and

they failed terribly.

Now, Philips is one of

the best product

 design companies in

the world - and we want

these companies desig-

ning sex toys so what went

wrong with all their resources

and fantastic processes? Well,

they de-sexualised the products

too much - they ended up

 looking like purple computer mice.

Part of the problem was they are a

big company with a big reputation

and the small and nimble design

and  research team that put forward

the idea had to make it acceptable

to the company rather than the

 market. In their research, they also

privileged the idea that they weren’t

going to make anything penetrative.

And in their pursuit of understanding

the couples market, I felt they privile-

ged the man’s view a bit too much.

It’s simple: If the woman is having a

good time, trust me, the guy will too.

So in the couples market, you need

to get right what the women want.

They are more likely to be the buyer. 

The standards and processes of

 product design should be the same

as other product genres. But sex toys

- particularly for women - still need

to have an edge of something sexy

or erotic or beautiful. The ergonomics

are obviously different from any other

product category and this is the area

J U D I T H  G L O V E R
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where the industry falls down the most. There simply is a

lack of understanding of contemporary women’s bodies

and minds and a lack of  research or good product

 development in regards to this. A couple of companies

do okay, but most fail  miserably. Think about how much

effort, research, and engineering goes into men’s shavers-

if you could have that level of dedication to good sex

toys, we’d be getting somewhere. 

What unique challenges are there in sex toy design?

Judith: So the unique challenge in this market it not to

de-sexualise your products. The quality has to be the

same as other product genres but you have to find this

balance of beauty and erotic-ness. Women in particular

want beauty - but don’t forget they want products that fit

in with all the other products they consume. When the

Hewson Group did detailed consumer surveying about

the market, women were asked “Who would you like to

make your sex toys?” They said companies like Apple

and Prada - they wanted objects that matched their

 lifestyles and the other products they consume. 

The other thing that’s unique is you are designing for very

sensitive parts of the body, so do good user testing! Don’t

assume anything, and don’t assume cause a product

genre exists the previous brands have got it right. I once

asked a company director why they were choosing to

produce a particular type of g-spot dildo and they said

“Well it’s everywhere so it must do something”. I said “It’s

crap and ergonomically wrong!” So things become

 industry standards and then more companies follow

 because they can’t be bothered doing their own testing
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or research and it all starts from a wrong premise. Don’t

get me started on Rabbits - the biggest con of all! Okay

for a small percentage of women; for the rest, it’s a waste

of your hard-earned money. A terrible industry myth that

nobody is in a hurry to debunk because they keep selling

truckloads of them. Sex in the City is 20 years old and

women still walk into sex shops wanting a Rabbit because

of that episode. 

Would you agree that sex toy design has substantially

changed for the better in recent years?

Judith: Yes, in my thesis I covered the first decade of the

21st century (after looking at the Victorian era and then

the sexual revolution) to document how the design-cen-

tric companies that came into the market during that

period transformed the industry. It boiled down to a

 number of key things. Because the companies were           set-

up by either industrial designers (think Lelo, Je Joue,

 Goldfrau, Crave) or engineers (Jimmyjane or WeVibe), or

owners started using the services of industrial designers,

product standards and branding rose immediately. The

literal interpretations of genitalia or other porn iconogra-

phy got taken out of the product styling and brands.

Contemporary and objective assessments were made

of consumers, in particular female consumers. If you

 design or do business outside the adult industry, then you

see the way women are marketed to and designed for

normally, and it’s not like the adult industry typically does

that. Designers are trained to work across all industries so

when you come to an industry like the sex toy industry,

you have a different perspective on your consumers than
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you’d have if you were coming from the adult industry.

What those new companies bought was competition in

the marketplace and it lifted standards in general.

The other thing that happened was the internet enabled

more women to run retail environments that increased

in number. And these businesses run by women who had

left jobs in marketing and other areas of commerce

 demanded better and safer products and less

 demeaning brands. They also had a better

 understanding of what contemporary female consumers

were looking for. The best online stores and blogs

 became focused on community, giving women infor-

mation and trading the best and the safest products. For

too long, the adult industry hid behind the “This is a no-

velty” disclaimer. Now historically, some of that is to avoid

being arrested for having a sex toy but a lot of it is to do

with not bothering to make proper and safe products

and stand by them – which is unacceptable. Nobody

should ever buy a product with this disclaimer on it again.

And now you don’t have to because enough companies

make their products proudly to ‘normal’ global standards. 

What do you think is lacking in today’s sex toy design?

Judith: Diversity is a problem - what’s the deal with every

vibrator being PINK? Seriously, trying to find a decent

black vibrator these days is almost impossible. Stop

 copying each other and innovate. Work out what inno-

vation really means in the rest of the economy - not what

you think it means. Companies need to bring in good

design-led, user-led processes in both product develop-

ment and service areas. As the profits from pornography
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decline due to it being all free on the web, sales from

sex toys will become more and more important to the

industry. But this means the industry will need to get better

and better at proper product design and development

processes. Or you will be taken over by newer companies

that do. I’m afraid the adult industry needs to get with

the times and get a proper understanding of contem-

porary females and move away from its traditional

 depictions of women. As the industry splits away from

porn towards these products, this will be inevitable. And

lastly, adding layers of new tech is not going to make

bad  products and bad processes any better. It’s a good

product  development process,

centred around real women and

their real bodies that will count. 

How important is the ‘female

perspective’ when designing sex

toys? For a long time, people in

charge of big sex toy companies

were almost exclusively men…

Women are an important

 consumer group and have been

in the sex toy industry’s focus for

some time. Why is it not possible

to unlock the full potential and

what role does the design play?

Judith: So the biggest problem the adult industry conti-

nues to have in the sex toy market is how to let go and

move away from their historical conventions and

 depictions of women. They still want to largely depict

women as strippers, naughty nurses, vixens, sluts, etc. and

yet most contemporary women (with the money to buy

good quality sex toys) don’t see themselves this way. So

those companies which are design-led - if the designers

in those companies have been trained well - should be

looking at contemporary women as they are; not as the

adult industry has historically seen them or depicted

them. There is no reason for the genre of sex toys to sit

within the adult industry. I’m not anti-porn or pro-censorship

at all, I’m merely being pragmatic and objective. If you

do not treat contemporary woman realistically and

 market and design to them in all the sophisticated ways

that the rest of global industry does, you will eventually

lose your market share to those companies that do. 
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I spent 100,000 words in my thesis doing an enormous

case study of the sex toy industry from the Victorian era

to Raunch Culture (2000’s) after asking a rather simple

question: How do you design a better sex toy? It wasn’t a

technical problem; it was a socio-cultural issue around

the way sex and sexuality, and in particular women’s

 sexuality, and gender is controlled and viewed as taboo

- and has been for a very long time. In general, when it

comes to sexual practice, we are still dealing with the

leftovers of the Victorian Era and the morality wars that

raged across the 20th century and created the modern

porn industry. The porn industry was pushed to the side,

deemed dirty and banned as much as possible. So it

becomes cut-off from the rest of the economy and the

potential for entrepreneurship and innovation. 

The adult industry has this false view it is innovative

 because it is always up with the latest trends in techno-

logy. Yes, it harnessing new tech but it fills its content with

the same stories, scripts, and depictions that the industry

has been using for 100 years. The tech changes but the

content stays the same. And this is a big problem when

 society shifts so enormously and radically as it did in the

70s with 2nd wave feminism. The next phase of that is

the over 50s market as the cashed-up baby boomers

retire. Nobody is treating that market particularly seriously.

People have to get their heads around the idea that

 innovation and technological advances have a socio-

cultural side to them. So for instance: The sexual revolution

and 2nd wave feminism unlocked the potential for

 women to join society finally, in education and in work.

This, along with things like more available credit and new

technologies, have produced enormous growth in the

West. The adult industry got the sexual revolution but it

missed 2nd wave feminism completely. To its credit, it
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was the only industry prepared to make sex toys- as the

design field for the whole of the 20th century turned their

noses up at it. 

So to go back to the question ‘how important is the

 female perspective?’ – hugely, as the genie is well and

truly out of the bottle in regards to women’s rights and

the money and wealth they now have in the West. But

saying you ‘understand’ women while you keep depicting

them only as strippers and porn starts says you don’t

really. So take an objective and realistic view of your

 market. If you are a part of the adult industry, then get

out more and be prepared to diversify your brand lines. I

saw some big companies in the early 2000s get really

confused about how to design and market to contem-

porary women. If you want some stuff for your traditional

male customers, then don’t put it together with trying to

market and sell to your contemporary female customers.

Tenga were smart when they developed the brand for

women Iroha. They could have done Tenga for Women

and tried to match the product values and styling but

they split them and they are very different looking product

lines. And good quality and inventive products, too -

good on them. If you are trying to sell expensive vibrators

to women next to gangbang videos, then forget it. There

are still some seriously dumb and basic marketing mista-

kes being made. Just thinking you can make your website

pink or purple and its ‘female-friendly’ won’t cut-it and it’s

obvious to women. In design, we call it the ‘shrink and

pink-it’ strategy companies use as a superficial way of

saying they understand their female customers. Smart

women spot it a mile away.

So there are enormous opportunities in sex toys and sex

tech if you understand the market and its segments and

stop designing like you are teenage boys and grow up a

bit. The biggest market opportunities reside in the market

of women over 50. That’s were all the money is and that’s

where the population growth is going. Who is designing

specifically for that?  Nobody really yet.  And if you think

your ideal customer is a woman in her 20s who likes to
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dress like a stripper then you’re probably going

to blow your venture capital. The role that

 design plays is this: Your design and brand

team should be able to tell you ob-

jectively who your customers are

and how they like their product. I

suspect not too many companies

actually understand and use a

 proper product development  process. 

The adult industry is rapidly moving towards the

 mainstream – an argument brought forth quite often.

Do you think a ‘new’ design could reinforce this change?

Judith: So the last part of my thesis documents the

 design-heavy and engineering-led companies such as

Lelo, Jimmyjane, Wevibe, Je jou, etc. coming into the

market in the 2000s, bringing competition and raising

standards. Lelo becomes the default high quality vibrator

brand across the industry and some manufacturing and

safety benchmarks get set that the adult industry com-

panies have to make sure they start reaching (and some

notable  exceptions do, like Topco in the US). The  design-

led companies pretty much take the aesthetic of fake-

genitalia out of their  products and packaging and porn

depictions out of their branding. In one decade, they

took about 10% of the market share. Some started out

with all the best intentions and then sort of ended up

default high-end adult industry brands firmly embedded

in that global industry and some that started out adult

 industry brands become pretty good design brands -

like Fun Factory. 

However, it’s evolution not revolution and in terms of main-

stream, it’s not a quick process. We really need a

 company like Apple to blow the market apart. Somebody

big and powerful enough to control their own ecosystem

of products and branding and sales. Somebody with

such a design reputation who puts the idea of sex toy

entrepreneurship firmly in the mainstream. (But they won’t

do it - there too busy with their car!). Somebody could

cross over from fashion - Agent Provocature could easily

do it - but they would probably want to keep an edginess

to it. H&M would be interesting! The other area which is

promising is lubricants and getting traditional cosmetics

brands into this space. It’s a natural fit, but they need to

stop being so stuffy and move with the times. Older
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 women need to face moisturise and

they need lube downstairs! 

There could be some interesting cros-

sovers into sports and health brands

with pelvic floor fitness devices.  Imagine

Nike doing a pelvic floor trainer and then

moving on to a cute little vibe!

I’m not against sex toys being made by the

adult industry but they need to start doing an

 excellent job or they will continue to gradually lose market

share once bigger brands get over some of these taboos

and jump in. I’m waiting for the tipping point...

Is scientific data on anatomy, ergonomics, and sexuality

incorporated in the design and production process of

sex toys? What about customers’  feedback?

Judith: Yes, it should be, but I’m sure it rarely is going by

the number of bad products I continue to see on the

market. There are a number of  reasons for why so many

bad sex toys are made: Good product development

can be expensive and people don't want to pay good

people to do it; business people don't always understand

how much is involved in getting a good product and

brand to market; so very few companies do proper pro-

cess and get anything like a good understanding of their

consumers or their consumers’ bodies. And very few

 female designers get involved in sex toy design when

we need more and more. There are so many poor

 vibrators I come across that have great manufacturing –

i.e. are safe - and good quality, but did they test it on

women before they released it? Too many simple

 mistakes are made. If you don't have a clitoris or a vagina,

then ask a bunch of people who do! A lot more effort

needs to be put into haptics. Too many assumptions are

made about the way somebody might experience a

product rather than testing something. 

How would you explain the large quantities of flesh-

 coloured dildos with phallic shape that are still being

sold today?

Judith: I can't. The Industry is fairly un-transparent as most

companies are private and economic information is

hard to get. Hewson Group calculated that the  design-

led companies had taken approx. 10% of the market in

about a decade. The biggest companies are still the
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traditional adult industry type companies

so somebody is still  buying all their stuff.

What I think is important is choice, which

is now starting to be  available. Go back

20 years and there was no choice. No

choice on quality, no choice on style. Pro-

vide people with choice and a competitive

market and the customers will  decide. My job

as a design educator is to make students aware

this is a really interesting area to be in with lots of

opportunities. 

When it comes to sex toys, is functionality not more

 important than design?

Judith: So design can be a misunderstood term and

profession. A lot of people equate design with just

 making a pretty package - prettifying something. Yet

an area like industrial design takes a very broad and

holistic approach to product development. It’s the whole

process that  concerns us: from understanding your

client, market,  customers, potential customers to

 ergonomics, technology, branding, manufacturing

 processes, and materials - we may specialise in specific

things but we are used to working with supply chains,

manufacturers, marketing, and engineering and we

need to know everything to make a good product. 

So a proper definition of product design should

 incorporate both functionality and aesthetics. The design

team should have a good understanding of the user

and  include potential users somewhere in the process

to get good quality information and feedback. They

should  direct a level of quality and safety. Holistically,

the product should match the brand. So design is about

function,  ergonomics, manufacturing, materials, safety,

the market, the user, the brand … it is a complex process

and not very well understood by anybody outside of

design,  engineering, and manufacturing unfortunately.

If you want to throw something new or innovative in

there, it adds new layers. So new technology is throwing

new  options in there all the time. But new tech doesn't

 necessarily make a better product or a better company.

If you have a bad process lacking in a good

 understanding of your users, then no amount of tech

will make it better.
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The first vibrators were introduced to the

market in the 19th century. Since then, their

design has changed drastically: We have

had phallus-shaped vibrators, followed by

a wave of vibrators that looked like cute

 animals, before rather peculiar-looking pro-

ducts took over that looked like something

out of an old science fiction movie. What does

the future of sex toy design look like?

Judith: Well, we’ve got the possibilities of

 everything from simple applications to robots.

Personally, I’d like to see research done on new

 vibration technologies or new ways of creating

 sensory devices. However, I recently had a sex

and technology mag interview me and they were

rather excited about all the possibilities the new tech

brings in this area. And it’s going to be a lot. But my

answer to their questions which may have not been what

they wanted to hear was-  '… the biggest problem with

sex toy design is the lack of designers being involved in

the process and a user-centred (UCD) approach to the

products and services - whatever the level of technology

involved. Too much innovation is an application looking

for a problem or market, rather than defining what the

problem or need is and then working out the best level

of technology later. At the moment, I see the same poorly

designed products and services with just more tech bells

and whistles. More tech or a more complicated products

don’t make it better. The sex toy industry as a whole (and

there is a small amount of exceptions where companies

get the odd product right) has been guilty of producing

some of the worst examples of product design the 20th

century ever saw. The industry has not addressed the

lack of good product design fundamentals and adding

layers of new technology is not going to help what is

 fundamentally a flawed design process - and when I

say design, most companies don’t even follow what

could be considered to be a basic design process as

taught to the first years at university. The sex toy industry is

barely able to deliver a half decent safe dildo or vibrator

using technology that has been available since the

1970s. And this is simply because most producers don’t

have a design process that understands who their

 customers are and how to get that information and feed

it into the process.' You can quote me on that!

I N T E R V I E W
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Mister B has released a very special product:

the vacuum bed. Please, tell us more.

Tony Varlack: The Mister B Vac Rack is a great way of

experiencing rubber play, bondage, sensory

 deprivation, and role play.  

How does a vacuum bed work?

Tony: The Mister B Vac Rack contains a rubber sack

and a frame. After you set up the frame and pull the

76

I f  you have been active in the adult  market long enough, most products you encounter

probably have that ˈbeen there, done that ˈ feel to them, even i f  they get bewildered looks

f rom most  people.  I f  you know th i s  market ,  you know there i s  a n iche for  absolute ly

 anyth ing.  But  now,  Mis te r  B  in t roduces  the Vac Rack,  a  product  that  can c la im the

 dist inct ion of being truly dif ferent f rom anything we’ve known up unt i l  now. Tony Varlack,

Mister B’s  Social Media Manager, tel ls  us more about the Vac Rack in our EAN inter view

“A great way of experiencing rubber play,
bondage, sensory deprivation and role play.” 

rubber bag over the frame, your Vac rack is ready for

use. There are a few other things you need: earplugs,

a rubber hood, and a vacuum cleaner. The latter

 doesn’t come with it but you can use your own

 vacuum cleaner. Since we advise you always play

together, one person puts on the earplugs and rubber

hood and gets in the rubber bag. The other person

zips him up, then attaches the vacuum cleaner to

the frame and turns it on. Now the fun starts as, slowly,

the air will be sucked out from between the rubber. It

feels tight and your movement is restricted. The person

you are playing with has total control and can play

with your body. We made a sexy instruction video to

show you how it works. You can find this video at:

https://youtu.be/eC7rvocHFWA 

What is the main purpose of the Vac Rack?

Tony: The purpose of the Mister B Vac Rack differs

from person to person. Some like it because they like

to feel the rubber on them like a second skin. Others

Tony Varlack introduces the Mister B Vac Rack 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The purpose of the Mister B Vac

Rack differs from person to person.” 

................................ “
exclusive

Tony Varlack,

Mister B’s Social Media Manager 
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like to be constricted and submit

to the other person. There are so

many possibilities because most

of your senses are blocked, and

every touch you feel feels extra

 intense.

Can using this product be

 dangerous in any way?

Tony: There is a certain responsibi-

lity required when using the Mister

B Vac Rack, first of all as said

 before, never play alone! Second

of all, read the manual before you

use the Vac Rack. Agree on a   

non-verbal sign for when you’ve

had enough and you want out.

Last but not least never leave the

room while your partner is using

the Mister B Vac Rack.

How much will it cost?

Tony: Wholesale price is €149,

 retail price is €359. 

The vacuum bed is probably best

suited for retailers who cater to the

BDSM audience, or do you

 disagree?

Tony: Vac Rack play is something

that is considered quite 'hardcore',

which it very well can be. Although

it doesn’t have to be, you can

have real intense soft sessions

where you play with each other

without S&M. And since Fetish is

becoming more mainstream, it

could be an interesting product for

a bigger audience.

How should a unique product like

this be presented and marketed?

Tony: A product like this is not easy

to market as it has quite a few

things one should pay attention at.

Therefore, we decided to accom-

pany this product with an

 instruction video online to give

people a better idea of how it

works. Image-wise, we decided to

focus on the visual features like the

body shapes in the Vac Rack and

the shininess of the material. 

.................

Since Fetish is

 becoming more

 mainstream it could be

an interesting product

for a bigger audience.” 

................................ 

“

Bondage, role play, rubber fetish,

sensory deprivation – there are many ways to use the Vac Rack
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EDC has worked with XR Brands for a long time

 already. What has compelled you to further

 strengthen this cooperation? 

Andre Visser: We were looking for a partner

to expand our assortment and offer a wider

product range and XR Brands was looking

for a new European partner. Both compa-

nies have many similarities as XR is also a

young and fast-growing company. We

 understand each other’s growing pains and

that creates a bond that cannot be put

into words. We came together at the right

moment and took the opportunities

that presented

themselves.

Only last  month, the expansion st rategy of EDC Wholesale was the topic of a big EAN

ar t icle. As we learned, this st rategy also included the addit ion of new products to the EDC

range. Now, the f i rst step in the implementation of this plan has been made as EDC entered

into a new dis t r ibut ion agreement  wi th  US  producer  XR B rands.  EAN spoke about  th i s

 co l laborat ion w i th  N ico le  B ran i f f,  XR B rands  Sa les  Representat ive,  and Andre V i s ser,

 International Sales Director at EDC.

“We are looking for innovative products       
popular brands, and brands that are in       

From now on, EDC Wholesale distributes the entire range

of XR Brands in Europe. How many products / product

lines are we talking about here? 

Andre: Currently, we carry around

800 SKUs and in the  upcoming

months, we will  almost double that

number. Not only by expanding the

current collections, but also by

 adding new collections. The

 products will be shipped to our

 warehouse in the following months

and we hope to have the full line

available shortly.

For those who do not know XR Brands - what are the

strengths of the US company and its product range? 

Andre: XR Brands has a young and dynamic

team that feels great responsibility and  passion

for their  company and  products. The

 company offers  niche products in the

growing segment of BDSM lifestyle, and

the team has great knowledge of the

market, the  users, and the  products.

In my  opinion, this is  certainly one

of their biggest strengths.

What expectations does EDC have

with respect to the products of XR

Brands and the European market,

EDC Wholesale and XR Brands join forces

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W

.................

We want to offer a

comprehensive

 assortment in order to

become a one-stop-shop

for our customers.”

 Andre Visser

................................ 

“

Nicole Braniff (XR Brands), Andre Visser (EDC), Lynda Mort (XR Brands),

and Eric Idema (EDC) are excited about the new collaboration
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       and brands, niche products, 
       high demand.”
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 seeing as there is no lack of pro-

ducts and brands in this market?

Andre: We expect to offer niche

products with the XR collections,

 helping customers to add special

products to their range that can be

hard to find as they cater to a

 special audience and take BDSM to

the next level. After Fifty Shades of

Grey, BDSM products are becoming

as normal as the average vibrator.

This trend has created growth and

great opportunities for XR in the US

and will create great opportunities

in the European market as well.

Is it an advantage or a disadvan-

tage that XR Brands is not too well

known in Europe? 

Andre: I believe it’s a great advan-

tage because these products are

new and in demand. Consumers

are always looking for something

new and like to be surprised every

time they visit a shop. XR offer

 several collections that will comple-

ment the current shop assortment.

At launch, you plan a tour across

Europe. What can the trade  expect

and who are you going to visit?

Andre: We will be visiting custo-

mers all across Europe this sum-

mer. Everybody who would like us

to  visit them can send me an

email (andre@edc.nl). We won’t

make  exceptions, we will visit any

customer who is interested. Whet-

her they have a small shop or a

chain store. Our goal is to create

brand awareness, give product

and  lifestyle training, and talk

about the marketing and sales

 possibilities.

A N D R E  V I S S E R

N I C O L E  B R A N I F F

.................

XR is the first manufacturer

to develop fetish lines that

provide retailers with fully

merchandised product lines.”

 Nicole Braniff 

................................ 

“

Is this collaboration the  beginning

of further distribution agreements

with  other brands in the  future?

Andre: Definitely, we are currently

in the process of expanding our

logistics  services. EDC has been

 growing rapidly and we will soon

be moving to new premises that

offers 8000 m². The new building

is  currently under construction, but

 within a few weeks, the new logis-

tics department will be ready to

store and handle many more

 products. We are already meeting

with other suppliers to make similar

deals like the one with XR Brands. 

What requirements must brands

and products meet so EDC will

 include them in their range? 

Andre: We are  looking for innova-

tive products and brands, niche

Strategic planning

at the EDC headquarters 
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 products, popular brands, and brands that are in

high demand. We want to offer a comprehensive

assortment in order to become a  one-stop-shop for

our customers.

XR Brands has chosen EDC Wholesale as their partner

for the European market. Why EDC?

Nicole Braniff: XR has been working with EDC for a few

years now and they have always supported our

 company and brand. They understand our vision and

have a great plan of attack for XR in Europe, so

 partnering with them was a no-brainer for us.  

What are the qualities XR Brands is looking for in a

 wholesaler/distributor?

Nicole: Our trainings, education, and support are

 something we pride ourselves on here at XR, so we are

looking for partners who are willing to make that a priority

as well. We are more than a product. We

are an  experience and prefer to work with

 companies that understand and support

that philosophy.

Is it an advantage or a disadvantage that

EDC still is a young wholesale company?

Nicole: It is a great advantage to be

 working with EDC as a young company.

Eric and Andre are already making their

mark in Europe and it’s great to work with a company that

is on a similar path with all the growth and  expansion. 

XR Brands is not as well-known in Europe as it is in the US.

Would you mind giving us some information about your

company and your products?  

Nicole: XR is the first manufacturer to develop fetish lines

that provide retailers with fully merchandised  product lines.

We make fetish and niche products  approachable to

those looking to grow their business in new and exciting

directions. Our products tend to pick up where other fetish

lines leave off. We focus on the underserved markets of

fetish like chastity, urethral sounds, CBT, etc. 

Tastes obviously differ. Do you feel that your products,

 policies, promotions, etc. are compatible with the

 European market? 
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Nicole: We carry anything from massage to BDSM

and even very niche items. At XR, we make it our

goal to accommodate the sexual levels and lifestyles

of all consumers. We are already doing well in Europe

with our Size Matters and Clean Stream lines which

gives us a running start in Europe. 

There is no question of XR’s compatibility within the

European market. We have something for everyone

and are constantly evolving to keep up with the

 retailer and consumer needs.  Partnering with EDC will

also help us since the European market is home to

them.   

What are your expectations for Europe and what role

can EDC Wholesale play in positioning XR Brands in

that market? 

Nicole: Working with EDC, we expect our Brands to

start popping up more and more in your local adult

stores across Europe. With their

great reputation and brand

 awareness, we feel they will do a

lot to increase our recognition in

the European market. They have

a very aggressive plan in place,

and we are completely on board

with it. 

At launch, you plan a tour across

Europe together. Why did you choose this strategy?  

Nicole: When we say we pride ourselves on trainings,

education, and support, it is not a tag line. It is our

 mission. Brand recognition is also important to us so

we need to make sure we are out there creating

brand awareness. We also want consumers to make

educated purchases with as much information as

they need. This is what sets us apart and keeps

 consumers wanting more. 

XR wants to be there first hand to educate stores and

consumers alike so this tour is absolutely necessary in

reaching our goals.  

Can retailers also turn to to EDC Wholesale for POS

 materials for XR Brands products? 

Nicole: Yes! We have an onsite art department so we

can easily turn out anything the retailer needs. 

I N T E R V I E W
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We are already

 meeting with other

suppliers to make

 similar deals like the

one with XR Brands.” 

Andre Visser 

................................ 

“
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Congratulations on ten years of Bijoux Indiscrets!

Are you going to pop some corks to celebrate?

Elsa Viegas: Definitely! And we plan to celebrate it all

year long. We started by launching a sex study and the

orgasm library at the beginning of the year and many

things are yet to come during the year.

When you started on this journey ten years ago, did

you believe that your brand would one day be this

 successful around the globe?

Elsa: We were always very optimistic and we were

 convinced that things would go well but being where

we are right now is amazing! Running a

successful global brand 10 years in is

really beyond the most optimistic

dreams! 

Why did you decide to

create a brand in the

adult market – a

market which

had a very

d i f f e r e n t

comple-

xion a

Roughly a decade ago, a revolut ion began that would dramatical ly alter the face of the

adult  market.  B i joux Indiscrets was a big par t of this revolut ion, and without companies

such as thei r ’ s ,  our  indust r y  wouldn’ t  be what  i t  i s  today.  EAN asked E lsa V iegas,  the    

co-founder of Bjoux Indiscr tes,  for an inter view about the last 10 years and the success of

the brand.

“We want to keep on doing what we love       
10 years doing it!”

decade ago? Was there an idea or an incident, an

 initial impulse that started it all?

Elsa: At the very beginning, we wanted to change the

face of the retail trade, and our idea was to create an

erotic store with a focus on women but when we started

our business, we found out that the offer of products

was very limited. We could only find low-price, cheap-

looking plastic products or very high-end designer

brands. What we wanted was to offer a range of

 beautiful things that anyone could afford and make

eroticism part of the lifestyle of any woman. So we did

what knew best: create! We decided to launch our own

brand. 

What was your perception of the adult market back

then when you started your company? 

Elsa: The erotic market was flood with masculine

 products but, most of it was aimed at women. So there

was a great gap between the products and the

 feminine consumer. Then, the great revolution began

with Durex when they launched the vibrating rings and

sex toys became mainstream. More love shops

 opened. Many existing shops got rid of pornography.

The market became more female and couple-friendly.

More erotic and less pornographic.

And how were you welcomed in this market? With open

arms, or with skepticism?

Elsa: We were received with open arms! At the

beginning, everything was easy.... For a while!

10 year of Bijoux Indiscrets – An interview with co-founder Elsa Viegas 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Elsa Viegas, co-founder of Bijoux Indiscrets wants more

people to perceive sexual wellbeing as part of their lifestyle
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      and we want to spend the next 
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We had a new

product with a

very different ap-

proach and sto-

res were happy to

carry it but we

were too expen-

sive for the consu-

mer. It was

2006/07, and the

economic crisis was arriving. The

good thing is that we are always

 learning and we are fast learners so

we adjusted our brand to the reality

of the market. 

Your concepts, visions, and products

have certainly  contributed to

changing the market and your in-

novative spirit has helped make

adult products  appealing to new

consumers. Would you say that Bijoux

Indiscrets is a pioneer in this market?

Elsa: I would say we were part of

the change. 10 years ago was the

moment many new brands arrived

and this new approach had a huge

impact on the market. We are a

very unique brand and we have

very unique products. And because

we were the first brand to do so

many different things and we

 designed all our products in-house,

we are always one step ahead. 

Ten years is a long time. Which are

the moments that you think back to

with a smile, and

which are the

things you’d rat-

her forget? 

Elsa: I smile every

time I think about

how little we knew,

and we still had

the guts to leave

our jobs and risk

everything for a dream; How small

(and hot) our first  office was; I don’t

know how we  managed to survive

the first year in the basement that

was our warehouse; 

The things that we rather forget are

 already forgotten and most impor-

tant of all, the lesson is learned.

The success of Bijoux Indiscrets is

 based on several pillars but you said

in a press release, the team and

how they work together are

 particularly important. How does

the team spirit influence the success

of your company?

Elsa: If you ask me to name just one

thing (because there many

 important things) that makes Bijoux

successful, I would say our team!

We have the most amazing and

crazy team. I like to think of Bijoux as

a place you wake up in the morning

and you want to come to work. We

share the same vision and we all

push in the same direction, not just

because it’s work but because we

believe in it!

The market has changed tremen-

dously since you started the

 company. What were the biggest

developments, how would you des-

cribe the current situation, and how

will the market change in the

 future?

Elsa: I cannot predict the future but

I wish that people would make

 sexual well-being part of their

 lifestyle. In the past ten years,

we saw how sexuality

 became more

“mainstream”

especially with

women ha-

ving a more

active role

and being

m o r e

aware of

their rights

(one of

them being

the right to

enjoy plea-

s u r e ) . T h e

market is now

more focused on

women than it was

before and brands

play a major role in

this area. Female

consumers are

E L S A  V I E G A S

Marta Aguiar and Elsa Viegas started

the Bijoux Indiscrets brand in 2006
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more concerned with quality and presentation. They

want to know what they are buying and who's behind

the brand. How the product is manufactured and if the

company’s philosophy matches theirs.

Right in time for your anniversary, you

started a survey in Spain. What is its

purpose, and what results has it

 yielded?

Elsa: After launching our vibrating

 diamond at the end of 2014, we

 realised that there was still a lot of

 confusion surrounding female

 pleasure, and that was where the idea

for the study came from. It took us 6 months to develop

84 

the content of the study, develop the questions, and

we are still analysing the data we got. The idea was to

get more information about myths and false percepti-

ons about pleasure, why there is such lack of    

self-knowledge and self-pleasure and also, and most

of all, why we act instead of feeling. Is our sexual life so

affected by the loud sex of porn and the romantic sex

of Hollywood? Is sex now more about what we should

do instead of what we really like to do? Because if so,

we got it all wrong and we have a problem! Women

who enjoy their own pleasure are still slut-shamed and

that is the biggest obstacle on the way to real pleasure.

It’s not possible to have fun when you are scared of

what people might think or say about you.

What can you tell us about the 'Library of Real Orgasms'

on www.orgasmsoundlibrary.com? 

Elsa: After developing the study, we decided it was

worthy to share the data. The results

were astonishing and we wanted the

information to be out there, but it’s a

complex matter and the key ideas

can easily get lost between the num-

bers. We needed to catch people’s

attention over female pleasure and

thought of inviting them to discover

the real sound of pleasure without

conforming to porn or Hollywood film

theatrics as a standard for all. 

We wanted to visually show the uniqueness of each

 orgasm, and worked on a data art algorithm to help us

create a unique image per sound, and the

results are beautiful.

What are your plans for the next ten

 years?

Elsa: We want to keep on doing what

we love and we want to spend the

next 10 years doing it! We want to

get more and more involved in

 making a difference in women’s lives,

and apart from offering amazing

 products, we want to be part of the change

and give women the right tools to empower

themselves. Women must claim their power!

I N T E R V I E W
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What we wanted 

was to offer a range

of beautiful things that

anyone could afford and

make eroticism part 

of the lifestyle of 

any  woman.” 

................................ 

“

Proudly look back the past

ten years – the team of Bijoux Indiscrets
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The effectiveness of brands in the erotic retail trade is

still up for discussion. Do you put emphasis on brands

in your stores, and what are the reasons for your strategy?

Robert Strzelecki: In my opinion, every modern retailer

who wishes to develop his or her business must have strong

and recognisable brands. It is one of the essential

 preconditions for the growth of a store and its image.

Sadly, I must admit that I know adult retail stores that are

afraid of investing in branded goods. I know that everybody

must make this strategic decision sooner or later.

Tapio Ruppa: There are a lot of good products which do

not have a brand name at all. Other products have a

good brand name. At the moment, both are selling well.

Brand products are becoming more popular, especially if

the products are in stock in a lot.
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Rober t St r zelecki has two br ick and mor tar stores in Warsaw, whi le Tapio Ruppas runs a

store in Jyväskylä, Finland. EAN invi ted them to a double inter view and asked them how

impor tant brands are for their  stores and for the market.  Here is  what they had to say.

“Selling brands is
simply more fun.”

What are the advantages of selling brands?

Robert: There are a few. First of all, selling brands is simply

more fun. It is satisfying. Especially since branded goods

are much less defective and customers infrequently

 complain about them; they can see the considerable

 effort that went into both, the product itself and its

 packaging. Secondly, the combination of sales and strong

brands has a great marketing effect. Customers just love

branded products and consequently perceive your stores

as an appealing and modern place. Thirdly, selling brands

entails no substantial risk. Well, it is evident that first you

have to invest in branded goods before you gain profits.

Profit is a key word, and I assume that brick-and-mortar

store owners know that they run their business to  

make money.

Two member of the European retail trade talk about the impact of brands on the adult market

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Robert Strzelecki and his business partner

run two brick-and-mortar stores in Warsaw
Tapio and Tarja Ruppa run the sexual health

shop Antishop in Jyväskylä, Finland
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Tapio: Customers may have read or heard about a brand

and already know something about it when entering

the shop. A well-known brand name is easier to sell. The

product offers better credibility. Often, the warranty helps

to get things done more easily.

Brand sceptics often argue that the consumers can easily

compare the prices of brand products on the internet,

meaning they will likely turn to an online shop since those

can afford to sell products cheaper than you could in a

brick and mortar store. How much truth is in this argument,

and wouldn't that qualify as an argument against brands?

Robert: A modern 21st century store is not just a  brick-

and-mortar store. I am even tempted to say that a  brick-

and-mortar store is not enough if you wish to get ahead in

this business. Nowadays, an online store is a must, and so

it marketing support in social media and specific-subject

blogs. I don’t know any good brick-and-mortar store that

has no online counterpart. Thus, when

consumers check the price, and they

surely have a right to do so, they can

buy a branded good anyway. I think that

in the era of advanced technologies

and modern production materials, there

is still a large group of customers who

choose to go to the brick-and-mortar

store in order to experience things they

purchase. Particularly because these are

products intended for adults. 

Tapio: On the internet, you can compare prices and get

cheap copies, however, those are not the same products

as the original branded products. You may be

 disappointed badly. I would argue that most of the brick

and mortar stores have the same prices as the average

online store. However, in the brick and mortar stores, you

can be sure to get original brand products, and on top of

that, you get great service and advice.

In order to steer clear of the price comparison problem,

more and more retailers are selling private label products

that you can't buy anywhere else. What is your opinion on

this development?

Robert: Each business model is fine, provided it is profitable

and successful. Launching private label products is actually

very easy. The question is, does it pay off? Private brand
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production is not just about getting a quality product, but

above all, it is about concepts, ideas, things you sell, what

the product looks like, what your consumers buy and

 certainly what else you offer in your store. It is also about a

set of procedures and actions, for instance product returns

and complaints. This is a complicated matter and we

 entrust it to those who know better. I must admit, however,

that when we have two products on offer that are very

 similar, but they differ in terms of price and brand, the

branded product tends to be the first choice.

Tapio: Everyone wants to stand out from the crowd. Your

own brand cannot be bought

 elsewhere. But does that mean the

 customers are looking for it? If the pro-

duct is unknown, it does not have the

same value as the sales of a known

brand. Creating a new brand takes a

lot of time and money and copycats

are always lurkig around the corner.

Are lots of people asking for specific

brands when they visit your stores?

Robert: My partner and I have two brick-and-mortar stores

in Warsaw (we intend to open other stores in other Polish

cities as well) and when it comes to interest in specific

brands, we cannot complain. Many consumers ask: “Do

you have…?” and here goes the name of the brand. This

proves that customers are loyal to brands. They make

 deliberate choices and believe in the quality a given

brand represents.

Tapio: Yes. People read about various products and brands

online, and depending on the level of interest in a brand,

they will come to the store and want to see and feel the

material and the motor power of the product, etc.

And who are these people asking for brands? Are most of

them experienced customers, or are there also many

newbies who already have a certain brand in mind?

I N T E R V I E W
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Creating a new brand

takes a lot of time

and money and copycats

are always lurking

around the corner.”

 Tapio Ruppa

................................ 

“

Inside 'AntiShop' 
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Robert: A long time ago, it took much time to build a

brand, years, decades even. Up to the present day, certain

brands have prided themselves on the fact that they were

founded in whatever year, that the Hall of Frame in their

head office is full of portraits of presidents and inventors. In

the arena of the internet, it is easy to promote a brand,

and thanks to social media they can grow very quickly.

Young customers in particular are conversant with brands

and choose those they like the most. They grab their

smartphones, click, and here you go. Then there is another

group of customers, the experienced people who got

into adult toys many years ago. They tend to refer to brands

they like but are also willing to try brands that offer similar

products. It is a small challenge, sort of a test. When they

come back, they point out differences

and similarities. It is a marvelous

 experience.

Tapio: Ha ha, bad question! Maybe

there are people who spend a lot of

time on the internet… There are also a

lot of people who talk with friends about

different products, and there are also

the well-known names on their mind. All

kinds of people are looking and asking

for different brands.

How can the sales staff in a store create awareness for

brands when talking to and advising the customers?

Robert: We need to highlight that, sure, each storekeeper

would like to sell the most expensive branded products,

but a good store that cares about building relationships

with customers never forces visitors or uses such tricks. It

just doesn’t pay off. The best way of creating a good vibe

and encouraging customers to buy a given brand is to

 instruct the sales personnel, teach them and increase their

skills (selling techniques) that can come in handy when

talking to the customers. Unfortunately, I cannot give details

on what this training includes – but I can tell you that we

pay much attention to sellers’ knowledge of the human

anatomy and hygiene principles, and we place an

 emphasis on psychosexual health issues. Our sellers are
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personal advisors who are well- informed about intimate

matters. They use this information in the process of advising

the customers so that they can choose the product that is

best for them. 

Tapio: The seller can influence a lot. If it is a good brand or

a good product, the seller is able to inform the customer

of the product features.

Brands have been around for ages in other markets, but

they have only recently started gaining real traction in the

erotic market. Why did it take so long?

Robert: Perhaps it is because products for adults were

 traditionally perceived as non-luxurious products. They have

never attracted people the way they do now. With the

development of society and their growing awareness,

people are getting interested in products that used to be

sold illegally not so long ago. Now, these products not

 only represent top quality but are considered

 masterpieces. They are often prepared

by groups of designers, IT specialists,

doctors, image experts, etc. Today’s

market offers adult product which rival

cars in terms of price! And it’s just the

beginning.

Tapio: The world is changing. Years

 before, sex was more hidden, there was

no information available. Now, sexuality

is liberated, and the erotic market is

going mainstream. The internet is full of

information, and brands can be

 presented a lot more prominently.

How do consumers respond to promotion/advertising

campaigns, and do they have a real effect on the sales

of the advertised brands or products?

Robert: I am sure everyone will answer differently

 because we live in various countries, we have customers

of various experience levels and with different needs. I

must admit however, that promotions assuring ready

solutions do not work, e.g. “you have to buy this and

that, and you will be happy”. Consumers are resistant

to this sort of advertisement because they are

 everywhere, on the radio and TV, in the press, and in

 social media. What really works and attracts customers

is contact with bloggers. We also keep blogs with the
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When we have two

products on offer

that are very similar,

but they differ in terms

of price and brand, the

branded product tends to

be the first choice.”

 Robert Strzelecki

................................ 

“
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'Secret Place' in Warsaw
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intention of promoting our brands. We opt for   non-

aggressive advertising.

Tapio: Advertising campaigns must be big and extensive

if you want the brand to be memorable and stand out

from the rest. Competition is fierce, advertising campaigns

do not always reach out to all potential customers, and

people do not immediately react to brand advertising.

What is the goal of these campaigns: to appeal new

 customers who have never entered your stores, or to

create awareness for certain brands and products among

your existing clientele?

Robert: Keeping blogs and encouraging people to

 purchase goods must be human-oriented. Advertisement

and promotional campaigns are not human-oriented by

nature. They are usually sophisticated and goal-oriented:

“Buy this and that to get a discount”. We

prefer adverts that focus on the human

element and we can do so thanks to

people who remark on products, who

carry out tests, who prepare reviews. One

photo taken in a natural environment

(bed, kitchen, table in the living room) by

a blogger is way more effective than a

beautiful banner prepared by a group

of marketing specialists in the head office

of the company. I am surprised that

 companies are ready to spend thousands of euro for their

banner adverts and forget about the human element of

blogs.

Tapio: Both, of course. These campaigns have to get new

customers interested and remind old customers to come

to the store or online shop again.

Are such ad campaigns also a result of your commitment

to brands, or put differently: Do brands have to be

 advertised in such a strong way to work?

Robert: Writing about products and brands on blogs is

clearly more effective and that is why we have chosen to

run product or brand campaigns this way. Thanks to this,

we have won over wonderful customers who are aware

of, and familiar with the brand, and wish to discover

 something new. But let’s face it – some manufacturers

would like to have their own adverts in every post, every

banner, every newsletter, and think that a flood of
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 information is the best way of advertising. Well, our

 experience proves that things are otherwise.

Tapio: Any brand can create confidence, but I am not

fully sold on that. There are also so many other good

 products and smaller brand names. The product itself has

to sell well without the brand name.

How do you pick the brands for your stores? What do they

have to offer? What makes a quality brand?

Robert: As far as our selection of brands is concerned,

before we make a final decision, we need to analyse

what this brand is, what it can offer, what added value

there is. It sometimes takes a few weeks of online research,

talks with partners, and testing demo products. We try to

avoid brand competition and we aim at selling the best

brands; we do not let manufacturers force us to pick up a

specific brand or product just because

they claim that they will surely be   best-

selling items. We provide verified,

 internationally recognisable brands that

are known to create solid business.

These are not ephemeras which vanish

after a couple of months. It is perfect

when these brands are created by

companies that invest in brand growth,

in new technologies and safety and

 offer much more. Long-term

 collaborations with numerous brands have taught us a lot,

and so far, our choices have always been right. We highly

value the smooth replacement of products that customers

complain about and the quick delivery of new products.

This process is smooth and fast, it often only takes 24 hours,

and therefore, customers feel appreciated by us and by

this specific brand. Of course, only strong brands can

afford to implement such fast complaint procedures.

Tapio: I'm happy if brands are manufactured / produced

in Europe or the US. On average, they have a better

quality. Also, the wholesale / retail price must be right.

Sometimes, the manufacturer wants maximum profits,

and the retailer only gets small change for the sale. This

equation is not good if you want a store to sell your

 product in the long term. The warranty should also work

smoothly. And finally: The brand is relevant only if it is

purchased. Products on shelves gathering dust aren't

beneficial to anybody.
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In my opinion, every

modern retailer who

wishes to develop his or

her business must have

strong and recognisable

brands.”  

Robert  Strzelecki

................................ 
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Let’s begin with the Sales Week from July 18th to 21st.

What can your customers expect?

Oscar Heijnen: The customers can expect mind-blowing

sales offers. We are clearing out absolutely everything that

is selling slower, and we are offering it far, far below cost

price because we need to make room for products that
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On July 18, Shots wi l l  k ick off  their  Sales Week, and i t  is  going to culminate on July 22 at

the annual Shots Par ty.  To get some advance information on the unique event,  EAN invi ted

Oscar Hei jnen for an inter view, and judging from his statements,  Shots have once again

gone out of their  way to offer a great experience to the vis i tors of the Sales Week. As far as

the Shots Par ty is  concerned, Oscar kept his cards close to the chest,  but the vis i tors can

rest assured that they are in for a unique and unforgettable event.

“This unique event has rooted 
deep into our industry!”

will also be introduced at the show: the full assortment of

Falcon, Belami, Master Series, Zeus Electrosex, Tom of

 Finland, Lovebotz, and all other sublabels from XR Brands

(plus more). The majority of these offers are only available

to visitors, and a small part will be offered online too. Also,

customers can expect hundreds of new releases from

among our own brands Ouch, Sono, Touché, Shots Toys,

Pharmquest, and many more. This year, we will also be

the first to show the new releases of Pipedream, Doc John-

son, Swiss Navy, Bathmate, ElectraStim, XR Brands, Wicked,

Male Power Lingerie, Icon Brands, Sportsheets, and many

more. We basically present the ANME releases to the

 European market, almost before they can be seen in the

USA. In total, we’ll have 600 new products from the US!!

And on top of all of this, customers get a 10% discount in

addition to their current discount if they place the order

during this show in person – and that even goes for all the

new releases! We can’t wait to see you all from 18 to 21

July in our large showrooms.

Will there be representatives from your suppliers?

Oscar: For sure! Like every year, all our suppliers are sending

over their representatives to explain and  demonstrate the

latest products!

Some people might think that a sales event during

 summer – a season which is usually a slow time when it

comes to sales - might not be the best idea. Why does

Shots think otherwise?

Oscar Heijnen on the upcoming Sales Week and the big Shots Party 

exclusive
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Oscar Heijnen is looking forward

to good times with his customers
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Oscar: It is exactly for that reason that

we have  initiated this event in July.

When people think of June, they think

of holidays, especially people with

children, because that is when most

schools are out. For most companies

such as ours, this month is quite slow.

We are already having this event for

the 12th time. In the beginning, I had

to sort of beg friends and family to

come by and ramp up attendance

in order to give the party some

 importance. Now, 12 years later,

these same friends and family are

begging for a ticket while we only

have about 10 tickets to spare.

 Fortunately, they all understand, and

most of them are okay with coming

to the after party.

The thing that makes me particularly

proud is that  customers and suppliers

are moving their holidays around to

attend this spectacle every year! As

a matter of fact, there will be dozens

of customers who will either skip ANME

in LA or cut their visit short to come to

our event, because for the first time,

that show almost coincides with ours.

Today, we can say that this unique

event has rooted deep into our

 industry!

On Friday, the Shots Party will mark

the grand finale of the Sales Week.

Did you implement any changes

compared to last year?

Oscar: The location and the space

will be the same like last year, just

 before the finish of the 4 Day Marches

in the centre of Nijmegen. However,

the catering, performers, and theme

will be totally different. I like surprises

so I want to keep a few things up my

sleeve to make it even more special

for our esteemed guests.

How many people will attend your

party this year?

Oscar: We have a maximum

 capacity of 175 guests for our Party

on Friday. Every year, we have a 'sold

out' house and this year the venue is

going to be filled to the brim with

 representatives from various Ameri-

can companies who were invited by

Shots America.

The EAN team would really like to see

Ronnie Ruysdael perform again. Is

there any chance this dream might

be fulfilled? What other musicians

can visitors expect?

Oscar: Hahaha, Ronnie is your

 typical performer from Nijmegen,

and he has scored some big natio-

nal hits by now. Loads of people

from Nijmegen know him because

he occasionally  performs his songs

from the centre spot in the home

stadium of my  favourite soccer

team, NEC. Last year, he tore the

roof down and all guest were

 absolutely ecstatic about his

 performance. We have never had

a performer come back the next

O S C A R  H E I J N E N

As always, the Shots Party pavilion will be

positioned on Via Gladiola near the centre of Nijmegen
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year, but maybe we have to start an online vote

 because he was very good  indeed!

This year’s performers have not been confirmed at the

time of this interview. However, I have learned from a good

friend of mine, Stan van den Dobbelsteen of 'Feestteam',

who organises that event every year, that you can book

the best performers very close to the event. Even just a

week before it’s all going to happen! Rest assured that we

will have well-known performers. You will just have to wait

to find out who they are!

Every year, you keep raising the bar with your party. Isn’t it

getting hard for your team to surpass the previous party

time and time again?

Oscar: You’re absolutely right! But as the company is

 growing year by year and due to the fact that our loyal

sponsors always support us, the budget is growing. You

could see this last year in the quality of our performers

and the addition of the limo-bus and also the unique

 location of the after party. I am more than proud of our

main sponsors: Pipedream, Doc Johnson, Bathmate, Swiss

Navy, Wicked and XR Brands. But even our smaller sponsors

are always there for us and deserve a big THANK YOU:

Clearfrights - our container transportation company -

Pharmquest, Male Power, ElectraStim, Sportsheets, Signa

and our best sponsor of them all: EAN!

Like every year, the Shots Party will take place during the

Four Day Marches of Nijmegen. This year will mark the

100th anniversary of the Marches. What does this mean

for your event and the atmosphere in Nijmegen?

Oscar: It means that Nijmegen will probably be one of

the busiest places on this planet at that time. The highlight

of this event is on Friday when the Shots Party also takes
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place, so this an extra challenge for the Shots Team. There

will be loads of activities in the city and for those who want

more information, I recommend you go to the 4 Day

 Marche website: www.4daagse.nl 

The Shots Party would not be the Shots Party if there weren’t

any donations for charity. Which charity will get your

 support this year?

Oscar: The first year we raised money for charity, we ended

up with an amount of nearly € 1.000. For that time, it

wasn’t a bad result. Last year, thanks to the aforementioned

sponsors and our loyal customers, we reached a stagge-

ring € 14.000!! That was absolutely overwhelming in every

sense. It made us think and we established an official

foundation that will publicise its figures. This way, people

can see that all the donated money will go 100% to small

organisations that work with volunteers and are not head-

quartered in expensive real estate with even more money

going to some director. That is what is most important for

me! Apart from that, we will not choose one charity this

year but several. This way, we can help more people and

we will be more active on that front with the foundation.

Shots published some great-looking pictures on their

 Facebook page which grant some insights into the 12

year history of the Shots party. What is going through your

head when you look at the pictures?

Oscar: How good did I look 12 years ago! All joking aside,

it has been a tremendous history, and we have all written

it together. I am looking forward toa bright future with this

club of unique people! Who would have thought 12 year

ago that this 'wild bunch' would double the size of the

company by entering into the American market? And

that’s only the beginning. So let’s see what’s next.
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The Shots team is going to make sure

that the Sales Week and the Shots Party will be unforgettable events
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In India, the packaging of condoms, birth control and

sexual wellness products has become the focus of public

attention as it might infringe Indian obscenity laws. Can

you explain to us what exactly is happening

in India right now?

Vishal Lodaya: The case goes back

to 2008’s Madras High Court ruling.

It concerned a public interest litiga-

tion, that condom manufacturers

should keep their packaging

and advertising free of

'sexy' pictures. The court

reasoned at the time

that the pictures were

obscene and

 offensive to Indian

 culture. Condom

manufacturers,

however, approached the

Supreme Court for relief and

the apex court stayed the

order. The same thing has

now resurfaced again as

the Supreme Court of India

is asking the government to

check if the packaging of con-

doms flouts the ‘obscenity’

norms in India. 
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While demand for adult  products is  rapidly increasing in India, the government is  taking

offence at al legedly obscene depict ions on condom packaging. Now, the countr y’s Su-

preme Cour t is  asking the government to determine i f  the pictures on condom packs are

indeed objectionable. The verdict is  st i l l  out,  but as Vishal Lodaya, Market ing Director of

Indian e-commerce company ThatsPersonal.com tel ls  us,  this is  not the beginning of a

crusade against adult  products in general.

“We have to live with the fact that we’re       
would have sceptical eyes roving on it.” 

What is considered ‘obscene’? Is there a law regulating

what is obscene or is it subject to the interpretation of the

courts?

Vishal: That’s the ambiguous part. There’s no definition of

obscenity as defined by Indian law. Neither Section 292

nor the section 67 of the IT Act define what obscenity

 means and hence, the law is grey and obscured. The

fact that sex toys/articles and related products ‘carry the

impression’ of being ‘obscene’, any commercial dealing

in such articles always carries with it a certain element of

risk due to Section 292.

What kinds of images and packaging and which product

categories are involved in this issue?

Vishal: The major product category that is involved in this

current issue is condoms. A few condom brands use sexy

and erotic pictures on their packs to get consumers to

buy their products. That’s why the Supreme Court is asking

the government to check if the packaging of these brands

flouts the obscenity norms in India. 

Is there just a problem with ‘explicit’ images on the

 packaging or is there a fight against erotic products in

general? It seems as though they are only a problem for

a small minority in India. If the Indian government decided

to do something about the aforementioned packaging

design, what’s the likelihood of the government prohibiting

products or regulating them?

Condom packs are under inspection in India

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Vishal Lodaya, Marketing Director

at ThatsPersonal.com
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      always going to be in a space which
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Vishal: The problem is only related to

explicit images on the condom

 packaging; it is not a fight against

erotic products. As mentioned earlier,

the last time this happened was in

2008 and since then, the Supreme

Court has put the high court’s order

on stay. The Supreme Court has given

the government lawyer around 6

weeks to come back with a reply. The-

re’s a possibility that they might

change in packaging norms for

 condoms but we will have to wait and

watch. 

What consequences could a verdict

like this have for the market and the

aforementioned products in India?

Vishal: Even if the government

 decided to order the condom

 manufacturers to change the

 packaging, we do not think it would

have any impact on the industry as a

whole. And we’re still predicting and it

is still a big ’if‘. Also, should the

 government decide to order

 condom manufacturers to change

the packaging, the condom

 manufacturers might appeal against

that order. 

Let’s look at it from another angle:

Why does advertising for erotic

 products have to involve nudity? If you

look at the adult market and its

 products in general, one thing is very

obvious: Explicit pictures and images

are not very common anymore.

Vishal: It doesn’t need to be explicit.

It doesn’t need to be erotic or involve

nudity at all. The communication

needs to be about the problem that

a particular sexual wellness problem

is solving or the augmented fun that

you’ll be able to have after using

these products. That’s also why this

case shouldn’t affect the sexual

 wellness industry, no matter how the

court rules. Take for instance, the

 cigarette industry in India: Despite

multiple rulings on how the packaging

should display cancer hazards, it still

grows considerably. So it should not

be a problem. 

‘Sex sells’ – this motto was and is true

in advertising. Would your govern-

ment not have to do something

against all businesses and industries

which utilise sex as a tool to market

their products?

Vishal: We make sure all our commu-

nication and the products we sell are

well within the realm of Indian senti-

ments and hence, we try and avoid

overtly erotic advertisements and

 illegal products that a few other play-

ers sell in India. We do not think the

government has any problem with

erotic products if the  communication

is correct and the products that we

sell are in the legal realm of things. 

On one hand, demand for adult

 products in India is growing, on the

other hand, the government is

 intervening. How do these two

 developments go together?

Vishal: Demand for erotic products is

here to stay. With a huge number of

Indians getting connected to the

 internet every passing hour, they’re

more exposed to what is happening

in the West. The government is slightly

conservative but we have to live with

that and work with the government to

come up with solutions to make

 products available to Indian

 consumers in a way that doesn’t hurt

the public sentiment. 

Are you worried about the future of

your own business? Or does the trade,

as an active part of the erotic industry,

always have to live with this sword of

Damocles dangling over their heads

because a few do not accept their

products?

Vishal: We have to live with the fact

that we’re always going to be in a

space which would have sceptical

eyes roving on it. Hence, we try and

be as safe as possible, both in terms

of our communication, where we

try to be non-erotic and avoid ex-

treme imagery, and also with re-

spect to the products we sell in In-

dia. We sell only those products

which are legally  allowed to be sold

in India. There will always be a co-

terie of moral police which would

not accept our products and the-

refore, we need to be careful with

our communication and the

 products we sell. 

V I S H A L  L O D A Y A

.................

There’s no definition

of obscenity as defi-

ned by Indian law.”

................................ “
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Ecoaction was started in 2011, and

right from the get-go, you focused

on environmental compatibility and

fair trade. Was that a matter that was

close to your heart, or did you see this

trend coming before most others did?

Oliver Gothe: I think it was both. You

can’t follow this philosophy unless you

believe in it and follow it yourself to a

certain degree. Organic had been a

trend before 2011, but fair trade and

vegan were only just picking up steam.

Was it hard back then to find products

that matched this philosophy?

Oliver: Our first products were condoms and toy

cleaners. Today, organic & fair trade extends across

many product categories in the adult market. However,

being a product developer, I always think about whether

the world really needs these new products before we

commit to a new project. 

What can you tell us about your current range of fair

trade products?

Oliver: At the moment, we have condoms and roughly

70 cosmetic products, among them epilation products

for the intimate area, body lotions, and scrubs. And of

course, we also produce lip balms, as endorsed by
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Not only do more and more consumers choose products with al l -natural ingredients,  they

also pay attent ion to sustainabi l i ty and fair  working condit ions. And the number of people

who choose to l ive vegan also grows every day. ecoaction GmbH recognised the potential

of these t rends years ago, and their  dedication to fair ly made, fair ly t raded, organic pro-

ducts for the adult  market has paid off,  as we learn in our inter view with ecoaction Mana-

ging Director Ol iver Gothe.

“If you want to be successful in the adult      
to the new generation of financially strong      

German celebrity Cosma Shiva

 Hagen.

The fair trade seal on your Fair

 Squared products isn’t granted to just

any product. You have to earn that

seal. Which prerequisites did you have

to meet to be able to put that label

on your products?

Oliver: First of all, we get all materials

and substances from fair trade

 producers that are controlled by the

Fair Label Organisation (FLO) on a

 regular basis. We do not pay a

 minimum price, we actually pay a

 premium which is then used to help the workers and

their families improve their living situation. Only recently,

I visited one of our producers in India and Sri Lanka.

Whenever I am at those places, it is really amazing to

see how massively fair trade can change people’s lives.

The external supervision by the FLO is important for all

involved so the consumer can be sure that the fair trade

money really gets to the workers who need it. Alas, there

are many people who copy this concept and put ˈFair

Tradeˈ or ˈtraded fairlyˈ on their products, but don’t

 commit to any verifiable fair trade controls. Thankfully,

there are labels such as the Fairtrade label that 

the consumers can trust, and as surveys in countries 

Oliver Gothe on the trend towards fair trade and more sustainability in the adult market 

exclusive
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Oliver Gothe, Managing

Director of ecoaction 
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     market of tomorrow, you have to cater 
     audiences.“
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like Germany have shown, up to

90% of the consumers do know 

that  label.

Since when have there been adult

products that are made with an eye

on environmental compatibility and

fair trade?

Oliver: The first products labelled

 ‘organic’ were condoms, and they

already hit the market in the 1990s.

In the mid-2000s, we saw the first

condoms made from fair trade

 natural rubber. The first products in

the shaving and bodycare

 categories were introduced in 2010.

Today, this trend extends to all kinds

of product segments. I know of

companies that are working on

 jewellery, furniture, and food

 supplement products, among other

things.

Is it a disadvantage that these

 products are more expensive than

conventional products? 

Oliver: The production of fair trade

and organic products is more

 expensive, but usually, the

 producers are lean, specialised

 organisations. There aren’t dozens

of departments, and if they need

certain substances, those are

commissioned from toll producers.

Experience has shown that organic

or fair trade products shouldn’t be

more than 15% costlier than their

conventional counterparts, other-

wise the consumer will pick the

cheaper option.

Are there concrete figures to show

that demand in fair trade products

has increased in the adult market

throughout the past years? 

Oliver: Our Fair Squared condoms

rank among the top products in this

category, and although there is a lot

of demand, this market is not over-

crowded. Each year, a few new com-

panies get into the segment, but most

of them are gone just as quickly.

Throughout the past twelve months,

sales have gone up by 120%,

amounting to 2.6 million condoms

sold. I can’t really put a concrete fi-

gure on how many retail stores in how

many European countries sell our

condoms, but we are definitely happy

about this  growing acceptance.

Fair trade products have been on

supermarket shelves for many years,

and they are in demand. Why did it

take so long for fair trade to have

an impact on the adult market?

Oliver: Maybe the adult market had

not adjusted to the ethical consu-

mer as much. Most companies still

haven’t developed the right set of

products to win over this growing

consumer group. But then again,

the adult market was also very slow

to adapt to women as a key audi-

ence. For a long time, female-ori-

ented products with appealing de-

sign were few and far between.

When it comes to new technologies,

the adult industry is usually in the

vanguard, but often, there is a lack

of  understanding when it comes to

new target audiences and their

needs.

Most of the product lines in the adult

market today that are advertised as

ˈorganicˈ or ˈnaturalˈ boast labels

and seals of quality and references

to test results. There are so many of

them it’s confusing for the consu-

mer. What is your stance on this de-

velopment?

Oliver: If you want to be successful

in the adult market of tomorrow, you

have to cater to the new generation

of financially strong audiences. They

have had enough of toys that reek

of chemicals. They question the wis-

dom of buying a lubricant that is

90% water and was  produced

some 8,000 kilometres away in

China,  probably with water of du-

bious purity and quality. And chan-

ces are that soon, they will also ask

about other things. Was this product

made with sustainable palm oil?

Were monkeys used for picking the

coconuts whose oils was used for

massage products? They will ques-

tion the conditions under which pro-

ducts are made, and they will ques-

tion the quality and effectiveness of

a  product. Seals and labels can

help with that. And if these new con-

O L I V E R  G O T H E
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sumers find a product that was made in an ethical way

and offers solid quality, they will definitely be ready to

spend a little more on this product.

Your Fair Squared condoms are now certified by the

Vegan Society. Some of our readers may wonder what

the point of ˈvegan condomsˈ is. What can you tell us

about that?  

Oliver: Most condoms in the world are produced using

casein. That’s the protein part of animal milk; it creates a

thin latex film. We have now replaced this ingredient with

a mineral substance, meaning our Fair Squared condoms

are now 100% free of any animal substances. That is very

important, not only for vegans. And it does not have any

negative effects on the quality of our  condoms.

More and more people decide to pursue a vegan

 lifestyle. However, if you are a retailer in the adult

 market, you may wonder: Is that group big enough to

warrant adding all these products?

Oliver: The latest studies show that the number of people

living vegan or flexi-vegan is going up at a rapid pace.

Most of those people are sexually active. However, we are

not just aiming at consumers who are strictly vegan (in Ger-

many, there are roughly 900,000); we are also offering an
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option to people who have simply had enough of chemi-

cals and cheap products. Most of those people are also

rather young, and we are looking forward to offering them

new, quality products as they get older. Those are the

 customers you want to cater to. It’s part of the evolution of

the market. After all, you are no longer seeing those older

gentlemen with the trench coats in adult stores, either.

Do you have some advice for the retailers? How can

they benefit from this trend towards organic ingredients,

fair trade, and sustainability? And how should they

 present and promote these products?

Oliver: As always, authenticity is key. You don’t have to

change the whole store or online shop, but you should

make sure that the new target audience knows where to

find their desired products. For the most part, this  audience

is very well-informed, so it wouldn’t make any sense using

empty marketing phrases on them. The  person behind the

counter should know the basics of this topic, and they should

be honest, telling the  customers which products really cater

to their wishes. Don’t try talking them into buying a leather

whip or honey powder if they want an organic lube. If your

readers have any specific questions, they are more than

welcomed to contact me at gothe@ecoaction.de. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Experience has shown that

 organic or fair trade products

mustn’t be more than 15% costlier

than their conventional counter-

parts, otherwise the consumer will

pick the cheaper option.“

................................ 

“
Well-known German actress Cosma Shiva Hagen

is a fan of the Fair Squared product line
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What are the most important differences between

the erotic market in the US and in Europe (beside

the size)?

Klaus Pedersen: For the B2B sales, it is alike yet different!

Different in the way the brick-and-mortar sales staff seem

to have a more active and focused role in the day-to-

day interaction with their in-store clients (as I have

 experienced it). And different in the way the best

 distributors manage to partner with the vendors to posi-

tively engage their mutual customers, the retailers. One

main advantage the US distributors have is that they

work in 'one' marketplace, even though it is a very big

one. They can work in a more focused manner and

use the same sales and support activities for the

 individual retailers since they are not crossing borders,

cultures, languages etc.

Tino Dietrich, CEO, EllaParadis.com (US online retailer):

The most important difference between the US and
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The MaleEdge and Jes-Extender brands have

a big presence in the US market for some

time, and DanaLife ApS & DanaMedic ApS

Managing Par tner Klaus Pedersen has been

across the big pond numerous t imes to vis i t

Amer ican dis t r ibut ion par tners .  EAN spoke

wi th K laus about  d i f ferences between the

American and the European market and the

col laborat ion with US dist r ibutors.  And whi le

we were at i t ,  we also got two  members of

the US market aboard to tel l  us about their

s ide of this t rans-At lant ic  col laborat ion with

MaleEdge & Jes-Ex tender :  Lar r y  Gar land,

CEO and founder  o f  Amer ican d i s t r ibutor

 E ldorado Trading Company,  and T ino Die-

tr ich, CEO of E l laParadis.com, an US onl ine

Shop for adult  products.  

“We are happy with our penetration
into the B2B sector of the US market.”

Europe is the general perception of sexuality. The social

perception of love and sex is a cultural difference.

 America is a consumption-driven market where the ge-

neral spending per capita is overall higher than in

Europe, and this very much applies to lingerie and sex

toys as much as for other industries. Double morality

and the general perception when it comes to sex and

love is clearly one of the biggest obstacles that we are

facing. Everything is defined by the porn industry and

has that stigma of being perhaps dirty and nasty. People

have a hard time understanding that tools and toys

can actually help and improve your overall health and

life. Also, the higher rate of different cultures and religions

is sometimes 'a stone in the shoe' in regards to dealing

with the topic of sex and love. 

Europe is very heterogeneous in many ways, but a fact

that is the same across all markets is that sex toys are

Klaus Pedersen tells us what he’s been up to overseas

exclusive
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Klaus Pedersen, Managing

Partner DanaLife & DanaMedic 
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largely sold online. What is the situation in the US? How

important is the bricks & mortar trade there?

Klaus: When it comes to consumer purchases of adult

toys, the US is quite different in the way that brick and

mortar shops have a substantial lead in share-of-sales

vs. online – US stores at 60% vs. online at 40%. In Europe,

stores are at only 30-40% vs. online at 60-70%. As for

how the US retail websites perform, I find that many of

the leading European adult toy consumer sites are

ahead of the US sites in terms of design, segmentation,

and the provision of information and onsite-guidance

for  individual brands/products. This might be one reason

why US brick-and-mortar shops are still ahead of US

 online shops in adult toy sales.

Larry Garland, CEO & Founder, Eldorado Trading

 Company (US Distributor): While online continues to

grow in the US, the market is still dominated by brick

and mortar retailers. Additionally, brick and mortar stores

in the US provide a face-to-face customer experience

allowing proper product education that isn’t as easily

achieved online.

Klaus: For online sellers, strong and updated content,

information and education is essential and will help in

setting brands and products apart from

wannabees/counterfeits (that are often presented with

bad or mostly irrelevant information). To connect with

consumers, you need to generate trust, specifically with

brands such as ours that are perceived quite delicately

by our users. Retailers such as Lovehoney (UK), Sinful
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(DK), and EllaParadis (US) get this and I believe

they will remain ahead of the competition for

these reasons.

Your products are sold by distributors / wholesa-

lers in the US. Are these collaborations different

from your work with European distribution

 partners?

Klaus: Generally speaking, major European and

American wholesalers/distributors operate much

in the same way. The best ones, some of which

are also market leaders, have active strategies

in place to focus on both, their vendors and

their customers/retailers. One main difference,

however, is that the active 'marketing

 programmes' available to US vendors seem to

be of a higher quality and have a greater reach into

the market than what is usually available from their

 European  counterparts.

With companies such as ours, one of our main challen-

ges is getting attention and 'share-of-voice'  within the

distributor's organisation (marketing, sales and

service/support departments). And at the same time

we have to make sure to achieve access and 'face-

time' to retailers (at distributor events and via planned

 activities). In my experience, US distributors deliver both

of the above – 'share-of-voice' and 'face-time'! Our push

with the MaleEdge and Jes-Extender brands is going

well, we have been received quite positively by the US

trade, and our sales reflect this. Since 'all'  companies

are fighting for this kind of access, the US distributors

 demand and achieve higher marketing-support fees

than is the case in Europe.

Tino Dietrich, CEO, EllaParadis.com: When looking at

America and comparing it to Europe, it is as big and as

complex as Europe in many ways. This makes it

 necessary to penetrate in every aspect possible if you

want to succeed as a mass market product. America

has a very spread-out population but also a very

 centred population density (metropolitan areas like Los

Angeles, New York, or Miami for example). Meaning that

you will also find shopping malls and chains like Walmart

in areas far away from the metropolitan area. However,

the sale of sex toys and lingerie is a bit of a different

story. Not only do I believe that the industry has to catch
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Klaus and the Eldorado

sales & marketing team
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up to the modern con-

sumer behaviour in

many ways, but it also

has to realise that it is lar-

gely still seen as 'kinky'

and not necessarily

mainstream.

You are pursuing mar-

keting plans for the year

2016 which also speci-

fies your support for retailers (bricks and mortar &

 online). Could you explain this plan to us? What retail

measures does it entail?

Klaus: For instance, we are signed on as a 'gold partner'

with Eldorado Trading Company. And for 2016, we are

involved in multifaceted communication to the US re-

tailers. This includes advertising in trade magazines and

in  Eldorado catalogues. We have executed tailored on-

line social media campaigns and added product flyers

to  orders delivered to retailers. We also have been pre-

sent at Eldorado in-house trade fairs and in the  Eldorado

booths at external trade shows such

as the ILS show in Las  Vegas. And, very,

very importantly, we have access to

key staff training in the Eldorado Sales

& Marketing  departments, which al-

lows us to not only have 'delivery of

key product info' but also to connect

on a personal level and have a better

top-of-mind status with these key staff

members.

Larry Garland, CEO & Founder, Eldorado Trading

 Company (US Distributor): Eldorado and DanaLife have

partnered very closely to rapidly improve the market

share of MaleEdge and Jes-Extender products with a

focus on expanding the presence of the products in

the brick and mortar retail locations through joint

 advertising campaigns, educational resources provided

to Eldorado customers, partnering at trade shows, and

specialised training events. 

How important is trade support in the US? Are there big

differences between the support for brick and mortar

stores and the support of e-commerce shops?
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Klaus: For 'most' products,

it is very important, obvio-

usly, since lots of sales are

made through brick and

mortar retailers. For this

reason, there is generally

a strong need for vendors

to access single

retailers/chains to offer

staff training etc. For our

brands, MaleEdge and

Jes-Extender, we know that many men choose the web

for their initial search for a solution 'to grow their penis

permanently' – and some then proceed to also purchase

online and have their first-point-of-contact with us. Some

will  however opt to visit a brick and mortar store for their

purchase instead because they want to see/touch/feel

the products, and have personal sales support.

Since the issue of penis size is a delicate one for many

men, we know that our customers are often looking for

some 'private' time when looking into our products, and

this is of course available 'online'. To allow for this 'private'

time in-store as well, we design our

POS activities to supply information

 directly to the client pre-purchase, and

possibly even before interacting with

sales-staff. We use videos, Q&A and

'how-to-use' prints, product-testers, etc.

All of this is then also used for store staff

training, and for staff to use in their

 presentations with clients.

Tino Dietrich, CEO, EllaParadis.com: People still have

issues buying intimate apparel and intimate products

in an open atmosphere. They do prefer privacy and

 discretion. That is why online shopping is the ideal

 business model for this industry. However, the online

shopping experience also has to catch up when it

 comes to modern consumer expectations. Missing

 information and education has to be met in order to

be able to assist the consumer when purchasing these

products. Only a well-informed and educated customer

who knows how to use a product will be happy with

that product and become a satisfied customer. Online

shopping has to make up for this since one-to-one

 interaction is not possible.

I N T E R V I E W
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No other product in

the adult toy sector

does what we do –

 generate guaranteed,

permanent penis growth.”

................................ 

“

The MaleEdge & Jes-Extender POS Kit

is also available for US retailers
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Let's talk about your

 products: Are you satisfied

with how they are doing in the

US? And seeing as there is no

shortage of similar products in

the American market: Why does

the trade decide to carry your

products?

Klaus: Yes, we are satisfied – we can

always do better, but it´s going well.

We are happy with our penetration

into the B2B sector of the US market.

Our background is that we have served

the consumers directly since 1996 on

our .com sites, being one of the first ever e-commerce

sites. We are now seeing strong growth in the wholesale

sector for 2015 and 2016. And as for this question …

'there is no shortage of similar products …' that is actually

not the case. No other product in the adult toy sector

does what we do – generate guaranteed permanent

penis growth. This fact is already reflected in the

 communication of many high-end online adult toy

 retailers, who care about telling their clients 'facts' and

not 'fiction'. In their communication, they list options on

'how to get a bigger penis', ranging from 'quality penis

pills' for a here-and-now erection (with a temporary

 effect) to 'penis sleeves' (with a temporary effect) and

'quality penis pumps' (with a temporary effect). And

 finally, there’s our 'quality penis traction devices' (with a

permanent effect). The trade also carries our products

because for a price point of only 149$ - 299$ you can
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achieve penis growth with a simple-to-use in-your-home

device. Our traction method is the only method apart

from penis-surgery that is medically proven to achieve

permanent growth - without any of the potentially

 dangerous after-effects of surgery. This is also why we

offer a double-money guaranty for all users – if they

see no growth, we pay them back twice their

 investment.

Larry Garland, CEO & Founder, Eldorado Trading Com-

pany (US Distributor): There are actually

very few similar products in the American

market with the exception of a few

 lookalikes of the Jes-Extender product at

a lower quality level. The main compe-

tition in the US market is actually going

up against the penis pump category,

which is heavily saturated. Therefore,

it’s important to educate people on

the permanent benefits of using

MaleEdge and Jes-Extender

 products over the temporary ef-

fects of penis pumps.

You are a professional com-

pany when it comes to

 support for the brick-and-mortar

trade and e-commerce. For instance, you

 presented a "Tester Kit" for retailers a few months ago.

How was the response?

Klaus: It's been good! Like Europe, the US now also have

a POS kit, and we have it available for both the

 MaleEdge and Jes-Extender brands. At the last Eldorado

in-house fair, we received orders for the POS kit from

nearly all of the attending brick and mortar stores!  

What are the criteria you use to develop support

 materials for the trade? Which requirements must be

met?

Klaus: For many years now, we have been working

with a full 360 degree range, using both online and

offline tools for retailers, trainings, exhibitions, and for

face-time at wholesaler/distributor in-house events.

And what’s also important, we offer tailored one-to-

one solution for key online and brick and mortar

clients.
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A partner trade ad from

MaleEdge and Eldorado 

Klaus Pedersen at a product training

session at an Eldorado trade event
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Autumn O’B r yan had a l ready worked at

Topco f rom 2005 to  2008 before she

 decided to explore other oppor tunit ies. Now,

she’s back at the company, and this t ime,

she’s  tak ing the helm as Chief  Operat ion

 Off icer.  Her miss ion is  clearly def ined: Steer

Topco back to the very top.

“I want Topco to succeed
leader of the team that   

You are not exactly new to the industry, but would you

be so kind to tell us how long you have been in this

business and which jobs you had in the industry up to now?

Autumn O'Bryan: I have been working in the industry since

1994 and was the Executive Director of Product

 Development at Topco Sales from 2005-2008 when the

company was a true industry leader. I moved on from

Topco to work alongside Dave Levine at SexToy.com to

help develop his company’s ecommerce presence and

manage its growing white label retail division. I honed

 unique skills in almost every sector of the industry, from

retail to development, and I’m now working to re-establish

Topco Sales as a leading manufacturer. My focus is

 rebuilding trust, promoting quality, and bringing a fresh

approach to the next phase of the brand’s historic legacy

and it’s an exciting challenge that I’m tackling head-on.

In the past, you already worked for Topco for a few years.

Did you stay in touch with the team or was there another

reason for you to go back to Topco?

Autumn: I remained close with the Topco team after I

moved on to experience new opportunities; I learned so

much during my time there and made close friends and

allies who have been a part of my life for more than two

decades. It’s essential to maintain relationships in this

Autumn O'Bryan has been working

in the adult business since 1994

exclusive
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An interview with Autumn O'Bryan, Topco’s new COO
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 industry and avoid breaking ties,

 because it’s a close-knit group of

 professionals who, at the end of the

day, are working toward a common

goal. My commitment to Topco never

ceased and it was an honour to have

been tapped by its parent company

to manage and oversee its rebrand

and new direction.

What are your responsibilities as the

new COO of Topco Sales?

Autumn: I want Topco to succeed

and I want to be the leader of the

team that makes it happen. But in

order to do so, there’s much

 reformation to be done. I must repair

relationships and restore faith in the

brand by being completely

 transparent about the past and

 present state of the company. This

 includes delivering on all realistic

 promises while adjusting agreements

when results simply cannot be

 guaranteed; this candid rapport with

our customers has been lacking over

the years and it is essential that I do

everything in my power to rebuild

these business connections. I’ve liste-

ned to our customers, as well as the

Topco team, and I am evaluating

and executing plans to address each

of the core issues currently affecting

the company’s reputation.

What are Topco’s biggest strengths

in your opinion? What makes Topco

unique?

A U T U M N  O ' B R Y A N

Autumn: Topco Sales was founded in

1972 and was one of the strongest

and most successful of any

 manufacturer, boasting a team of

employees who worked steadily and

loyally with the company for up to

30+ years.  A lot of the smartest, most

creative and successful people in the

industry started their careers with

Topco Sales. 

During a recent meeting with current

Topco employees, I told them of the

company’s history and found myself

getting emotional; no one on staff

had any idea of what Topco Sales

once was. We were a true industry

leader; Marty Tucker was the

 innovative and creative force behind

some of the most recognisable

.................

Our first priority is to

strengthen our internal

structure with a solid foundation

of trust, support and capability.”

................................ 

“

Topco’s headquarters in

Simi Valley, California
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 products in the industry, such as

Virtual Girl love dolls, Climax Bursts

vitamin-enriched lubricants, and

ultra-realistic Cyberskin – a brand

so recognisable, it’s used to

 describe any kind of soft, malle-

able and realistic sex toy material.

In fact, some of the largest com-

panies in the industry have been

replicating our products, packaging and materials for

 years, Yet, it’s unknown that Topco was the original source.

We are in a unique position thanks to our vertical

 manufacturing capabilities, which allows us to maintain

exclusive Topco-owned manufacturing facilities in China

and an FDA-compliant laboratory in the U.S. This gives us

full control over the product development process and

enables Topco customers to take full advantage of our

enviable private label solution. Quite frankly, the company

has not taken full advantage of this incredibly valuable

capacity – but that is changing.

We broke ground last month on our new FDA-approved

production facility and will be building a bigger and even

more efficient space that will allow Topco to offer unique

private-label products. We also are seeking strategic

 partnerships with companies that can benefit from our

large-scale manufacturing capabilities in China. Quality

production and execution will be a core focus and will

make Topco the go-to source for companies looking to

build their own brands. More news about these services

will be revealed in the coming months.

Topco is a long-standing company in the adult industry.

Why have things quieted down at Topco in recent years?

Autumn: Topco has undergone several major changes

over the past five years, changes that occurred during

114

both the previous and current ownerships,

and while the inner structure was being rebuilt

and restructured, there was less attention put

toward outside marketing and communi -

cations. We regret that, of course, because

it left some customers fearing that our silence

was a symptom of something significantly

wrong – certainly not a desirable impression.

Fortunately, we’re turning up the volume and

rebuilding our position as an industry leader

but with a new direction designed to

 strengthen Topco Sales‘ foundation and its

customer relationships.

What areas at Topco still need to improved?

What needs updating?

Autumn: Our first priority is to strengthen

our internal structure with a solid foundation

of trust, support and capability. This involves

everything from development to delivery, and these

concerns must be addressed head-on before reaching

out to customers with new promises. Honesty is key and

our customers deserve it; we can and will not make

promises that cannot be kept and Topco is no longer in

the business of under-delivery. But with that honesty also

will require an open ear and open mind, because

Topco has experienced a great deal of strain from

 hearsay and misunderstanding, and though the

 company has been silent for many years, and we are

now ready and eager to address it. 

We moved our sex toy manufacturing to our exclusive

China factory. But contrary to assumption, that move does

not mean our product quality has changed. Nothing about

the production process has been altered; the methods,

protocols and quality control processes that were in place

in the U.S. remain in the China facility and we will add

more if needed.

Our fill rate must be increased, but we currently work at

85-90% – a rate that’s improving every month.

Other than the Twerking Butt, we haven’t released many

new and innovative products. We are fully capable and

plan to do so – just not yet. We are prioritising our next

 moves and being strategic about it, starting with new

 management and a stronger internal structure, and our

customers will soon see the benefit. Rather than flood the

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Quality production

and execution will be

a core focus and will make

Topco the go-to source for

companies looking to build

their own brands.” 

................................ 

“
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market with more and more brands in need of support,

our focus is on releasing select quality products designed

and packaged specifically to generate sales for our

 customers.

Topco has experienced a lot of employee turnover, and

though it has not been ideal, the changes have been for

a variety of reasons – and not because the company

was a sinking ship. I will be restructuring staff if and when

needed and my goal is to have an established team that

shares the excitement I feel about the opportunities put in

place for Topco. This team will grow alongside the new

Topco and become part of a strong and successful

 industry family.

All of this is a challenge and it won’t happen overnight.

The new Topco strives for progression, NOT perfection, and

we will be persistent and patient with every move. Most

importantly, I look forward to a time when our customers

have experienced enough positive and reliable results to

catapult the Topco brand out of the past and at the top

of its game. Our team is using valuable lessons from our

history to create and establish a future better than anyone

could have imagined.  

How will your many years of experience in the industry

help you in tackling your new responsibilities at Topco?

Autumn: Because I’ve been in the industry for 20+ years,

I have strong personal relationships with many of our

 customers, and these bonds have given me and Topco

incredibly opportunities for growth. The outpouring of

 support has been amazing and I am so grateful. It also

helps that I have a strong background in ecommerce,

Omnichannel and strategic business development, all of

which will be beneficial as the industry continues to evolve.
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With regard to product development,

I learned from the best and was very

successful with the products and

brands that I developed for Topco –

many of which remain at the top of

the company’s sales lists:  climax,

Adam and Eve, Penthouse, Rascal and

Hustler. I also worked closely with Mr.

Wu and Lover’s Health, a valuable and

trusted partner at the time and is now

Topco’s parent company. In my new

role, Mr. Wu and the Board of Directors

have given me their full support and empowered me to

make any and all decisions necessary to succeed.

Of course, we are particularly interested in the 

plans Topco has for Europe. Can you tell us anything

about that?

Autumn: We are looking to grow the company’s

 employee base by adding several key staff members to

enhance our reach and position in the European market.

We will be hiring an official Brand Ambassador to

 represent Topco Sales on the road and at stores, as well

as an international sales representative and a sales

 manager.  We are focusing on promoting a positive and

 customer-centric environment that enhances the buyer's

 experience, promotes sales, and works to ensure

 customer loyalty above all. 

How would you assess the current situation in the 

market for sex toys and how will it develop in the

 foreseeable  future?

Autumn: The market for adult products and sex toys

 continues to grow with key categories seeing a particularly

strong boost thanks to developments in technology and

market research. The need for products that fall into the

“luxury” or high-tech categories continues to grow, but

we expect to see it reach a climax, of sorts, with need for

affordable and functional items taking precedence soon

after. The Topco team keeps these projections and

 predictions in mind as we develop our private label and

product development services, as we are positioned to

be the go-to source for companies looking to build 

their brands in accordance to current and imminent

market demand.
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You say that you created the Velv’Or brand to give

men something to get out them of their comfort

zone. What exactly do you mean?

Jelle Plantenga: Most men, especially heterosexual

men, prefer to stick with the things they think are

 normal and are scared to try something new. They

prefer not to be open-minded when it comes to

 sexual enrichment in life. Maybe they try some new

SPODs – Sex Positions of the Day - or try the back

door, but that’s about it. Wearing a cock ring is way

out of their comfort zone even when it is just a lasso

to keep them very, very hard. Personally, I like to

 educate people on the fact that there are more

things in life. With Velv’Or, I created a platform to do

this – to show people how they can improve their

 sexual selves! And just by wearing the JNaja for

 instance, by wearing it 24/7, they will be aware of this

every second.
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Cock r ings are a common thing in the adult

market ,  but  a las ,  consumers  don’ t  rea l ly

know enough about the advantages of using

them, says Jel le Plantenga, the creator of

the Velv‘Or brand. He feels that cock r ings

are usual ly  reduced to the i r  appl icat ions

 dur ing sex when in real i ty,  they can do so

much more. In our EAN inter view, he tel ls  us

about the t rue potential  of cock r ings.

The JNaja line is composed of specially shaped cock

rings. While the market for cock rings is quite saturated,

you say that most men do not understand why they

should be using cock rings. What drove you to that

 conclusion? Are adjectives like ‘harder’ or ‘longer’ not

usually used in conjunction with cock rings?

Jelle: Correct, the market is saturated with cock rings

and the majority that is sold have the shape of a standard

O-ring. I, of course, also started with wearing standard    

O-rings but I felt my body wanted something else and

more in line with my body to enrich the experience of

wearing a cock ring. So I started thinking/designing and

modeling, and the result was the JCobra. An ergonomi-

cally designed gentlemen’s ring that really is a crown

 jewel for a man’ crown jewels, one he could wear during

sex but also just as a piece of jewelry to express he loves

himself. Many who own a JCobra wear it 24/7 and love

to walk the beach naked showing their EnRinged crown

jewels or wear it to their favourite party, resort, or simply

wear it while being at the office. The pressure on their

perineum gives them the feeling of being on top of the

world and ready to take on every challenge they will

face in life.

Unfortunately, many men - as well as women - believe a

cock ring’s sole purpose is to keep him harder and hold

it longer but this is not the case. Let’s take the vibrating

Jelle Plantenga on how cock rings can enhance people’s (sex) life

exclusive
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Wants people to change their perception

of cock rings: Jelle Plantenga 

“Men need to know that cock rings can        
 during their daily life!” 
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versions for instance, which are

 primarily created for her and only

give her satisfaction when she is

 sitting on top of him and making her

moves while continuously keeping

contact with the vibrating part. When

she moves up and down or when

he thrusts into her, she barely feels it

and men only slightly feel the vibrati-

ons on the base of their

 penis so it does not really

enrich their experience.

Standard O-rings for the

base of his penis or for his

whole package make him

harder when he wears the

correct size but won’t make

him last him longer. That effect

is generated due to the pressure

on the perineum but most impor-

tantly due to excessive training,

which I call PWOD’s – Penis Workouts

of the Day, and a low level of stress.

The more relaxed he is, the harder

he is and the longer he can last.

How do you explain the lack of

knowledge, especially since cock

rings have been around for some

time and are firmly established in the

market?

Jelle: I think that, first and foremost,

it is because of the taboo that is

still a cloud hanging over products

that enrich the sexual side of life.

It’s a good thing that products to

enrich her sex life are more and

more  commonly seen in main-

stream  media but when it comes

to  products for him, people start to

laugh. Even a simple conversa-

tion on television

about the time of

ejaculation makes men lie about

 themselves and their performance.

There is nothing wrong about

 coming quickly from time to time.

But going back to the knowledge

about cock rings, I think people

have to speak out

more about the overall effect on

a man instead of only talking

about the fact that it makes him

harder. The feeling while wearing

a cock ring needs to be expressed

more. Recently, a guy who has

been wearing cock rings for quite

some time told me he had

thought the JNaja was just a

piece of jewelry for his penis.

But when he wore it, he reali-

sed it was way more, and

way  different from all other

cock rings he owns. He was

 shocked and is now

 spreading the word

about it and he wonders

why he didn’t believe

my story the first time

he saw the JNaja. He was

one of those men who just thought

that cock rings are cock rings.

Do you think that another reason

could be that cock rings are often

offered as additional products for

‘impulse buying’ and, as such, do

not get that much attention?

J E L L E  P L A N T E N G A

In 2006, Jelle Plantenga developed, designed,

and produced his first cock ring, the JCobra

       enrich their lives while having sex as well as

In November of 2011, the JNaja hit the market – a more

affordable version of the JCobra that caters to a wider audience
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Jelle: When the sale is made to women or

couples, yes, I believe this is the case. The other day,

I was in a very nice Amsterdam shop and the beau-

tiful lady behind the counter told me how happy she

is with the JBoa and  BeauGosse BG 001, and that

she  recommends them to all who

buy a vibrating

cock ring as the next

step to take. She explains that  vibrating

cock rings are nice but when he really wants to enrich

HIS experience, he should wear a Velv’Or penis ring.

She tells this with a spark in her eyes because she

loves the way it makes a penis look. When it comes

to the sales to men, I can only say I hope my products

will be sold together with masturbating and p-spot

products because they will enrich his experience

when using these products.
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What could retailers tell their customers to help

them better understand the positive aspects of

using cock rings?

Jelle: Let’s start with asking the retailers and wholesa-

lers to contact me and other colleagues of mine

who have knowledge about cock rings and ask the

 questions they think their customers will ask them. This

way, they will become more educated on the topic

which will give them the ability to spread the word

about cock rings on a different level.

Is the notion that cock rings are only worn when having

sex the biggest misconception that needs to be set

straight?

Jelle: No, it’s more than that! I believe men need to

know that cock rings can enrich their lives while having

sex as well as during their daily life!

What can the industry, namely producers and

 wholesalers, do to support the retail sector in this task?

Jelle: Give retailers and consumers the ability to ask all

their questions. Of course, brands can educate them by

telling them their story

but by answering the

consumers’ questions,

the industry, press, dis-

tributors, retailers,

 sexperts,  reviewers,

etc. will create way

more knowledge for

everybody out there.

When it comes to

your JNaja products, you use a lot of buzzwords like

 ‘sexual health’, ‘root chakra’ and ‘leading personalities’.

What does all this have to do with your cock rings?

Jelle: The experience the JNaja provides stems from the

pressure it puts on a man’s perineum, the point of his body

where his first chakra / root chakra is located. When he

applies pressure to this point or when he massages it, he

will enrich his sexual health as well as balance his first

 chakra. When his first chakra is in balance he will feel more

secure in life, in his relationship as well as work. So to end

this interview with a bombshell - the JNaja does way more

than just give a man a harder penis.
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Unfortunately, 

many men - as well

as women - believe a cock

ring’s sole purpose is to

keep him harder and hold 

it longer but this is 

not the case.”

................................ 

“

The Velv’Or Ready To Wear line is made

up of Beaugosse BGs, JNaja, and JBoa
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Sir Richard's is a condom company. Why did you

choose to expand into other categories as well?

Robert Rheaume: You are correct; Sir Richard’s began

in 2009 as a condom company, aiming to shake up

the staid condom industry by introducing a better

quality condom free of chemicals and harmful

 additives. Since then, the company has garnered a

large following of men and women who love Sir

 Richard’s as a modern intimate brand. We felt there

was an opportunity to build on this, with a line

 extension that goes beyond just condoms and

 focuses on a complete line of

 below-the-belt  products for men. 

You recently

gave a pre-

view of the

new products.

How was did

the crowd res-

pond to them?

Robert Rheaume: The response

to the new Sir Richard’s

 products at XBiz 

 Miami was incredible.

Everyone we showed

the items to was really
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Products for men are the latest t rend in the adult  market.  This development also played a

role in S i r  Richard’s decis ion to introduce three new col lect ions, al l  of which cater to a

male audience: sex toys in the Elements col lect ion, consumables under the Sl ick Dick’s

banner,  and a l ine of SM products.  The company, that was star ted seven years ago, is

 t radit ional ly known as a producer of qual i ty condoms, and this reputat ion makes for a

sol id basis f rom which Si r  Richard’s can now expand into other segments of the market.  In

our inter view with Rober t Rheaume, the President of S i r  Richard’s and i ts  s is ter company,

Jimmyjane, we learn about the brand’s plans for the adult  market.

“These items were designed specifically
for the Sir Richard’s customer.”

excited and couldn’t

wait to get their

hands on the new

products. There

isn’t a lot of

 options in the

men’s category

and people felt that

the new  products filled

a  missing niche. 

Your new products

will be ”built upon the modern,

premium approach to men's  sexual he-

alth products“. What does this mean

exactly?

Robert Rheaume: The new products will

be built on the foundation of Sir Ri-

chard’s, which is modern, body-safe,

premium items. However, we are now

moving beyond condoms and apply-

ing this to other products for men that enhance how they

experience pleasure.  We will have a consumables line,

bondage and kink accessories and premium pleasure

products, such as a sleeve, a prostate massage and a

ring. All of these will be premium in their presentation and

made with the same quality that has defined Sir  Richard’s. 

Sir Richard's explores new markets

exclusive
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The new products

will be built on the

foundation of Sir

 Richard’s, which is

 modern, body-safe,

 premium items.”

................................ 

“
The ELEMENT Line is Sir Richard’s

line of premium pleasure products

Robert Rheaume, President von Sir Richard's,

sees a lot of potential in the future of the brand
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The new line will include three

 Element toys. What kind of

 products can we expect in this

line?

Robert Rheaume: The ELEMENT

Line is Sir Richard’s line of pre-

mium  pleasure products. These

are  high-design and quality,

made with body-safe silicone,

waterproof and rechargeable.

The first three  releases will be a

masturbation sleeve, a  prostate

massager and a vibrating ring. 

The second collection under the

Sir Richard's brand will be a line

of  restraints and S&M accessories.

Could you tell us more about

these products?

Robert Rheaume: The bondage line fea-

tures restraints and S&M accessories that are done

in adjustable vinyl material. They are very masculine

and versatile, meant to be  approachable to men

looking to explore the pleasures of S&M with bondage

accessories. They are meant to be an alternative to

some of the leather or more lingerie-like S&M options. 

Last but not least, you will also introduce a new

 consumables line  called Slick Dick's.

Which kinds of consumables can

we expect?

Robert Rheaume: This is an

extensive line

and one that we

are continuing to build upon.

The line has a lot of personality, wit and

humour, which people have responded very well to

thus far. It will include men’s body-care products all

with an intimate twist. There are lubricants, as well as

anal desensitisers, flavoured wipes, cologne and

more. It is all about products that can enhance the

experience, making it a bit more enjoyable and fun. 

 

Sir Richard's Condom Company  prides itself on making

condoms free of chemicals and harmful  ingredients. Will

the company  follow the

same guidelines for its toys

and other products?

Robert Rheaume: Sir

 Richard’s  condoms are

very pure in their  contents

and ingredients. It was

 important for the brand to

create a condom that was

a step above  other opti-

ons on the condom

 market. The new line and

 products will follow similarly

in that they are all body-

safe.  

Diamond Products – the

parent company of Sir

 Richard's Condoms –

 already has two renowned

toy companies in its  portfolio:  Pipedream and Jim-

myjane. Why aren't the new  products simply released

under these labels?

Robert Rheaume: These items were designed

 specifically for the Sir Richard’s customer. We

 discovered Sir Richard’s resonates with people, and

felt there was an opportunity to take Sir Richard’s from

more than a product (condoms) and create a brand. 

How will the new lines be marketed? Where should

 European retailers turn to if they want to sell the new

Sir  Richard's products in their stores?

Robert Rheaume: The new items will officially debut

at ANME in July, and the consumer launches will        

roll-out through the fall. Customers who are interested

in purchasing can reach out to their sales rep to set

up a meeting at ANME or request samples of the line. 

Do you already have plans to extend these collections

or are you going to wait and see how they perform

first?

Robert Rheaume: Some of the line we know will

 continue to grow. The consumables line will grow to

me more robust. We are excited to see the response

to the items and officially launch next month! 

The ELEMENT line includes a masturbation

sleeve, a prostate massager, and a vibrating ring

The new Sir Richard's products

have their premiere at ANME Show
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The Screaming O took part in UCLA's Sextravaganza

event. What kind of event was this and what can you

tell us about the hosts?

Gideon Perez: Each year, the University of California Los

Angeles (UCLA) residential life team puts on this unique

 sexual health, wellness and awareness programme and

opens it to the school’s 12,000 on-campus residents. It

 introduces students to resources, topics, and activities

 related to healthy sexuality and relationships. To help

 facilitate a fun conversation, Screaming O introduced

 students to our brand’s lab-tested body-safe sex toys with

free samples and expert advice from Los Angeles-based

certified sex educator Anne Hodder.

How was the turnout of visitors and how did they react to

the presentation of Screaming O?
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There are stil l numerous myths and legends

surrounding the topic of sexuality, even in our

modern, enl ightened t imes. To clear this

jungle of half-truths and I-don’t-knows, the

student organisation of the University of Cali-

fornia Los Angeles mounts an annual event

called “Sextravaganza.” Here, the students

can learn about sexuality, par tnership, and

sexual health. This year, The Screaming O was

also invited to the event, and not only did the

team provide information on how sex toys can

improve one’s intimate life; they also handed

out products so the students could test them.

We interviewed Gideon Perez, Marketing Ma-

nager of The Screaming O, who explained why

his company par ticipated in “Sextravaganza”

and why many American students don’t know

enough about sexuality.

“ Events like Sextravaganza are most         
provide accurate and unbiased sexual         

Gideon Perez: It was an amazing turnout; hundreds of

students flooded the event hall and were captivated by

all of the different activities and interactive events that

were going on. Screaming O was the only sex toy manu-

facturer at the event, so we were able to connect with

students in a unique way by incorporating sexuality edu-

cation with free sex toy samples. Some students seemed

speechless at first glance of our Vibrating Ring and FingO

Tips mini fingertip vibes but as soon as we started explaining

how they work, students’ eyes and smiles widened. And

when we offered a free sample to take home, the students

were incredibly gracious and excited to try them. 

Why are such events needed? Shouldn't somebody who

is enrolled at a university have knowledge about sexual

health and relationships?
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Event for students of the University of California Los Angeles

exclusive

Gideon Perez,

Screaming O's Marketing Manager
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        important because of their ability to 
        health information.”
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Gideon Perez: The United States’

 education system dramatically lacks

fundamental education regarding

sex, sexuality, relationships, and other

pertinent topics, which leaves it up to

parents or guardians to do the job.

And many either don’t feel comfor-

table or are completely unequipped

– they didn’t receive accurate sexual

health education, either, and often

only have their own personal

 experiences to rely on! There also is

no federal mandate regarding how

sexuality is taught in schools (if at all),

which means there are no regulations

regarding whether or not that

 information must be medically

 accurate. As a result, we have

 generations of people – university

 students included – who lack basic

knowledge about their anatomy,

 reproductive health, and how to have

and maintain healthy relationships.

That’s why educational events like

UCLA’s Sextravaganza are so impor-

tant: They provide fun and safe

 opportunities to talk about sex without

stigma, fear, or judgment. They help

facilitate open and honest

conversations about im-

portant sexual health topics

while providing accurate

and unbiased sex educa-

tion, all in a unique and en-

tertaining environment. And

it was an honour to have

been invited.

What exactly awaited the

 students at the Screaming O

booth?

Gideon Perez: We had a

table stocked with free

samples of our FingO Tips

disposable mini fingertip vibes,  award-

winning Screaming O Vibrating Rings,

and sample packs of our L-arginine-

based Climax Cream. Certified sex

educator Anne Hodder was on hand

to explain to students how each

 product works on different parts of the

body, which was incredibly useful

 because many students seemed

dumbfounded at first glance. Many

students later revealed that they’d

 never used or purchased a sex toy

before – but they wanted to – so all

they needed was a little how-to infor-

mation. From there, many students

continued the conversation and as-

ked other sexual health questions that

came to mind, and we were happy

that they took advantage of the

 opportunity to get answers from a 

certified sex educator! 

G I D E O N  P E R E Z

Lots of visitors came

to the Screaming O stand
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Was there a topic in which the students showed particular

interest?

Gideon Perez: The students seemed most curious and

excited to learn about the Vibrating Ring and FingO Tips,

which they liked for their compact and easy-to-hide sizes,

as well as the fact that they were disposable. The Vibrating

Ring inspired the most curiosity because of all the ways it

can be enjoyed; students were surprised to learn that it is

not a cock ring because its super-stretchy ring offers no

constriction – which is signature for a cock ring. We showed

them how the Vibrating Ring can be enjoyed by couples

of all sexual orientations and gender identities and they

really appreciated learning that it can even be used as a

finger vibrator, too. 

You conducted a survey during the event. Can you tell us

a bit about your findings?

Gideon Perez: We took a brief survey of attendees to get

a peek into their sex toy shopping habits. It wasn’t a scien-

tific survey, by any means, but it was an effective way to

see what this particular set of people’s sex toy habits look

like. College students are a unique group; they’re usually

cash-strapped and living (and loving) on budgets, and

much of their college experience includes sexual explo-

ration in one form or another. Though 70% of those

 surveyed had never bought a sex toy before, a solid ma-

jority of students who had purchased a sex toy in the past

had spent less than $20, which reinforces our belief that
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newb sex toy shoppers are most likely to spend less money

on their first purchases. And beginner sex toy users deserve

access to quality, body-safe products they can afford,

which is something that Screaming O specialises in. 

So 70% of the attendees have never bought a sex toy 

 before. Which measures would you propose to the industry

as a whole to get this number down a bit?

Gideon Perez: This number simply showed us that there’s

an important segment of the market that has yet to dive

into the wonderful world of sex toys, and what better way

to target this demographic than to provide products –

and prices – that appeal to their unique needs? That’s

what Screaming O specialises in and we look forward to

future opportunities to spread our fun and friendly message

among college-age people.

When compared with other industries, the opportunities

for companies in the erotic industry to get in touch with

new customers are still limited. Does that make events

like the Sextravaganza all the more important?

Gideon Perez: Events like Sextravaganza are most

 important because of their ability to provide accurate and

 unbiased sexual health information to the masses while

helping to alleviate some of the stigma and embarrass-

ment that these topics carry. They can also be valuable

for companies looking to connect with new and potential

consumers, but that’s not the ultimate goal. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Though 70% of those

surveyed had never

bought a sex toy before, a

solid majority of students

who had purchased a sex

toy in the past had spent

less than $20, which

 reinforces our belief that

newb sex toy shoppers are

most likely to spend less

money on their first

 purchases.”

................................ 

“

Screaming O wants to encourage

students to talk about sexuality 
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No matter how liberal and open-minded society has become, when your mother in law drops

by for a visit, you don’t want to have a sex toy lying around the apar tment. But what if no one

thought it actually was a toy? That’s what Mareike Engel wondered, and this idea became the

inspiration for the toys that are now available on her website, Liebhaberstueck.de: discreet-

looking dildos shaped like cacti, icicles, or gold bars. But their shape is not the only thing

that makes these products special, as we learned during our EAN interview with Mareike.

her fault – something’s wrong with her, she has a problem!

What’s more, if you have a little collection of sex toys,

space can suddenly become a problem. You don’t want

a bulging bag in your closet, and having your bedside

cabinet overflowing with toys isn’t really sexy, either. Also, I

always had to be careful where I left those things – I mean,

what if someone came by unexpectedly, be it chimney

sweep, metre reader, the in-laws or your mother …!

That’s how I got the idea to create camouflage dildos

that you can hide in plain sight. This has resulted in very

playful designs, which I love because it can be a major

turn on – provided you have a sense of humour. It really

can get your imagination going, and it lends a wonderful

feeling of lightness to the topic of sexuality and self-gratifi-

cation. My lovers’ objects are colourful and cheerful toys,

they help you take your thoughts off things and forget the

stress and the pressures of your everyday life.

How is a hand-made silicone dildo different from a        

mass-produced silicone dildo?

Mareike Engel: I sta First of all, my toys are almost always

colourful. You don’t see that in mass-produced dildos too

often. Moreover, each dildo is different, there are visible

differences, making each one a unique toy. If you have

one of my Liebhaberstück toys, you can be sure that there

is no other like it in the world. For instance, the ratio of red

and green spines on the Cactoo 2.0 varies from toy to toy

because the knobs are created by hand. I make it a point

to keep the number of green and red knobs random.

 Likewise, the leopard pattern of the “Betty’s Delight” Cactoo

In German, a “Liebhaberstück“ is a

collector’s item, but the literal

 translation is “lover’s item/object”.

On Liebhaberstueck.de, you are

 offering hand-made silicone dildos.

When did you open your online shop,

and why did you decide to get

into the market for sex

toys?

Mareike Engel: I started

Liebhaberstück in Sep-

tember of 2015. I am

a designer and artist

and I am in the

 habit of scrutinising

and thinking about

the things I use.

Do I like it? Is it

functional?

How could

you make it

better? I

didn’t like this feeling of one-up-

manship that shines through in the

 design of many sex toys – this notion of

“higher, faster, further”. And then those clichés

about women in the advertising ... If I am guaranteed

an orgasm in 3 minutes, then it feels like ticking off a

box in a mandatory programme. And if a woman

doesn’t orgasm after three minutes, she’ll think it’s

Liebhaberstück stands for discreet, hand-made dildos

I N T E R V I E W
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“My lovers‘ objects are 
colourful and cheerful toys.“

exclusive
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differs from toy to toy, as does the

 position of the splats of colour on the

Aissikul dildos. All of these things are

left to chance for the most part. In

addition to that, the colours are mixed

by hand as well, so there are slight

deviations.  Compared to the perfect

uniformity of mass-produced dildos,

my toys feel very much alive. That’s

the difference, that’s why hand-made

toys look and feel differently.

So far, you are selling three different

models: Cactoo, Goldstück (“piece

of gold”) and Aissikul. What can you

tell us about these dildos?

Mareike Engel: I sta Cactoo is a

cactus in a flowerpot – technically

speaking, it’s a double dildo with a

stand. There are two types of pots,

made from different materials, either

concrete for purists, or cast stone,

lacquered in various colours for those

who like it more colourful. The shape

of the dildo with its slightly curved fins

offers lots of potential for experimen-

ting and trying different things. At

185mm, its rather long, and the two

tips are shaped very differently, with a

bigger, knob-shaped end – that’s the

one that goes in the pot – offering

perfect grip as a handle.

By now, we have three “Cactoo”

 versions: “Cactoo natur” is all green

and comes with a grey concrete pot.

The  design is very discreet for

 maximum camouflage effect. If you

have real plants by the window, I’m

sure “Cactoo natur” won’t stick out

from between them until you take a

close look.

Next, there is “Cactoo 2.0” which has

bright green and red “spines” made

from silicone that is softer than the

main body of the dildo itself. Visually,

it is the boldest of our

“Cactoos”, and its

knobs are wonderfully

titillating – a great way to

 stimulate the body. This toy comes in

a red  flowerpot, and it has proven

particularly popular among young

women. Soon, we’ll present new

 versions of this dildo with shorter knobs

and more colour variations.

Finally, “Betty’s Delight” is our third

“Cactoo” dildo. It boasts a hot

 leopard pattern, and depending on

customer  preference, it comes with

a bright red or a black pot.

“Aissikul“ is a 2-colour dildo in the

shape of an asymmetrical icicle. It

you like cool stimulation, this is the right

one for you. “Aissikul” does not require

a pot or another type of stand. Due

to its suction effect, it can stick to

smooth  surfaces – be they horizontal

or vertical - for quite some time. So

you could stick it to the tiles on the

wall when you’re in the shower.

Last, but not least,  there’s our “Gold-

stück”: a golden double dildo that

should actually be at the top of the

list  because it was our first model. The

special thing about this toy is the

name, how it’s reflected in the design

– and the embossed lettering on the

side of the dildo that you can feel

when you use it.

The products you offer can also be

customised. Which options can your

customers choose from? And do you

also design all-new dildos based on

customer requests?

Mareike Engel: I sta The customers

can get each of our dildos in any

 colour they like. Moreover, we offer to

inscribe words or symbols on the dildo

– for instance a name, a short

 profession of

love, or a heart

shape. I add these texts

intrinsically, meaning they

won’t be embossed; instead

they look like they’re inside the dildo

– a wonderful effect!

Ialso create all-new dildo designs

 based on customer  requests. If

 someone understands the concept

and feels inspired to be creative

themselves, that’s exactly what I want.

Custom-made pleasure objects

 naturally come at a higher price point

because of the additional effort and

expense.

One of the selling points I noticed on

your homepage is the innocuous

shape of the dildos. But is that really

still a big deal for consumers

 anymore?

Mareike Engel: Oh, it is a big deal,

and in more ways than one.  Having

a sex toy sitting in a place where

you can get it anytime,  without any-

body suspecting what it is - that is

something many women want. Not

having to hide it but not having to

 explain it, either. Remember the

 crammed bedside cabinet I men-

tioned earlier. Lots of women know

that problem, as I learned in many

 conversations and also through my

own little surveys. If you have a dildo

on your nightstand that looks like a

piece of decoration, this problem

 basically solves itself!

Another important aspect is that
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many women still feel uncomfortable openly addressing

topics like sexuality and masturbation. But what makes

a regular dildo so suspicious or indecent? First and

 foremost, it’s the shape that’s alluding to a penis. A dildo

that bears no resemblance to a penis doesn’t have this

“shame factor.” That makes it easier to embrace your

own sexuality and the pleasure of  masturbation, and to

deal with these things in a more  relaxed fashion.

My innocuous motifs also lower the inhibition threshold

for the male partner. Men often have qualms when it

comes to introducing sex toys to a couple’s intimate

life. Surveys have shown that a large number of women

want to use a dildo with their partner. The problem is

that, when a man is with his girlfriend or wife and

 suddenly, she produces a classic dildo from her

 nightstand, i.e. an object that looks like a big penis, he

feels threatened. Therefore, this desire to introduce sex

toys to the sensual experience often  remains unfulfilled.

But it doesn’t have to be, and a dildo that looks nothing

like a penis might be a solution.

I could also think of other advantages. Many mothers,

for instance, don’t own any sex toys out of fear that their

 children might discover the dildo stash in the bedroom

one day. A Liebhaberstück dildo can prevent such a

 situation. Actually, one of my customers once told me

this story about how she brought along her “Cactoo

natur” when visiting her boyfriend and his 4-year old

daughter over the weekend.  She simply left the dildo in

the  bedroom. The next day, the girl came rushing into

the living room, “Cactoo” in hand, and called: “Daddy,

daddy, what’s this?” The woman’s boyfriend simply

 answered: “It’s a cactus, honey.” “Oh?”, the kid said,

then she disappeared again and played with the toy

for a little while.

How would you describe your target audience? 

Mareike Engel: I sta My audience is definitely very

 heterogeneous. You will find anything from married

dentist’s assistants to 18-year old cosplay fans to gay

couples. I think what unites all these people is the

idea behind  Liebhaberstück. I love that, and it’s great

that I can cater to such a wide audience, bringing

pleasure to people of any sexual orientation, age, or

social circles. They all can find something to enjoy in

my toys.

I N T E R V I E W
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There are more and more high-tech toys on the mar-

ket, boasting features such as virtual reality support,

teledildonics, and app controls. Will the classic dildo

be pushed to the side lines by these modern toys?

Mareike Engel: I sta I really don’t think so. These   high-

tech toys are great and exciting, yes, but they cannot

replace real interaction with your partner. What’s

more, these  technical innovations with all their

 features and functions often make our life more com-

plicated. For instance, who really knows all the featu-

res of their smartphone? People’s response to this

overkill is quite obvious: There is a desire for simplicity.

Downshifting, keeping it simple, going back the

 basics, to real and genuine contact. That is a general

development, just look at trends such as slow food,

slow life, slow love, simple living, slow movement.

Are there plans to work with distributors or wholesalers

in the future? Where can interested retailers turn to if

they’d like to add your products to their range?

Mareike Engel: I sta Yes, I would very much like to

work with the trade. Collaborations with brick-and-

mortar stores would be an obvious option because

the consumers could get an idea of the look and

feel and the quality of my toys in the store. Dildo

 parties would be another fitting channel of distribution

for my Liebhaberstück toys. And working with a

 distributor would also make sense in the long run. So

if any of your readers are interested in such a

 collaboration, they are welcomed to contact me via  

e-mail: post@liebhaberstück.de.

Do you already have plans and ideas for new  additions

to the Liebhaberstück collection?

Mareike Engel: I sta Apart from new colour variants of our

“Cactoo,” there will be a new model of Cactoo 2.0 with

smaller spines, as I already mentioned.

The next all-new project will be called “Skru.” It’s a black

and silver dildo in the shape of a big screw. My goal with

this toy is to appeal to men who haven’t warmed up to

the thought of incorporating dildos when they have sex

with their wife or girlfriend. 

And apart from that, there are lots of other exciting new

ideas that already exist in design form. But for the time

being, I can’t really say more about these new toys.
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Maureen, you are

inventor and

CEO of the WaterSlyde.

What kind of product is

the WaterSlyde?

Maureen Pollack: The WaterSlyde is a revolutionary

 female pleasure product/hygiene device. It is a sleek

plastic water diverter that simply attaches to most

 forward-facing bathtub spouts. The water flow is easily

directed to the midline of the bathtub, allowing the

 water to land in the most delightful way.

How did you come up with the idea for the  WaterSlyde?

Maureen Pollack: It was a beautiful accident. When I was

15, while in the bathtub I reached for the faucet to help sit

up and it popped off. Behind the faucet was a pipe

 shooting the water straight out. The water began spraying

me in the face, so I quickly jumped back, and it began

spraying me in another place. Let’s say I took about four

baths a day until my father fixed it. Looking for a similar

 experience, I began scooting under the faucet AKA doing

the “bathtub technique”. For the next 15 years I thought

about how cool it would be if the water could somehow

come to me so I wouldn’t have to deal with the

 uncomfortable scooting and messing up my hair.
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The product Maureen Pollack launched under the name WaterSlyde

looks rather innocuous at first glance – a curved plastic diver ter,

transparent with a pink tinge. It also comes with a ribbon that is

used to attach it to the faucet of your bathtub. This way, the water

can flow right into the diver ter. Maybe now, the functional principle

of WaterSlyde is becoming more obvious. But of course, there’s more

to know about this product, and we’ l l  let  the inventor do the

 explaining in our EAN interview.

“We are marketing to all women who 
are looking for another way to feel good.”

Your product seems simple, yet sometimes those ideas

are the best. Why has nobody made a product like

WaterSlyde before?

Maureen Pollack: I kept looking for something like it

and finally thought “I got this”.

Creating a new product by yourself is easier said than

done. Could you tell us a bit about the process that led

to the final product?

Maureen Pollack: It started with the motivation. After

mentioning the concept of the WaterSlyde to my

 OBGYN, her response was, “Now that’s something I would

invest in!” I immediately called a patent attorney and

got the green light. Then the real fun began. I attempted

to make prototypes using different materials I found at

local stores, failing each time. Then a good friend

 helped me design it using a 3D printer. I sent the CAD

file to be printed and made a few adjustments. I tried it

and loved it (many times, you know, for research). 

Then 20 women tested the Water Slyde and after half

of them wouldn’t give it back and half wanted to buy

one, we knew we had something special. Finally, I met

with the guys from an injection moulding factory to

mass  produce the WaterSlyde in its final, pretty,

 translucent pink incarnation.  

WaterSlyde wants you to have more fun in the bathroom

exclusive
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Maureen Pollack,

the inventor of the WaterSlyde
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On your website, you seem to keep a very low profile

about the sexual nature of your product. Do you think

your customers are more drawn to a product that isn't

too explicit?

Maureen Pollack: We are marketing to all women who

are looking for another way to feel good. We want to

include women who may be a little more discreet.

 Women have a sexy imagination.

Sex Toys are having a hard time making an impact in

the mainstream market. Do you think that products like

yours are a way for adult products to breach into

 mainstream outlets? Is this a route more companies in

the adult market should take?

Maureen Pollack: Yes, we believe that to be in the

mainstream market, normalising your product definitely

helps. There is nothing inherently “wrong” with pleasure.

Women just have different levels of comfort exploring it.

We live in an amazing time to be women and it just

keeps getting better.

Are you offering any materials for retailers who would

like to sell your product? How should the WaterSlyde be

marketed in a brick and mortar store?

Maureen Pollack: We offer two types of packaging for

retailers. A large clamshell packaging, which displays

nicely and a smaller mesh bag that hangs from a 

hook. Both match the style of our website, 

www.WaterSlyde.com
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What's the retail price of the WaterSlyde?

Maureen Pollack: For now, the retail price $24.95 USD

Right now, WaterSlyde can only be bought in the US,

Mexico, and Canada. Do you have any plans to

 expand your business to Europe?

Maureen Pollack: We would love to offer the WaterSlyde

to the women of Europe. We have received a lot of

 inquiries from people looking to purchase this in Europe.

Unfortunately, shipping directly from the US is just too

costly, so we would be happy to work with a distributor.  

Are you working with distributors? Which qualities should

a wholesaler bring to the table if they want to pick up

your product?

Maureen Pollack: We would love to work with distributors,

they can reach out to us on our website, 

www.WaterSlyde.com. Right now, we are shipping

 directly to customers and wholesalers. We sale

 wholesale to any business purchasing 20 units or more.

WaterSlyde has been on the market for over a year

now. Do you have any plans for a WaterSlyde 2?

Maureen Pollack: Oh, yes! We have a few more tricks

up our sleeve. People can follow us on Instagram, Twitter,

and Facebook - @TheWaterSlyde - to be one of the first

to learn more.
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Maureen Pollack hopes the WaterSlyde

will soon also be available in Europe

This is how the WaterSlyde

is attached to the faucet
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Today, there are hundreds of different

lubes on the market. What sets your

lube SUTIL apart from the competition? 

Mellta Swift: SUTIL is both natural and ef-

fective with long-lasting slip and the silky

feel of silicone. SUTILS’ formulation of eco-

certified plant based ingredients is pure

and subtle. 

The bio-degradable packaging is modern

and understated.

You created SUTIL together with Nathanda

Swift. Could you tell us a bit about yourself?

Since when are you in the business of ma-

king lubes and how did your company get started? 

Mellta Swift: We are a mother/daughter family business.

Nathanda joined me as partner after she graduated from

school. Our background is in herbology, aromatherapy

and esthetics (skin care). We introduced a line of organic

massage oils to the market in 1989. The line grew to twenty-

six facial and body spa treatment products sold in desti-

nation spas across Canada. 

In 2000, after sampling a variety of lubes on the market,

we realised there was a niche for us to fill. We applied the

same standards of purity used in our spa products …

plant-based formulas devoid of parabens, petroleum,

and harsh chemicals to our new lube formulation. 

The company behind Sutil is called Hathor, like the ancient

Egyptian goddess of love. Which products do you offer

under this label?
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Some of our readers may know Hathor as the Egyptian goddess of feminine love and mot-

herhood. The Canadian company of the same name is not very wel l -known yet,  at least

not in Europe – although i t  was founded more than twenty years ago by Mel l ta Swif t .  Now,

Mell ta wants to conquer the European market,  and she has the per fect product to achieve

this goal:  Sut i l ,  a lubr icant with a clear focus on organic ingredients and eco-fr iendly pro-

duction. In our EAN inter view with the company founder,  Mel l ta talks about this new lubri-

cant and about her st rategy to make the leap across the At lant ic.

“No residue, no fragrance,

Mellta Swift: Yes the Goddess Hathor…..She

rules over love, music, dance. According to

history, the Egyptians took aromatherapy to

a high art. Their use of aphrodisiacs and eu-

phorics was our inspiration for Hathor Aphro-

disia Hathor Aphrodisia consists of  our signa-

ture “Lubricant Pure” with horney hoat weed

and Siberian ginseng, “Lubricant Lickeurs” or-

ganic flavoured lubes , exotic love oil and

sensual love lotion containing essential oils

with aphrodisiac properties.

What is the most important aspect of a lube

–  e.g. price, functionality, brand recognition

– that makes a customer buy a certain lube?

Mellta Swift: This is so different from person to person,

and yes, all of the above apply. There is no one perfect

lube for everyone. Our customers are primarily concer-

ned with quality and effectiveness. They are happy to

pay more knowing the product will enhance their sexual

experience in a healthy way.

In fact, for our customers, much of the appeal is for

what is absent. You barely notice SUTIL is there, it feels

so natural….no residue, no fragrance, no taste, no che-

micals. SUTIL has achieved great popularity in its first

year due to the quality reputation of the Hathor brand.

Woman, in particular with sensitivities, feel confident

using Hathor brand lubes.

Do you see any general trends in the market for lubes?

Mellta Swift: I see a new level of sophistication and creative

Mellta Swift presents the Sutil lube

exclusive
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Mellta and her daughter, Nathanda Swift,

run Hathor together
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design in the industry as a whole.

There is a growing educated custo-

mer base who are concerned with

the quality of the products they use

for sex. These customers will most de-

finitely influence trends in the market.

You put much emphasis on the eco-

friendliness of Sutil lube. Why is this

such an important aspect for you? 

Mellta Swift: The basic principles of

the eco-cert standard are to ensure

an environmentally friendly cosmetic

produced by the use of ingredients

derived from renewable resources

and manufactured by environmen-

tally friendly processes.

This standard includes the absence

of GMO’s, parabens, phenoxyethanol,

nanoparticles, silicone, PEG, synthetic

perfumes and dyes, and animal–de-

rived ingredients (unless naturally pro-

duced by them, i.e. milk or honey). 

Hathor has been active in bringing

clean products to the market long

before the no parabens, no petro-

leum trends infiltrated the mainstream

market. We see it as a responsibility

essential to the health of our families,

our customers, and the planet. 

We cannot escape the fact that the

business of manufacturing has a

huge footprint. We can however

choose raw materials that have mini-

mal greenhouse gas effect in their

production. Raw materials that are

sustainable. 

We have also chosen packaging that

contains enzymes that will bio-de-

grade if the tube ends up in the landfill

instead of being recycled. 

Customers trust is one of the most im-

portant assets intimate products like

lubricants can have. What do you

plan on doing - or are already doing

- to build up a growing customer

base in Europe?

Mellta Swift: At home here in Ame-

rica, we have a devoted customer

base who have come to trust Hathor.

Education for our business partners

and our retail customers is ongoing

and necessary to build those new re-

lationships. We are confident that our

new customers will feel the difference

in SUTIL.   

How are your products priced? 

Mellta Swift: SUTIL is a Boutique Luxe

line….mid to high range.

Where can SUTIL products be bought

in Europe and who can interested re-

tailers turn to if they want to pick up

your products?

Mellta Swift: At the time of this article,

we are just arriving in Europe to ex-

plore the possibilities and find partners

that resonate with SUTIL. Our first retail

outlet is “Other Nature” in Berlin

www.other-nature.de . Interested busi-

nesses please contact us at info@su-

tillube.com .

Promotional materials are vital at the

point of sale. How do you support the

retailers in the brick and mortar and

the e-commerce trade? 

Mellta Swift:  Yes, we offer visual point

of sales materials. More importantly,

we make samples readily available

as lube is such a tactile experience.

We know that our customers will love

the silky feel of SUTIL. For the e-com-

merce trade, we rely more on visuals,

educational material and reviews.

Are you planning on expanding the

SUTIL line in the future? What’s the next

step for the brand?

Mellta Swift:  SUTIL has been on the

market for one year. We are waiting

and listening to our customers. They

will dictate the next steps for SUTIL and

YES, we have many exciting ideas for

quality products in our SUTIL line. Ma-

king products is what we LOVE to do!

M E L L T A  S W I F T  

The Sutil tubes are made from

bio-degradable material
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You say on your website that you started

Sola with the idea “that happiness is a

choice”. How is this claim reflected in your

products?

Nicolette Dahl: Happiness is a choice

based on circumstances: you can allow

your troubles to distract you or you can

focus on life’s little pleasures. All of our items

are designed to find relaxation and pleasure

in your everyday life. The little things are often

priceless: like your own sensuality and the

bond you share with your lover. We

 encourage people to celebrate the little

things with Sola.
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At Sola, i t ’s  al l  about the customers.  Or,  more precisely,  their  happiness.  That was the idea

that  fue led the creat ion of  the i r  f i r s t  p roduct ,  the So la Egg.  Only  recent ly,  the New  

York-based company added a wand massager cal led Sync to their  range. So i t ’s  high t ime

we take a closer look at Sola, their  products,  and their  st rategy. Therefore, EAN seized the

oppor tunity to speak with Nicolette Dahl,  the PR and Market ing Manager of Sola.

“Sola was founded to serve the
 modern woman who seeks to do it all.“

Before we go into more detail about your

 products, could you introduce your team

to our readers?

Nicolette Dahl: Jessica B. is our lead de-

signer. She was instrumental in the overall

design of our products and the bran-

ding. She reflects the Sola brand really

well. She’s appeared in both of our product

videos. Nicolette D. (that is me) handles our

PR, social media, and marketing. She’s been

getting people as excited about Sola as we

are! The rest of our team are too shy to be

talked about or mentioned in the media.

They prefer to work behind the scenes.

Nicolette Dahl presents Sola

There are four sleeves for the Sola Egg:

Shiatsu, Swedish, Bunni, Omi

The Sola Egg in

the charge station

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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How would you describe the “average” Sola customer?

Who do you want to address with your products?

Nicolette Dahl: Sola was founded to serve the modern

woman who seeks to do it all. She works hard, constantly

strives to better herself, so “me time” or time to connect

with her lover are cherished. The Sola woman wants the

best because she knows she deserves it. She wants pro-

ducts that are discreet and beautiful, something she’s

proud to own and even display on your nightstand. That

is why quality and design were a high priority for our

team in development.

You describe the Sola Egg as an intelligent massager.

What makes it intelligent and how is this different from

traditional toys?

Nicolette Dahl: The Sola Egg is the world’s first 4-in-1

pressure sensitive massager. With gentle pressure you

get light vibrations and with more pressure you get stron-

ger vibrations. When you find a vibration sensation that

works for you, there’s a lock feature, with button located

on the bottom of the egg. The user experience with the

egg is truly one of a kind.

The Sola Egg comes with different slee-

ves. Which sleeves do you offer and

how do they differ from each other?

Nicolette Dahl: There are two

 different sets available for the Sola

Egg: Wellness and Passion. The

Wellness Set comes with two

 sleeves focused on massage

and comes with a smooth

Swedish sleeve and a

 shiatzu sleeve. The Passion

Set is focused on perso-

nal and couple’s erotic

massage, it comes with:

Swedish sleeve, the bunni

sleeve and the omi sleeve.

The bunny sleeve is designed

to surround and cuddle the

clitoris, the Swedish sleeves is

perfect for couple’s massage

and the omi sleeve is perfect

for couple’s foreplay.
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You financed the Sola Egg via

Crowdfunding. One of the benefits

of this strategy is that you get

 feedback from your customers early

on. How was the response to your

product and how did you implement

the feedback?

Nicolette Dahl: Customers have been

impressed with the design, quality and

power of the Egg. Overall, the power is

really what had them excited. It’s a really

fun and interactive toy for couples.

Your new product is the wand massager

Sync. What makes it different from other

wand massagers?

Nicolette Dahl: Most wand massagers

are large, bulky and look really

 unappealing. The Sola Sync is ergonomic

and as beautiful as it is powerful. It’s also

the first wand massager that comes with

a wireless remote that can be used up to

40 feet away.

Will the pressure-sensing technology be used in future

products of Sola as well? Do you already have plans for

the next addition to your range?

Nicolette Dahl: We will be revealing more at the

 upcoming ANME show.

Design and technology play an increasingly important

role in the market for sex toys. What do you think will be

the next big development in the erotic industry from a

design and tech standpoint?

Nicolette Dahl: Design principles are really gaining

speed in the erotic industry. By evaluating the entire

user experience, we are able to create products that

truly resonate with the user by uniting innovative use of

technology with an aesthetic that reflects their personal

values and tastes.

Are you working with distributors in Europe? Where can

interested retailers turn to if they want to offer Sola toys

in their stores?

Nicolette Dahl: Sola is distributed by Tonga in Europe.

I N T E R V I E W
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The rechargeable wand massager Sync

allows for wireless fun
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M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

Who is going to win the UEFA Euro-

pean Championship?

Django Marecaux: Having been born

in Lille and growing up loving teams such

as LOSC (Lille Olympique Sport Club )

and PSG (Paris Saint-Germain), naturally I

would say it is going to be France!

What was your childhood ambition? 

Django Marecaux: Like most young

boys, I dreamt of becoming a professio-

nal footballer. When I was younger, I

played for an 11-a-side team and no-

wadays, I still play 5-a-side with the other

guys from our office.

How did you get into the adult industry? 

Django Marecaux: When the professional football

 career didn’t pan out, I spent a couple of years in the

US. Following this, I moved to London and quickly found

a job with the company I still work with today. When I

started, it was a small retail  operation, with no more than

seven people. The business and I have grown  together

over the years and now we are more than 150 people,

covering over 15  European  countries.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Django Marecaux: I have always been interested in digital

marketing, so I suppose I would be working in something

Questions & Answers 

The inf luence of modern technology on our industr y is  increasing to such an extent that i t

might  soon have to  be re-named the E ro -Tech indus t r y,  says  D jango Marecaux,  on ly  

half- jokingly. But as the General Manager of Vi tenza goes on tel ls  us in this edit ion of

Monthly Mayhem, these kinds of changes and developments are a big par t of what makes

the industr y so interest ing.

Django Marecaux 
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that involved this. Let’s face it though, I doubt

it would have been as exciting as my time

in the adult industry!

What was the biggest step in your career?

Django Marecaux: Moving from the French

Marketing Executive to the Language Ma-

nager of our company. I suddenly became

responsible for recruiting people from all over

Europe, working on the numerous sites we

were starting, as well making sure they were

all performing.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Django Marecaux: Running my own successful online

business! 

How do you envisage the future of the sex toy industry? 

Django Marecaux: With the amount of gadgets that are

either coming out, or being developed, we will soon have

to call this market the ero-tech industry, rather than the

erotic industry! From the shows I have been to and from

what I read in trade publications such as EAN, the trend is

moving towards new technologies. Products such as virtual

reality and 3D are allowing people to become more

 immersed than ever before! 

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Django Marecaux: One where I actually finish my ‘To

Do List’!

exclusive
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M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

How do you relax after work? 

Django Marecaux: At least three or

four times a week, I do sports. I

would say football (obviously),

squash,  badminton and running are

my  favourites.

Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Django Marecaux: Without a

doubt, it would have to be my pa-

rents. I know it sounds clichéd, but I

really couldn’t be who I am, or

where I am, right now, without their

help. One of the best examples of

this is when I  decided to move to

the US in order to study English. There

were no  questions asked from them

and I got their full support, despite

the fact it was such a huge decision

and a big change!

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner? 

Django Marecaux: That depends

on what the medal is for. If we were

 talking best supplier of sex products,

it would go to Vitenza, of course!

Which personal success are you

proud of? 

Django Marecaux: When I bought

my first flat in London.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?

................

I never understood the English 

fascination with Marmite.” 

...........................“
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Django Marecaux: I have been told

that, at work, I am friendly and

 approachable. However, the same

can’t be said if you meet me on the

football pitch, due to my fiercely

competitive nature. I hate to lose in

anything, including my work life, but I

don’t think that’s a bad thing!

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Django Marecaux: I hate two-faced-

ness.

What song do you sing in the shower? 

Django Marecaux: I unashamedly

belt out ‘Sorry’ by Justin Bieber.

Who would you never ever like to see

naked? 

Django Marecaux: My boss.

With whom would you like to go to

the cinema and what film would you

watch? 

Django Marecaux: As a big kid, I

 enjoy the Marvel films based on the

comic books, especially Spider-Man!

I am always up for the cinema with a

good group of friends from the of-

fice.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Django Marecaux: I would love to

see Southeast Asia, including places

like Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and

Vietnam. 

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island?

Django Marecaux: A football, a

Swiss Army Knife, and the latest edi-

tion of EAN, naturally. 

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be? 

Django Marecaux: I think it would

have to be Barack Obama. Not only

is he one of the coolest guys alive,

but he has more respect, power, and

responsibilities than anyone else.

Is there anything you would never do

again? 

Django Marecaux: Being French, I

never understood the English fasci-

nation with Marmite. Since everyone

 talked about it when I first moved to

London, I tried it. Never again!

Do you have some good advice you

want to share with our readers? 

Django Marecaux: Don’t eat

 Marmite! Joking aside, I have been

working in this industry for ten years

now, something I could never have

seen myself doing when I started.

The erotic market has kept me inte-

rested for all this time, as it is always

evolving and changing. My advice

would be, if you think you are ne-

aring the end of your journey in this

sector, maybe just wait to see what’s

around the  corner, I bet it will be

worth waiting for. 
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